
Friday 10/3/69

4:00 A meeting of the Domestic Satellite Working Group

has been scheduled for 10:30 a.m. on Thursday (10/9)
In Room 415.
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OUTLINE

Technical Committee Report

I. TASK 

The Committee considered technical aspects of potential

domestic communication satellite systems with particular

emphasis upon those factors that could limit the development,

number, operation, and economics of such systems.

CONCLUSIONS

In general, the Committee concluded that existing and

projected technology would permit the establishment of one or

more domestic systems in synchronous orbit capable of serving

the 50 states and Puerto Rico, within the existing frequency

allocations at 4 and 6 GHz. The specific number of satellites that

could serve such systems would depend upon assumptions about systems

design - earth station size, modulation employed, etc.

In high density areas, careful placement of earth stations

will be required, but no technical limitation exists that would

restrict the number of earth stations that would be required for such

a system.
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It is technically feasible to use other bands (7 and 8 GHz)

not now available to commercial communications satellite services

on a shared basis, but it is not necessary and it is particularly

not desirable in view of flexibility required for national security

and other demands upon this portion of the spectrum.

It will be desirable to set the minimum performance

capability of earth station antennas to ensure accommodation of an

adequate number of satellites for western hemisphere use, but

exceptions may be necessaryto accommodate special requirements

e. g., small transmit receive antennas should be permitted in

remote locations and for other special use.

Sharing criteria at present are conservative, but further

work on interference mechanisms at the various relevant frequencies

and under a diversity of weather conditions will be required before

significantly better criteria can be established.

New technology is becoming available both in design and

operation of the satellite and also in the earth station that will

and promise better economics.
improve reliability, quality of service / New techniques appear

to be approaching maturity (narrow multiple-beam, larger EIRP,

better earth antennas) that will permit better utilization of the

limited orbital space and allocated spectrum now available.

New technology is also becoming available in terrestrial

systems and this technology will be influencing the relative

attractiveness of satellite systems for many uses within the
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contiguous 48 states.

Technical factors, although important, are not

controlling in the policy decision between single and multi-

purpose systems.

III RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the present FCC rules should and can be

modified and updated to cover the domestic communication

satellite service, these modifications need not be entirely

completed before approval of an initial system.

The following recommendations, while not directly

related to the principal task of the committee, are offered for

information:

Further R&D be conducted to narrow the uncertainties

on interference criteria with terrestrial microwave

systems.

Continued satellite R&D be conducted to explore

advanced techniques for improving reliability and

performance of the space segment.
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IV. Specific Questions and Answers

QUESTION 1: It is technically feasible to accomodate 'planned INTELSATand Canadian domestic satellites plus one or more satellites for U.S.domestic services, using the 4 and 6 Gliz spectrum bands presently allocatedfor commercial communication satellite services? If so, approximately bowmany U.S. satellites could be accemodated, assuming present and near-futuretechnology and design possibilities?

STATEMENT: The answer to the first part of the question is that it is
technically feasible to accomodate currently plRrned EITELSAT and Canadian
domestic satellites plus one or more domestic satellites. These plans in-
clude up to tuo Canadian satellites and the INTELSAT IV series of satellites
plus one or more proposed U.S. domestic satellites, during the next 3 years.

In regard to the second part of the question, a total of 16 to 50
satellites for all purposes in the longitude span from 600 to 135°  West
longitudes using the same frequencies and compatible satellite-earth statioa
antenna polarization in the 4 and 6 Gliz shared bands would be feasible with
30 foot diameter earth station antennas. All these satellites would be use-
fully visible from any part of the contiguous 48 states.

• Q1L]STI0N 2: Is it technically feasible toacctsdate one or Tr.re domesticearth stations within or .ear typical major metropolitan areas, againassuming use of 4 and 6 GEz spectrum allocations, under various cwbinationsof the follo:Jing alternative deployments:

all stations operate in send/receiver mode
most stations are receive only
each station uses entire spectrum allocation
most stations use only small fraction of sneptrum allocationsminimum earth stat:om antenna size is 15, 30, 6o or 90 feetonly highest grades of telephone and video service isaccuptLLblc
lower Grades of service are acceptable.

How many earth stations are feasible per city, under variouscoMbinations of the above parameters?
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STATZETT: It is technically feasible to accommodate one or more domestic earth

stations within or near typical major metropolitan areas, using the 6 and

4 GlIz spectrum allocations for sendinz and receiving over the entire spectrum

allocation with earth station antenna sizes ranzin3 from 15 to 90 feet to

provide the hichest grades of telephone and video service. The degree of

technical complexity to do it will depend on the local environment, the

number of earth stations that need to be acca=modated, satellite parameters,

aLd to what extent some system parameters or alternative deployments

(a through G) can be relaxed. The local environment includes topography,

meteorological factors, and the terrestrial sharing of the spectrum in the

vicinity, e.g., signal characteristics, power, antenna patterns and

directions, number and location of terrestrial stations.

Question 3

To what extent is it technically feasible to use other spectrum
bands not now available to commercial communications satellite
services (e. g. , 7 and 8 GHz communication satellite allocations
now reserved for Government use) on a shared basis, or to achieve
greater use of any of these spectrum bands through multiple
antenna beam technology, reversal of up-and-down link frequency
assignments, etc?. What multiplication of the basic communications
capacity indicated in (1) above appears likely through such techniques,
assuming there were no policy or other impediments to their
exploitation?

Part 1

Summary Answer

The same constraints on technical feasibility applicable

to the 4 and 6 GHz. bands (answers to questions 1 and 2) also apply in

the case of 7 and 8 GHz, subject to frequency sensitive refinements

in detail. Undoubtedly, on a case-by-case determination, a

commercial domestic satellite communications capability could be
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engineered into some limited portion of the bands below 10 GHz

(See U. S. P. V. ). The real question is though, could this be done 
•

without an operational impact on existing or planned systems? 

Here the answer is a clear no in bands allocated for Government use

because the inherent operational flexibility afforded by the availability

of exclusive bands means unanticiklated needs of the Government

for national security and other functions can be accommodated readily

without disruption to private and commercial operations. This is 

the fundamental national policy approach to frequency management.

(b) In view of the foregoing, there would be no increase in

communications capacity through sharing of Government frequency

bands. Perhaps in the future there might be some development --

presently unforeseen -- of sophisticated technology that might

permit greater use of the bands concerned. Current and foresee-

able technology precludes the possibility for any significant sharing

between commercial satellite and the very extensive and diversi-

fied Government operations on the 1 - 10 GHz band.

The proposal to use reverse direction on the up and down

frequency bands would depend largely on the density of earth

stations contemplated. It would appear that such a reversal

would not buy much in a domestic system, but might provide

AIL
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some additional capability where widely separated earth terminals

are involved. Reversed bands would greatly complicate the

sharing between the earth station and terrestrial micro-wave

S ystems.

The above conclusions on multiple antenna beam technology

and reversal of up and down links are based to a great extent on

a theoretical study and analysis. Experiments and propagation studies

should be conducted to demonstrate the extent to which satellite

systems and terrestrial systems can share and increase utilization

of certain communication bands.

Question 4

Is it technically feasible to provide communications service
to Alaska and/or Hawaii and/or Puerto Rico through separate antenna
beams on a satellite designed for service to the contiguous 48 States?
Would this materially alter the reliability and total cost (combined
earth and space segment) of (a) service to the contiguous states
and (b) service to and within Alaska, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico (as
compared with provision of the same service through INTELSAT
or Canadian satellites, for example)?

Part 1

Summary Answer

Based on existing and projected technology, it will be•

technically feasible to provide commercial communications satellite

service through a single geostationary satellite -- configured with

separate antenna beams -- simultaneously to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto

Rico and the contiguous 48 States.
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Part 2

Summary Answer 

The design and implementation br a single integrated "50 States"

Domestic Communications Satellite System would provide certain

operational advantages and lower costs of service between and within

the 50 States and Puerto Rico when compared to services furnished

by separate systems which meet only part of the total requirements

for Domestic satellite communications. This part of the question

cannot be answered quantitatively unless alternative system design

models are postulated and analyzed in detail. System performance

(capacity, quality and reliability) and costs vary considerably by such

variables as total system configuration (size), percent of traffi6 fill,

quality of service objectives, space segment in-orbit space and

replenishment doctrine, research and development sharing, procure-

ment sourcing and other factors related to investment and operations

and maintenance costs. Accordingly, only a general qualitative

answer is formulated above.

Question 5

'Mich design and/or operating characteristics of domestic
satellite systems require standardization and/or coordination to
insure compatibility among systems and adequate growtnatial?
To what extent arc these standards and coordination likely to be
worked out among the parties concerned, under present FCC rules
and regulations, and to what: extent will it be essential that the
Government exercise regulatory control of such proceedings?
What alternative steps could be taken to encourage resolution of
these issues directly by the parties concerned? Specifically,
would it be technically feasible for one party or another to either
operate with reduced quality of service or adopt appropriate

design changes to accommodate a potentially interfering service,
if there were effective rules for and means of compensation?
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To permit a large number of common-frequency satellites to occupy
the gcostationary orbit, it is desirable that earth station antenna
diameters be as large as is economically feasible. Lacking any
existing framework within which the economically optimum size
can be resolved by the private sector, it may be necessary as an
interim measure to establish minimum standards. Inasmuch as the
potential demand for satellite space is not uniform along the gco-
stationary orbit -- being particularly low in developing areas of the world
for the near and intermediate future -- these standards should vary
with satellite location as well as with geographic location for satellites
employing limited-coverage antennas. Specifically, earth stations
providing communications to such locations as remote villages, lumber
camps, etc., in Alaska via separate satellite antenna beams should
not be required to employ antennas of comparable size as those
serving urban centers in the 48 contiguous states. For the latter,
a 30-ft. minimum antenna size may be an appropriate interim
standard; for the former, antennas as small as 10-15 ft. may be
the only economical solution, and diould not be barred.

FCC COMMENTS WITH RESPECT TO QUESTION 5 OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
OF THE DOMESTIC SATELLITE WORKING GROUP

1. It appears essential that regulatory control be exercised regarding

any omestic saterlile system(s) to the extent of establishing procedures,

standa d , and regulations concerning frequency sharing, which has a direct

relationship to earth station antenna locations, size, directivity,

effective radiated power, minimum permissible interfering signal, and

frequencies employed, With respect to the space segment, control should

be maintained over satellite spacing and associated station keeping,

antenna directivity, effective radiated power with the limit dictated

by the power flux density permitted on the surface of the earth, and

frequencies employed.
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2. At present, Part 25 (Subpart C) and Part 21 (SUbpart I) of the FCC

Rules establish procedures for frequency sharing between terrestrial

microwave systems and communication satellite systems operating in the

4 and 6 GHz bands. However, these rules are incomplete in that they do

not yet specify detailed procedures for predicting the occurrence of

harmful interference.

3. The present FCC rules should and can be modified and updated to

- cover the domestic communication-satellite service in such a way as to

insure compatability between terrestrial microwave systems and space

systems, and between space systems sharing the same frequalcy bands.

4. It also appears that present FCC rules with respect to frequency

sharing between terrestrial microwave systems and stations in the

communication-satellite service should be revised to reflect any

changes that may be made uith regard to Part 25.

5. New regulations or modifications of existing regulations should be

consitent with our treaty obligations, relevant CCIR recommendations,

and the best information available from Industry and Government obtained

through appropriate proceedings. Unless the Government in some fashion

establishes standards and procedures of general applicability, through

the regulatory framework or otherwise, it is unlikely that the parties

concerned could resolve their diverse interests on a case-by-case basis,

' with or without Government assistance.
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6. The question of operatirg systems with reduced quality of service

or with appropriate design changes in order to avoid interference

should similarly be explored. Although it is technically possible for

one party or another to either operate with reduced quality of service

or adopt appropriate design changes to accommodate a potentially inter-

fering service, it appears highly improbable that agreement could be

reached between parties concerned, with or without compensation, which

would result in one party having a reduced quality of service. Never-

theless, a decision affecting the quality of service should not be left

entirely at the discretion of the parties concerned without a determin-

ation that the public interest has been protected. Compensation may

be appropriate in situations which would not result in a reduced

quality of service., such as re-orientation Of antennas and use of

passive reflectors, or under certain conditions where a reduced quality

of service would not be contrary to the public interest. This matter

might also be explored in a rule-making procedure.
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QUEST-1076: What significant eLevelonments in either technology or technical
information are foreseen during the next 10 years which might result in
major improvements in the cost and capacity of satellite communications
greater and more 'efficient utilization of the radio spectrum resource,
or the operational scope and effectiveness of satellite communications?

S2A722:2272: The develv:ments that offer the greatest potential improvements

for satellite communications are:

(a) The use of multiple narrow beams from satellites. This could

increase the circuit capacity of each satellite ultimately up 

to thousands of times for a given snectrum, and could greatly

reduce the satellite portion of the systems cost if the demand

for this capacity can be generated.

(b) The use of much larger EIRP from satellites. This could

be used to decrease the size and cost of earth antenna systes,

and permit the economical proliferation of their use.

(c) The use of more versatile and better discriminating earth

antennas. When earth stations need to be in simultaneous

contact with a nu:23er of satellites the development of earth

antennas with multiple independent beams will become important

In the total system cost. Also, the design of the antennas

can be made to provide greater system discrimination between

wanted and unwanted signals for a given size or cost of

antenna.
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(d) Greater spectrum sharinz with more beneficial sh in::;

specifications. Thc!77.1 is the opportunity to share =any

more frequency bands and to share them =ore intensively

wi.;;h satellite systetus bc1c1,Y as well as above 10 ClIz.

In addition, it should be possible to obtain i4ternational

accepta=ce of sharinz specification that could areatly

increase the benefits from the shared spectrum.

(e) Better understanding of interference propagation factors.

lath more information on scatter modes of interference

propagation, it will be possible to desian systems with

smaller margins for such co=tirefencies and hence with

greater capabilities or less cost.
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Question 7

If a domestic communications satellite system is implemented
what will be the long-term impact on the quality and economy of
telecommunications services made available to users, both private
and Government? Is the reliability and quality of service from
satellite communications now or likely to be obtainable adequate to
satisfy user needs?

Part 1

Surnmary An

A properly structured Domestic Communications Satellite

System which could be implemented and integrated, where appropriate,

as an integral part of the national telecommunications system complex

would have a long-term benefit to private and Government users in

both quality and economy of services. There is however, great

uncertainty as to the degree of benefit and accordingly a carefully

planned, organized and disciplined evolutionary program should be

adopted for introducing this new technology into the Domestic Telecom-

munications scene.

Part 2

Summary Answer

The pace of satellite communications technology indicates

a steady growth in the reliability and quality of service has

demonstrated and our forecasts project continued advances. However,

a Dom-estic' Communications Satellite System will require sufficient

redundancy and flexibility in its space segment and earth station complex

if it is to provide the grade of service available to users from the

highly redundant terrestrial network.
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One qualitative characteristic of satellite communications

that has not been demonstrated in Domestic Telecommunications

on a broad scale is the phenomenon of "delay". Actual operating
_..•

experience will be needed to determine the commercial acceptability

of satellite communications for dome stic telephone ser vice.





































12:35

Thursday 3/19/70

Dean Burch's secretary said he would be available

talk between 2:30 and 3:00 this afternoon; just call
and she will put the call through to him.

Pe ic 7,et-e‘e.

3/21



Domestic Satellites

(1) It gives no clear picture of which principles in the
end are going to be controlling on the practical issues. Such
vagueness will tend to discourage applications.

(2) It seems to rest on a number of implicit premises
which may be open to question: (a) there is a recurring
assumption of spectrum scarcity (see para. 7, 11, 30, 35);
(b) the focus on "new and complementary services" (para. 10)
and "economic incompatibility" (para. 23) suggest that com-
petition of assisting carriers may not be allowed; (c) there
is the implicit assumption that the Commission will make
the determination of single purpose vs. multi purpose systems
(para. 19); and (d) there are various random noneconomic goals
floating around (such as "the peoples dividends" in para. 34(b)).

(3) The application procedure seems complex. A lot
of the data would suggest a far more open-ended and subjective
decision making process by the Commission than that which we
advocated.

(4) There is some conflict between particular opera. -
tional premises; thus there is a desire (para. 11) that earth
stations be conveniently located and yet the application pro-
cedure suggests that applicants should "endeavor to find
suitable locations for earth stations that present the least
amount of potential interference problems" (para. 35). This
suggests remote locations.



ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

Pepartment of "Austire
ashington

JAN 2 0 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD
Staff Assistant, Office of the President

Re: Domestic Communications Satellite Program

This supplements my letter to you of today's date
on the above subject.

We think it advisable to call to your attention a
preliminary question not mentioned in your memorandum of
November 7, but necessarily raised by any proposal for a
domestic communications satellite program which does not
involve seeking additional legislation. Since the pros-
pective operators of communications satellite systems would
not have the facilities for launching their satellites, you
have informed us that it is the premise of all proposals
for commercial domestic satellite communications systems
that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
would be able to offer launch facilities and services to
the operators of such systems on a reimbursable basis.
There is some doubt whether NASA presently possesses such
authority.

The Comsat Act specifically directs NASA to furnish
satellite launching and associated services on a reimburs-
able basis to Communications Satellite Corp. ("Comsat"),
the corporation chartered under that act. However, the act
does not provide authority for furnishing such services to
any other operator of a satellite communications system.

NASA contends that such authority may be found in
NASA's basic legislation, the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958 ("Space Act"), 42 U.S.C. 2451-76. Section 203
of the Space Act, 42 U.S.C. 2473, provides, in relevant part:
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"(a) The Administration, in order to carry
out the purpose of this act, shall -

"(1) plan, direct, and conduct aeronautical
and space activities;

* * *

"(b) In the performance of its functions
the Administration is authorized -

* * *

"(5) * * * to enter into and perform such
contracts, leases, cooperative agreements, or
other transactions as may be necessary in the
conduct of its work and on such terms as it
may deem appropriate * * *.

"(6) to use, with their consent, the services,
equipment, personnel, and facilities of Federal
and other agencies with or without reimbursement,
and on a similar basis to cooperate with other
public and private agencies and instrumentalities
in the use of services, equipment, and facilities.

There is no question that the quoted authority in
section 203(b) authorizes NASA, under certain circumstances,
to launch satellites on a reimbursable basis for private
corporations. This has been done, notably in the instance
of the Telstar satellite launched for AT&T, and we are not
aware that the legality of NASA's action has ever been
challenged. However, Telstar was an experimental satellite,
and there is a question whether NASA's authority to supply
launch and associated services to private firms is not lim-
ited to situations in which the launch or operation of the
satellite is for scientific purposes.
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This question derives from the Space Act's definition
of the term "aeronautical and space activities." Section 103
of the Space Act reads as follows:

"As used in this act -

"(1) the term 'aeronautical and space activities'
means (A) research into, and the solution of, prob-
lems of flight within and outside the earth's atmo-
sphere, (B) the development, construction, testing,
and operation for research purposes of aeronautical
and space vehicles, and (C) such other activities as
may be required for the exploration of space; and

"(2) the term 'aeronautical and space vehicles'
means aircraft, missiles, satellites, and other
space vehicles, manned and unmanned, together with
related equipment, devices, components, and parts."

It has been argued, in particular, by Comsat, that this
definition limits NASA's authority under section 203 to
activities related to research and development, so that fur-
nishing launch services for a commercial satellite system
would not be within NASA's authority.

In April 1969 this Office considered this problem in
connection with a proposal that NASA provide launch services
on a reimbursable basis for a domestic communications satel-
lite for the Government of Canada. At that time NASA sub-
mitted to us a memorandum taking the position that NASA could
provide launch services to either foreign governments or
private interests for either experimental or operational
satellite systems. Comsat argued that NASA lacked author-
ity to furnish the services. We upheld Nasa l s authority
to furnish the launch services to Canada on the basis of
those provisions of the Space Act, §§ 102(c)(7), 205, 42
U.S.C. 2451(c)(7), 2475, relating particularly to inter-
national cooperation. Letter of April 29, 1969 from myself

3



to the Legal Adviser of the State Department. We did not
reach, therefore, the question whether NASA could provide
such launch services to private interests.

As a legal matter the question appears to us a fairly
close one. On the one hand, if one assumes that NASA's
authority is limited to carrying on "aeronautical and space
activities" within the literal definition of section 103,
the making available of launch and associated services to
operators of a domestic communications satellite system
does not appear to be within the scope of such authority.
Even if one were to argue that there would be scientific
value in additional satellite launches, it appears to be
the essence of the proposal you are considering that NASA
would offer its services to any and all system operators
approved by the FCC without any determination of the
scientific value of their satellite or their system.

On the other hand, we recognize that a plausible case
can be made for NASA's authority. The definition of "aero-
nautical and space activities" in section 103 was added to
the 1958 legislation in Senate-House conference. The con-
ference report throws some light on what the conferees had
in mind:

"The purpose is to make clear that the act is
concerned primarily with research, development, and
exploration. The use of the word 'activities' is
intended to be broad in the area of outer space be-
cause no one can predict with certainty what future
requirements may be.

"It is not the intention of Congress, however,
to construe activities so broadly as to include such

-4



things as the operation of commercial airlines,
the control of air traffic, the fixing of air-
worthiness standards, the setting of air fares,
or the assigning of certificates of public con-
venience and necessity. Whether, in time, the
new Administration will run a regular transport
route to another planet or to the moon is not a
matter of current concern. But the term 'activ-
ities' should be construed broadly enough to
enable the Administration and the Department of
Defense, in their respective fields, to carry
on a wide spectrum of activities which relate
to the successful use of outer space. These
activities would include scientific discovery
and research not directly related to travel in
outer space but utilizing outer space, and the
development of resources which may be discovered
in outer space." 1958 U.S. Code Cong. & Adm.
News 3192.

It is perhaps significant that the examples cited of activi-
ties excluded from NASA's responsibility by section 103 all
involve regulatory authority and most would duplicate the
responsibility of other agencies. They seem easily distin-
guishable from the provision of launch services. Furthermore,
launch services could certainly be interpreted as within "a
wide spectrum of activities which relate to the successful use
of outer space," and might reasonably be regarded as part of
"the development of resources which may be discovered in outer
space," if we read "resources" to include the potentiality for
using outer space for transmitting communications.

Moreover, a too literal interpretation of "aeronautical
and space activities" may create difficulties elsewhere in the
Space Act. Thus, section 102(c)(7) provides that the "aeronau-
tical and space activities of the United States shall be con-
ducted so as to contribute materially to * * * cooperation by
the United States with other nations * * * in work done pursu-
ant to this act and in the peaceful application of the results
thereof." If NASA is limited to aeronautical and space activi-
ties, as narrowly defined, it would be unable to cooperate in
the peaceful application of the results of such activities.

5
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Evidently, to give effect to section 102(c)(7), one must
interpret the term activities," at least as applied to
that subparagraph, to include the application of the re-

sults of research, etc., and we so construed it in our

April 29 letter.

The other legislative history which has been cited

for and against NASA's claimed authority in this area does

not appear to us to resolve the question. In 1962 testi-

mony on the Comsat legislation, Dr. Dryden, Deputy Admin-
istrator of NASA, indicated that if the legislation were

passed, NASA would not launch an operating communications
satellite for any private firm other than Comsat, but his
testimony, considered as a whole, cannot be read as assert-

ing that NASA lacked legal authority to do so.1/ Somewhat

more significant, perhaps, was a colloquy between Dr. Dryden

and Senator Pastore at a hearing held in 1963 after the
passage of the Comsat legislation:

Sen. Pastore: "I am making a distinction between
firing a satellite for experimental purposes, and
that is what Telstar is, against the fact that we
have created a private corporation, to engage in
a commercial business of telephony and video and
what have you, insofar as commercial use of a
satellite.

"Now, I quite agree that the NASA had the right
to charge and to allow A.T.&T. to shoot up an ex-
perimental satellite. * * * But it certainly
hasn't got the power to grant A.T.&T. the right to
shoot up a satellite and use it for commercial pur-

poses and make a charge for it, without an act of

Congress."

Dr. Dryden: "That is right."./

1/ "Communications Satellite Act of 1962," Hearings before

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 87th Cong., 2d Sess.,

262-66.

2/ "Satellite Communications," Hearing before a subcommittee

of the Senate Commerce Committee, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 67.
It might be noted that Senator Pastore was Chairman of the

Subcommittee on Communications and had been one of the leading

supporters of the Administration's Comsat bill in 1962.

6



NASA has explained this colloquy as relating not to
NASA's lack of authority to launch an operational satellite,
but to "the lack of authority * * * in the other corporation
to operate a commercial satellite system in competition with
Comsat, because of the exclusive right Comsat had been given,
under the Comsat Act, to establish and operate the global
commercial communications satellite system."/ This does not
appear to us to be the most natural reading of the colloquy,
but it must be recognized that exchanges such as this tend to
be somewhat imprecise. What is significant is that, for what-
ever reason, both Dr. Dryden and Senator Pastore appeared to
assume that any launch of a communications satellite other
than on an experimental basis for a commercial user other than
Comsat would require new legislation.

We see no need at this time to take a definite position
regarding NASA's launch authority. The question seems fairly
open to dispute, and it would not be appropriate for us to
decide it without giving NASA and any other interested agen-
cies a chance to present their views. An actual dispute has
not arisen, and it is not entirely clear in what context one
might arise. Comsat will probably question NASA's right to
provide launch services, as it did at the time of the Canadian
satellite proposal. However, it is extremely doubtful that
Comsat would have standing to challenge NASA's authority in
court. Alabama Power Co. v. Ickes, 302 U.S. 464, 479-81 (1938);
Kansas City Power & Light Co. v. McKay, 225 F. 2d 924 (C.A. D.C.
1955), cert. denied, 350 U.S. 884 (1955).

Within the Government the feasibility of NASA's offer-
ing launch services would depend on the General Accounting
Office's permitting NASA to credit reimbursements for launch
services from satellite operators to its appropriation
account, rather than to cover them into the Treasury as mis-
cellaneous receipts, 31 U.S.C. 484; see 10 Comp. Gen. 510
(1931); 34 Comp. Gen. 577 (1955). Obviously, if such pay-
ments were not credited to NASA's appropriation, NASA would
have to budget separately for anticipated costs of furnishing
launching services. NASA informs us that GAO has in the past

3/ NASA's Memorandum of Law dated March 5, 1969, p. 21.
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permitted reimbursement for services rendered in connection
with Telstar and other similar projects to be credited to
the NASA appropriation. Conceivably, GAO might regard the
question of the treatment of the reimbursed funds as hinging
on NASA's authority to furnish the services. However, NASA
informs us that it anticipates no difficulty from GAO on
this score.

Since NASA concludes that it has the necessary author-
ity and is prepared to proceed on that basis, there does not
appear to be any occasion for an opinion from this Office at
this time.

William H. Re uis
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
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ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

Peparfittent of Tustire
Washington

JAN 2 0 1970
Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
Office of the President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20501

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

This is in response to your memorandum of November
7, 1969, requesting our views on certain legal questions
arising in connection with your consideration of the
domestic satellite issue.

The questions in your memorandum were divided into
eleven categories. Those in paragraphs 9, 10, and 11 were
referred to the Antitrust Division, which has replied to
you directly. The questions in paragraphs 3 through 8,
inclusive, appear to relate exclusively to the authority
and responsibilities of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion under the Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. 151-
609. We have no special familiarity with this statute,
and we do not believe that we can offer any helpful com-
ment on the questions contained in paragraphs 3 through 8.

We shall, therefore, limit our discussion to the ques-
tions in the first two paragraphs, which deal primarily with
the effect of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 (the
"Comsat Act"), 47 U.S.C. 701-44, on the domestic satellite
issue.

Applicability of the Comsat Act 

Your questions subsumed in paragraph one may be summed
up as follows: Does the Federal Communications Commission
have authority to license a domestic communications satellite
system operated by an entity other than Comsat notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the Comsat Act? We believe that the
Commission does possess such authority.
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There is no serious question that, apart from whatever
may have been the effect of the Comsat Act, a domestic com-
munications satellite system would fall squarely within the
jurisdiction of the FCC under the Communications Act of 1934.
"Radio communication" is defined by section 3(h) of the
Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. 153(b), to mean "the transmis-
sion by radio of writing, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds
of all kinds, including all * * * services * * * incidental to
such transmission." Section 301 of the Act, 47 U.S.C. 301,
provides that no person shall operate any apparatus for the
transmission of energy or communications or signals by radio
except in accordance with the Act and with a license granted
by the Commission.11 At the time the Comsat bill was before
Congress, it was generally understood that the FCC already had
jurisdiction of satellite communications../ The question,
therefore, is whether the Comsat Act precludes the FCC from
licensing domestic communications satellite systems, either
by granting Comsat exclusive rights or by reserving to
Congress the right to provide for future systems by legisla-
tion.

Section 102(d) of the Comsat Act, 47 U.S.C. 701(d),
provides:

"It is not the intent of Congress by this
Act to preclude the use of the communications
satellite system for domestic communication
services where consistent with the provisions
of this Act nor to preclude the creation of
additional communications satellite systems,
if required to meet unique governmental needs
or if otherwise required in the national
interest."

1/ Section 301 might conceivably be inapplicable to certain
radio communications wholly within a State, see § 301(d), but
it would seem clearly to apply to any radio communication via
satellite, even where both ground stations were within a single
State. See California Interstate Telephone Co. v. F.C.C., 328
F. 2d 556, 560 (C.A. D.0 1964).

2/ See testimony of Chairman Minow, "Communications Satellite
Act of 1962," Hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., 81-82; letter from Assistant
Attorney General Katzenbach, "Communications Satellite Legis-
lation," Hearings before the Senate Committee on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., 408.
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This demonstrates that Congress did not intend by the
Act to rule out either (1) use of the Comsat system for
domestic services or (2) the creation of additional systems
"to meet unique governmental needs or if otherwise required
in the national interest." The question of the use of the
Comsat system for domestic services will be considered below
in connection with the questions raised by paragraph two of
your memorandum.

It may be assumed that the establishment of commercial
domestic communications satellite systems independent of the
Comsat system cannot be justified on the basis of "unique
governmental needs." Nevertheless, such systems would be
permitted if "required in the national interest." While the
legislative history of the Comsat Act indicates that the
Administration officials supporting the bill doubted whether
additional commercial systems would be economically and tech-
nically feasible, it also demonstrates that such systems were
not to be precluded.../ In particular, Senator Church, in in-
troducing an amendment, acceptable to the Administration,
which added language conforming section 201(a)(6) to section
102(d), emphasized that "alternative systems" could be estab-
lished in the national interest "under private or public
management." 108 Cong. Rec. 16362.

Bearing in mind the general principles that Government
grants must be strictly construed, United States v. Michigan,
190 U.S. 379, 401 (1903), and that a franchise to function as

3/ When asked whether section 102(d) precluded a monopoly,
Assistant Attorney General Katzenbach replied:

"No, Senator, I don't think it precludes monopoly. The
intention of that, obviously, was to allow for the ADVENT pro-
gram, for example, by the Government. We did not preclude
other systems, the possibility of other systems, simply because
this is a new and developing art.

"Frankly, with the capacity that satellites have, I cannot
see why there would be a competing system. I don't think the
statute permitting another system to be created, if it is found
to be in the public interest, is in any sense a guarantee that
that system is going to be created."
Hearings before Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, 22. cit., supra note 2, pp. 401-02.
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a public utility does not create a right to be free of compe-
tition, in the absence of a specific provision to that effect,
Charles River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. 420, 548-49
(1837), Tennessee Power Co. v. T.V.A., 306 U.S. 118, 139 (1939)
we think it clear that the Comsat Act does not preclude subse-
quent Government action to authorize commercial domestic com-
munications satellite systems.

It might nevertheless be argued that while section 102(d)
preserves Congress' right to authorize additional satellite
systems, Congress did not intend to permit such systems to be
set up in the absence of new legislation.

No provision of the Comsat Act explicitly deprives the
FCC of its preexisting authority to license operators of do-
mestic satellite communications systems. The legislative
history is not entirely clear, but this is understandable,
since, as we have previously pointed out, the establishment
of any additional commercial system was considered extremely
unlikely in the foreseeable future. Thus, most of the dis-
cussion of the Church amendment was directed at the possi-
bility of the Government establishing another system. (This
amendment added the words "or if otherwise required in the
national interest" to section 201(a)(6) in order to conform
that provision to section 102(d).) Senator Church was
asked by Senator Douglas whether his amendment would autho-
rize the establishment of additional systems or whether
further legislation would be necessary. Senator Church's
reply was that "it would depend on the circumstances. It
might be necessary to come back for additional authorization.
It might not, depending upon the type of system proposed."
108 Cong. Rec. 16364. The general sense of the debate on
this point was that while it was expected that creation of
a satellite communications system by the Government would
probably require legislation, at least appropriations, it
was not the intent of the Comsat Act to impose a requirement
for such legislation. In other words, preexisting authority
to establish such systems was left unchanged.

Additional support for this conclusion may be found in
the history of section 102(d). In the Comsat bill as reported
from the House Commerce Committee section 102(d) read as
follows:
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"It is not the intent of Congress by this Act
to preclude the creation of additional communica-
tions satellite systems, if required to meet
unique governmental needs or if otherwise required
in the national interest."

This section was amended on the floor on the motion of Con-
gressman Harris to provide:

"The Congress reserves to itself the right to
provide for additional communications satellite
systems if required to meet unique governmental
needs or if otherwise required in the national
interest."

In the Senate this provision was put in its present form.
While it is by no means clear that what Congressman Harris had
in mind was to provide that additional systems could be created
only by legislation,4/ or that the Senate's purpose in changing
the language back again was to rebut such an implication, it
seems a reasonable inference that section 102(d) was intended
to leave existing law and existing authority unchanged./

Therefore, it is our view that the Comsat Act does not
preclude the FCC from authorizing the construction and opera-
tion of a domestic communications satellite system pursuant
to its authority under the Communications Act of 1934.

Authority of Comsat 

The question of Comsat's authority to supply domestic
communications services really breaks down into two parts.
May Comsat supply such services as part of the satellite

4/ His explanation of his amendment was that 'we should take
a positive rather than a negative approach." 108 Cong. Rec.
7523.

5/ It might also be argued that to interpret section 102(d)
as merely preserving the Government's right to establish or
authorize additional systems under new legislation would de-
prive that provision of any effect, since Congress in section
301 reserves the right to repeal, alter or amend any part of
the act. However, it does not seem particularly improbable
that Congress would desire to emphasize the nonexclusive na-
ture of Comsat's authority, even at the risk of being redun-
dant.
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system authorized by the Comsat Act? May Comsat supply such

services as part of a separate system authori
zed under the

Communications Act of 1934?

Section 305(a) of the Comsat Act, 47 U.S.C. 7
35(a),

authorizes Comsat to operate "a commercial c
ommunications

satellite system." The use of the singular form to describe

Comsat's operation is consistent throughout 
the act and ap-

pears to be deliberate, particularly in the l
ight of section

102(d), which refers to both the use of the C
omsat system

for domestic services and the possible creati
on of additional

systems. The powers of Comsat, as set forth in Article
 III

of its articles of incorporation, are all to
 be exercised "to

further and carry out the purposes and achieve
 the objectives

of the Satellite Act," and these powers rela
te to the opera-

tion of a "commercial communications satelli
te system."

Comsat does not, in our view, have the genera
l powers pos-

sessed by ordinary business corporations, but
 only such

powers as are authorized by the Comsat Act, u
nder which it

was organized. Thus, we doubt that Comsat has corporate

capacity to operate a communications satellit
e system other

than the system provided for in the Comsat Ac
t.

But this is not to say that Comsat may not fu
rnish

domestic services. Indeed, section 102(d) specifically con-

templates the possibility that the Comsat syst
em may be used

for domestic communication services. It appears, therefore,

that there is some legal significance attach
ed to the dis-

tinction between furnishing domestic service
 as part of the

Comsat system and furnishing such service und
er a separate

system.

However, it is not at all clear from the C
omsat Act

what the factual basis for the distinction is
. While "com-

munications satellite systemu is a defined te
rm (§ 103(1)),

the definition is not helpful in determining 
when a part of

the main system is sufficiently distinct to
 be considered a

separate system. Indeed, when it is recalled that the

framers of the legislation doubted the feas
ibility of other

commercial communications satellite systems
 in the foresee-

able future, and that the section 102(d) refe
rence to addi-

tional systems was largely intended to prov
ide for unfore-

seen possibilities,./ it seems likely that 
the distinction

6/ See note 3, supra.
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between the Comsat system and other systems lies not in
their physical or technological integrity, but simply in
the authority under which they are established. On this
reading, then, whatever Comsat operates is the Comsat sys-
tem, and the fact that Comsat has no authority to operate
a domestic system under the Communications Act would have
no real significance.

We suggest this last merely as a hypothesis. We are,
as you know, quite unfamiliar with the technological aspects
of this problem and do not believe that we can determine at
this time where the line is to be drawn between the Comsat
system and additional systems. We conclude merely that
Comsat appears to be authorized to furnish domestic services
within its system, as that system is defined and authorized
by the Comsat Act; we doubt Comsat's authority to furnish
such services under the Communications Act.

This brings us to the "conflict of interest" problem
you suggest in paragraph 2(b). We assume that what you have
in mind is that if Comsat enters domestic service, it would
probably or necessarily be competing with the terrestrial
systems of those common carriers who are holders of Comsat's
Class II common stock and under section 303(a) of the Comsat
Act are entitled to elect six of the fifteen members of
Comsat's board of directors.

Such a conflict of interest situation would presumably
create certain practical problems, but present statutes ap-
pear to give the FCC adequate power to deal with them. Sec-
tion 401 of the Comsat Act, 47 U.S.C. 741, declares that
Comsat is a common carrier within the meaning of the Commun-
ications Act of 1934. As such, Comsat is presently subject
to section 212 of the Communications Act, which provides that
no person may hold the position of officer or director of
more than one carrier subject to the Communications Act with-
out the approval of the Conanission. Sections 8 and 10 of the
Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 19, 20, also contain certain prohibi-
tions against interlocking directorates, which are enforced,
in the case of communications common carriers, by the FCC,
15 U.S.C. 21(a). Furthermore, under the Comsat Act, § 304(b),
(f), the FCC has authority to approve the ownership of Comsat
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stock by particular carriers and to require the transfer of

stock from one carrier to another. Thus, the FCC has ample

statutory authority to deal with whatever conflict of inter-

est situations might arise from Comsat's entry into domestic

service.

Of course, the competitive impact of Comsat's domestic

service might conceivably be such as to make it impossible

to avoid a conflict of interest situation while retaining

the present level of carrier investment in Comsat, but we

are unable to comment on the likelihood of such a situation

or what measures might be taken to deal with it.

We have examined the draft memorandum of December 20.

We are not sufficiently familiar with the subject matter to

comment on the policy considerations involved or on the

legal questions except to the extent that we have done so

above.

Sincerely,

wA,
William H. Rehnquist

Assistant Attorney Genera
Office of Legal Counsel
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AIMS-TAW ATTORNEir GENERAL

peparhucitt of ',TJustir
pastiiiistetT

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

Staff Assistant, Office of the President

Re: Domestic Communications Satellite Program

This supplements my letter to you of today's date

on the above subject.

We think it advisable to call to your attention a

preliminary question not mentioned in your memorandum of

November 7, but necessarily raised by any proposal for a

domestic communications satellite program which does not

involve seeking additional legislation. Since the pros-

pective operators of communications satellite systems would

not have the facilities for launching their satellites, you

have informed us that it is the premise of all proposals

for commercial domestic satellite communications systems

that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

would be able to offer launch facilities and services to

the operators of such systems on a reimbursable basis.

There is some doubt whether NASA presently possesses such

authority.

The Comsat Act specifically directs NASA to furnish

satellite launching and associated services on a reimburs-

able basis to Communications Satellite Corp. ("Comsat"),

the corporation chartered under that act. However, the act

does not provide authority for furnishing such services to

any other operator of a satellite communications system.

NASA contends that such authority may be found in

NASA's basic legislation, the National Aeronautics and Space

Act of 1958 ("Space Act"), 42 U.S.C. 2451-76. Section 203

of the Space Act, 42 U.S.C. 2473, provides, in relevant part:



"(a) The Administration, in order to carry
out the purpose of this act, shall -

"(1) plan, direct, and conduct aeronautical
and space activities;

*

"(b) In the performance of its functions
the Administration is authorized -

11(5) * * * to enter into and perform such
contracts, leases, cooperative agreements, or
other transactions as may be necessary in the
conduct of its work and on such terms as it
may deem appropriate * * *.

"(6) to use, with their consent, the services,
equipment, personnel, and facilities of Federal
and other agencies with or without reimbursement,
and on a similar basis to cooperate with other
public and private agencies and instrumentalities
in the use of services, equipment, and facilities.
* * *.fl

There is no question that the quoted authority in
section 203(b) authorizes NASA, under certain circumstances,
to launch satellites on a reimbursable basis for private
corporations. This has been done, notably in the instance
of the Telstar satellite launched for AT&T, and we are not
aware that the legality of.NASA's action has ever been
challenged. However, Telstar was an experimental satellite,
and there is a question whether NASA's authority to supply
launch and associated services to private firms is not lim-
ited to situations in which the launch or operation of the
satellite is for scientific purposes.
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This question derives from the Space Act's definition
of the term "aeronautical and space activities." Section 103
of the Space Act reads as follows:

"As used in this act -

"(1) the term 'aeronautical and space activities'
means (A) research into, and the solution of, prob-
lems of flight within and outside the earth's atmo-
sphere, (B) the development, construction, testing,
and operation for research purposes of aeronautical
and space vehicles, and (C) such other activities as
may be required for the exploration of space, and

"(2) the term 'aeronautical and space vehicles'
means aircraft, missiles, satellites, and other
space vehicles, manned and unmanned, together with
related equipment, devices, components, and parts."

It has been argued, in particular, by Comsat, that this
definition limits NASA's authority under section 203 to
activities related to research and development, so that fur-
nishing launch services for a commercial satellite system
would not be within NASA's authority.

In April 1969 this Office considered this problem in
connection with a proposal that NASA provide launch services
on a reimbursable basis for a domestic communications satel-
lite for the Government of Canada. At that time NASA sub-
mitted to us a memorandum taking the position that NASA could
provide launch services to either foreign governments or
private interests for either experimental or operational
satellite systems. Comsat argued that NASA lacked author-
ity to furnish the services. We upheld Nasa l s authority
to furnish the launch services to Canada on the basis of
those provisions of the Space Act, §§ 102(c)(7), 205, 42
U.S.C. 2451(c)(7), 2475, relating particularly to inter-
national cooperation. Letter of April 29, 1969 from myself
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to the Legal Adviser of the State Department. We did not
reach, therefore, the question whether NASA could provide
such launch services to private interests.

As a legal matter the question appears to us a fairly
close one. On the one hand, if one assumes that NASA's
authority is limited to carrying on "aeronautical and space
activities" within the literal definition of section 103,
the making available of launch and associated services to
operators of a domestic communications satellite system
does not appear to be within the scope of such authority.
Even if one were to argue that there would be scientific
value in additional satellite launches, it appears to be
the essence of the proposal you are considering that NASA
would offer its services to any and all system operators
approved by the FCC without any determination of the
scientific value of their satellite or their system.

On the other hand, we recognize that a plausible case
can be made for NASA's authority. The definition of "aero-
nautical and space activities" in section 103 was added to
the 1958 legislation in Senate-House conference. The con-
ference report throws some light on what the conferees had
in mind:

"The purpose is to make clear that the act is
concerned primarily with research, development, and
exploration. -The use of the word 'activities' is
intended to be broad in the area of outer space be-
cause no one can predict with certainty what future
requirements may be.

"It is not the intention of Congress, however,
to construe activities so broadly as to include such
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things as the operation of commercial airlines,
the control of air traffic, the fixing of air-
worthiness standards, the setting of air fares,
or the assigning of certificates of public con-
venience and necessity. Whether, in time, the
new Administration will run a regular transport
route to another planet or to the moon is not a
matter of current concern. But the term 'activ-
ities' should be construed broadly enough to
enable the Administration and the Department of
Defense, in their respective fields, to carry
on a wide spectrum of activities which relate
to the successful use of outer space. These
activities would include scientific discovery
and research not directly related to travel in
outer space but utilizing outer space, and the
development of resources which may be discovered
in outer space." 1958 U.S. Code Cong. & Adm.
News 3192.

It is perhaps significant that the examples cited of activi-
ties excluded from NASA's responsibility by section 103 all
involve regulatory authority and most would duplicate the
responsibility of other agencies. They seem easily distin-
guishable from the provision of launch services. Furthermore,
launch services could certainly be interpreted as within "a
wide spectrum of activities which relate to the successful use
of outer space," and might reasonably be regarded as part of
"the development of resources which may be discovered in outer
space," if we read "resources" to include the potentiality for
using outer space for transmitting communications.

Moreover, a too literal interpretation of "aeronautical
and space activities" may create difficulties elsewhere in the
Space Act. Thus, section 102(c)(7) provides that the "aeronau-
tical and space activities of the United States shall be con-
ducted so as to contribute-materially to * * * cooperation by
the United States with other nations * * * in work done pursu-
ant to this act and in the peaceful application of the results
thereof." If NASA is limited to aeronautical and space activi-
ties, as narrowly defined, it would be unable to cooperate in
the peaceful application of the results of such activities.
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Evidently, to give effect to section 102(c)(7), one must

interpret the term "activities," at least as applied to

that subparagraph, to include the application of the re-

sults of research, etc., and we so construed it in our

April 29 letter.

The other legislative history which has been cited

for and against NASA's claimed authority in this area does

not appear to us to resolve the question. In 1962 testi-

mony on the Comsat legislation, Dr. Dryden, Deputy Admin-

istrator of NASA, indicated that if the legislation were

passed, NASA would not launch an operating communications

satellite for any private firm other than Comsat, but his

testimony, considered as a whole, cannot be read as assert-

ing that NASA lacked legal authority to do so.1/ Somewhat

more significant, perhaps, was a colloquy between Dr. Dryden

and Senator Pastore at a hearing held in 1963 after the

passage of the Comsat legislation:

Sen. Pastore: "I am making a distinction between

firing a satellite for experimental purposes, and

that is what Telstar is, against the fact that we

have created a private corporation, to engage in

a commercial business of telephony and video and

what have you, insofar as commercial use of a

satellite.

"Now, I quite agree that the NASA had the right

to charge and to allow A.T.&T. to shoot up an ex-

perimental satellite. * * * But it certainly

hasn't got the power to grant A.T.&T. the right to

shoot up a satellite and use it for commercial pur-

poses and make a charge for it, without an act of

Congress."

Dr. Dryden: "That is right."2/

1/ "Communications Satellite Act of 1962," Hearings before

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 87th Cong., 2d Sess.

262-66.

2/ "Satellite Communications," Hearing before a subcommittee

of the Senate Commerce Committee, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 67.

It might be noted that Senator Pastore was Chairman of the

Subcommittee on Communications and had been one of the leading

supporters of the Administration's Comsat bill in 1962.
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RASA has explained this colloquy as relating not to

NASA's lack of authority to launch an operational satellite,

but to "the lack of authority * * * in the other corporation

to operate a commercial satellite system in competition with

Comsat, because of the exclusive right Comsat had been given,

under the Comsat Act, to establish and operate the global

commercial communications satellite system."/ This does not

appear to us to be the most natural reading of the colloquy,

but it must be recognized that exchanges such as this tend to

be somewhat imprecise. What is significant is that, for what-

ever reason, both Dr. Dryden and Senator Pastore appeared to

assume that any launch of a communications satellite other

than on an experimental basis for a commercial user other than

Comsat would require new legislation.

We see no need at this time to take a definite position

regarding NASA's launch authority. The question seems fairly

open to dispute, and it would not be appropriate for us to

decide it without giving NASA and any other interested agen-

cies a chance to present their views. An actual dispute has

not arisen, and it is not entirely clear in what context one

might arise. Comsat will probably question NASA's right to

provide launch services, as it did at the time of the Canadian

satellite proposal. However, it is extremely doubtful that

Comsat would have standing to challenge NASA's authority in

court. Alabama Power Co. v. Ickes, 302 U.S. 464, 479-81 (1938);

Kansas City Power & Light Co. v. McKay, 225 F. 2d 924 (C.A. D.C.

1955), cert. denied, 350 U.S. 884 (1955).

Within the Government the feasibility of NASA's offer-

ing launch services would depend on the General Accounting

Office's permitting NASA to credit reimbursements for launch

services from satellite operators to its appropriation

account, rather than to cover them into the Treasury as mis-

cellaneous receipts, 31 U.S.C. 484; see 10 Comp. Gen. 510

(1931); 34 Cofflp. Gen. 577 (1955). Obviously, if such pay-

ments were not credited to NASA's appropriation, NASA would

have to budget separately for anticipated costs of furnishing

launching services. NASA informs us that GAO has in the past

3/ NASA's Memorandum of Law dated March 5, 1969, p. 21.
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permitted reimbursement for services rendered in connection

with Telstar and other similar projects to be credited to

the NASA appropriation. Conceivably, GAO might regard the

question of the treatment of the reimbursed funds as hinging

on NASA's authority to furnish the services. However, NASA

informs us that it anticipates no difficulty from GAO on
this score.

Since NASA concludes that it has the necessary author-

ity and is prepared to proceed on that basis, there does not
appear to be any occasion for an opinion from this Office at
this time.

444;
William H. Re

Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
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To: Mr. Ken Robinson

From: Tom Whitehead

For your comments as discussed.

Proposed Policy on Domestic
Satellite Communications
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MEMORANDUM FOR DR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD
STAFF AS

SUBJECT: Proposed Policy on Domes :ic Satellite
Communications

I found your memoranda on this matter very thought-
provoljng. While ] heartily concur in most of the
objectives set forth in your proposed memorandum to
the FCC and agree that there is a need for a re-
examination of existing policies in this area, I am
not convinced that the Administration's position should
be based on the proposition that competition should .take
precedence over all other objectives.

I am in doubt about some of the economic and technical
aspects underlying your proposal. There may in fact
be economics of scale and other economic factors in
this area that inhibit effective competition. Techni-
cal considerations may also place serious constraints
on policies governing ownership or mode of operation
of domestic satellite communications facilities.

I also foresee serious domestic and international diffi-
culties if your proposal is adopted as it now stands.
For example, I believe that the Communications Act of
1934 and the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 rep-
resent legislative mandates to ensure that national
security and efficiency considerations have higher
priorities than the principle of competition in estab-
lishing public policy in the field of communications.
The Supreme Court upheld the intent of Congress on this
point in its decision on FCC versus RCAC, 346 U.S. 86.

also fear that the problems of international coopera-
tion in the satellite communications field would bc
seriously complicated by opening domestic satellite
communications to largely unregulated competitive enterprise.

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 13526, Sec. 3.3h

•
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Finally, I am particularly concerned by the absence of
any reference to the requirements of national security
or the needs of Federal agencies during periods of emer-
gency. I am confident that the President would wish to
take into account the command and control requirements
of the Executive Branch in any now charge to the FCC or
requests for new legislation.

recognize that a. great deal of technical work and staff
effort have gone into these memoranda. However, the
issues referred to above, particularly the omission of
consideration of requirements stemming from the dictates
of national security, suggest that the subject requires
further analysis and consideration within the Executive
Branch before the President is asked to approve new
policies in this field.

Since I have not had time to study the proposal in detail,
am attaching the comments of those in my staff who are

most conversant with this problem. In order to give you
all the assistance we can on this complicated matter
asked my staff to draft an alternative memorandum to the
FCC, based on their detailed comments. That draft is also
enclosed with the thought that parts of it may be helpful.
Please feel free to cOnsult directly with Bill Plummer,
Bob Kupperman or members of their staffs, on any of the
points raised.

• I'1. A. Lincoln
Director

At



DETAILED COMMENTS ON PROPOSED POLICY MEMORANDUM
WiGARD1NG DOMESTIC SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Introduction

The basic questions facing the nation in the
domestic satellite communications matter are the following:

1. What should be the role of satellite communica-
tions in the domestic scene?

2. What should be the nature and priority of specific
goals to be achieved in the development of domestic satellite
telecommunication services within the framework.of the
Administration's national policy objectives (social, economic
and security)?

3. What essential regulatory controls arc needed
to protect the national (public) interest?

Since the combined communication services and manu-
facturing industries contributed about 5.0% ($42.2 billion)
to the Gross National Product during 1968, these questions
assume significant dimensions. The basic goal must he
to assure continued health and growth of the vital domestic
telecommunication services segment of the industry in order
to meet the essential needs of both private and Government
customers. In view of the absence of a compelling case to
treat satellite communications in a "special" manner, the
Administration's broad policy objectives should be based on
experience in this field.

There is general agreement that private enterprise
rather than Government should dove lop commercial communi-
cation satellite services. However, the institutional
approach outlined in the recommendations of the Draft
Memorandum could place the Administration in the position
of proposing a radical and fundamental departure from
existing regulatory practices which have given the people
of the United States the best telecommunication services
in the world at the lowest real costs. Such an Administra-
tion recommendation, without a concomitant legislative man-
date and in the face of the acknowledged uncertainty with
respect to technical and economic factors, could invite a
hostile reaction from both Congress and a large segment
of the industry.

fr-trZ,AT
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The consequences of the proposed app)oach are mani-
fold and involve important domestic and international rami-
fications. A proposal to implement such a theoretical and
untested market approach could create intense conflict
within the Government, among contenders within the tele-
communications industry, and possibly in the international
scene among partners of the International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT) and among members. of the
International Telecommunication Union. If the Commission
WCC to attempt to adopt the proposed concept, further
lengthy delays could be encountered in the application of
this new technology to domestic use because of the necessity
for FCC hearings involving a plethora of conflicting
claimants.

Economic Reservations

The fundamental premise of the Draft Memorandum is
that more competition and loss regulation will accelerate
technological innovation and thus achieve a better quality
of telecommunication services for our people at lower costs.
The validity of this premise remains unproven; in fact,
there is substantial evidence to the contrary.

A. The facts show that switched public telecommuni-
cations (telephone, telegraph, television and data) services
are provided by a large integrated industry composed not
only of the Bell System and Western Union but also of about
2,000 independent tFlophono companies. The growth, parti-
cularly in the independent sector of the industry, has been
spectacular and the switched system has provided the tech-
nical and economic base on which other modern telccommunica-
tiolserviccs have been built. Further, this is the largest
integrated communications system in the world and it
generates about 2% of the Gross National Product of the
United States.

B. Contrary to the position of the Draft Memorandum,
there is considerable knowledge about the economies of scale
in satellite communications. While it might necessitate
a major study to identify all of these economies, reasonable
cost estimates for most foreseeable applications and alterna-
tive systems can already be put on a comparative basis.
Thc Nation's experience with the. INTELSAT Consortium and
with .military satellite operations shows a continuing trend
toward economics of scale with advanced satellites and no
substantial evidence of clear economies of speciali7ation.

Yd o.
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C. In a field requiring large capital investments,
adequate reserves against possible major systems failure,
and extensive technological skill, it is quite possible
that an absolute minimum of regulation (as inferred in the
Draft Memorandum) could promote the rapid establishment of
a monopoly. This possibility is even more likely in the
current tight money market.

1I]. Technolooical Reservations

While the conclusions of the technical committee
clearly point out the problems associated with orbital
space and frequency spectrum usage for a number of separate
domestic satellite systems, further study is required on
several issues:

A. The interference problems created by a large
number of satellite ground stations raise several unanswered
questions: Are we to have separate earth facilities for
domestic as well as international satellite systems? If
so, will the awarding of early domestic station sites drive
U]) the costs of later international systems? Are the CATV
systems likely candidates for satellite ground terminals?

B. While communication satellites may be operated
with as little as 0.5° separation, other systems now
envisioned would require spacings of as much as 6.00.
Since orbital spacing is a very complex problem, it re-
quires much more research and understanding before defining
standards for orbital spacing and antenna diameter size.

IV. Domestic Ramifications

The Draft Memorandum raises serious legal questions
and could create intense conflict within the government
and serious objections from the public and the industry.

A. Legal Aspects

1. The Communications Act of 1934 and the Communi-
cations Satellite Act of 1.962 are legislative mandates to
ensure that national security and efficiency considerations
have a higher priority than competition in establishing
public policy toward the field of communications. Congress

'
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has also imposed specific obligations on the US Government
to the Communications Satellite Corporation and its public
stockholders and to the Corporation of Public Broadcasting.
A major change from these legal obligations would require
new legislation.

B. Governmental Problems

1. The recommendation that both financial and
technical resources be evaluated in approving private in-
dustry's proposals for domestic satellite systems brings
into question the ability of the FCC to accomplish this
under current budgetary and manpower limitations. The
FCC has never had the resources to assess adequately the
implications of technological advances on competing pro-
posals and regulatory policies. Like many regulatory
groups, they arc largely dependent upon those they regulate
to supply such assessments. If the FCC is to regulate this
area effectively, its base of technological skill in this
area must be improved and expanded.

2. The national security and emergency pre-
paredness agencies can be expected to raise questions about
the compatability of separate domestic satellite systems
with their essential needs.

C. Public Interest Aspects

1. If profitability is the main criterion for
providing domestic satellite communication services, many
potential public consumers might not be serviced adequately.
For example, Alaska is comparable to underdeveloped countries
of the world at least with respect to communications and is
not likely, therefore, to present enough profit potential
for the private sector to undertake a separate satellite
system serving its communications needs. The Draft Memo-
randum could be interpreted by the Alaskans as short-
changing their needs and requirements.

2. How does the policy presented in the Draft
Memorandum insure that certain applications in the public
interest (Alaskan communications, educational systems,
government communications) having low or nonexistent profit
margins get served by allowing almost unrestricted approval
of proposed systems? The first and strongest backed pro-
posals are likely to be for specialized systems which will
skim off the profit cream inherent in broadband commercial
requirements.

o
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3. The Draft Memorandum overlooks this problem
by putting common carrier services on the same basis as
special services. Common carriers, however, by their very
nature, produce external economies -- public benefits for
which they arc not able to collect in a market system --
and thus are in part public goods and eligible for public
support. The idea that individuals derive some benefit
from having a common carrier available, whether or not they
actually use it is called "option demand" in the public
finance literature. There is no way for the producers of
this service to collect except when the service is actually
used. In the public interest, therefore, there is clearly
a case for giving preference to common carriers, especially
if an interference problem causes more profitable special
service systems to preclude common carriers in a given
geographic area.

D. Industry's Possible Objections

1. Satellite communications cannot be isolated
from other domestic communication media. The paper does
not consider what public policy should be regarding tolerable
situations of private control of both satellite and terrestrial
communications industries. Is public policy well served
if a firm that dominates one of the terrestrial industries
emerges as the dominant market force in satellite communica-
tions? Will this paper be interpreted by some as an attempt
to allow AT&T the opportunity to bypass COMSAT?

V. International Ramifications

A "domestic satellite system" raises significant
questions of an international nature which must be explored
further.

A. What would be the impact of a number of separate
domestic satellite systems on US commitments and obligations
to the INTELSAT Consortium, on the orderly evolution and
growth of the Global System, on the US position to be taken
at the 1971 Space World Administrative Radio Conference,
and on the negotiations of Definitive Arrangements? lf
the US proceeds with a variety of uncoordinated domestic
systems, it is possible a good many other nations will jump
to the same posture, producing a situation where int6rnational
agreements become very difficult to obtain. Certainly,
it will be difficult for the US to discourage the prolifera-
tion of regional systems which may divert support from the
INTELSAT system.

, 
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B. There is the problem of interference with existing
terrestrial microwave systems in the US and Canada.
Coordination and agreement with the Canadians, at least,
is paramount to establishing a rational domestic regulation
policy. Also, some form of capability between the Canadians
and the US may be desirable for the US in linking Alaska
to the rest of the US mainland.

VI. Conclusions and Alternatives

For the above reasons, the Draft Memorandum requires
substantial revision. The Administration should focus its
position on broad policy objectives, leaving implementation
details to the regulatory agency. A suggested revision of
the memorandum to the FCC is provided in Attachment I.
While time has not permitted all interested parties within
OBP to review this attachment, it is consistent with the
detailed comments above.
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ATTACHMENT 1

DRAFT January 9, 7970

DECLASSIFIED,
E.O. 13526, Sec.

By...031AL_, NARA, Date

MEMORANDUM FOR: Honorable Doan Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission

This memorandum presents the Administration's posi-

tion on the development of domestic communication-satellite

services. The position outlined herein reflects the pro-

duct of an extensive policy review made by the Executive

Brailch. Hopefully, the national (public) policy objectives

and policy considerations presented by the Administration

will aid the Commission in the exercise of its statutory

responsibilities.

The early 1970's will provide enhanced opportunities

for our nation to utilize practical applications of

technological advances flowing from the national space

program. During the 1960's the technical feasibility

and economic viability of communications satellite tech-

nology for international telecommunications was demonstrated

with dramatic success by the international Telecommunications

Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT). This achievement moans

the United States, in conjunction with its partners in
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INTELSAT, has essentially met the basic goal established

by the Congress in the Communications Satellite Act of

1962. The challenge is to develop satellite communications

to provide domestic services wherever the result will be

improved services at lower cost.

The Commission is fully aware that the importance

of telecommunications to our society cannot be overstated.

The United States has the most comprehensive, flexible and

economic system of telecommunications in the world. This

highly developed and valuable resource provides a wide

diversity of telephone, telegraph, 'TELEX, television,

.radio, facsimile and data exchange services for the Nation's

private, public and government users. Th6se services are,

provided through an intricate complex of facilities and

systems including: (a) radio and television broadcasting

stations and receiving sets; (b) an integrated public

telephone network including common carrier transmission

systems (wire, cable, and radio); (c) private fixed radio

networks; and (d) mobile radio networks (vehicular, aero-

nautical and maritime).

As the nerve system of our economy, Government and

private business operations, pub.lic. welfare and national

security activities, telecommunication. systems are



indispensable to the pursuit of our national objectives.

Our nation's well-being depends in very large measure upon

the telecommunication technology; and it is in the interest

of all of us to assure that this dynamic technology --

which includes many diverse means of communicating --

continues to grow. It is important that the fruits of

telecommunication technology be used in the interest of all

of our people as rapidly and economically as possible.

NATIONAL (PUBLIC) POLICY OBJECTIVES

The fundamental objective in telecommunications is to

assure the continued improvement and growth of the enormous

domestic and international telecommunications complex

available to American society. Attainment of this goal

will enhance the availability, quality, versatility,

dependability and economy of telecommunication services;

provide increased benefits to users (public, private and

Governmental); and contribute to the achievement of the

social, economic and security objectives of our nation.

The Government's role in pursuing this important

goal is protection and promotion of the national (public)

interest through enlightened Executive policy and leader-

ship and by effective Federal regulation and guidance. The

keystone of success is a thy for dynamic

Ly'r.
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action by both privato. and public sectors to bring the

full potential of new technologies into reality.

To achieve the overall policy objective, the Adminis-

tration has established the following specific policy

objectives related to domestic communication-satellile

services:

To realize the early and orderly introduction of

satellite communications technology into the

domestic telecommunications environment when and

where economically viable and improved services

will result;

To assure that when domestic communications are

established they are compatible with and fully

integrated, where appropriate, with the existing

dome-stic and international. public telecommunica-

tions systems that support improved services,

national security and preparedness.

To encourage expansion of the range of available

telecommunications services offered to all users

through the application of technological advances

in satellite communications;
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To attain coordinated and efficient use of the

electromagnetic spectrum -- a limited inter-

national resource -- and assure technical compati-

bility of the domestic communications satellite

facilities with existing terrestrial facilities

both in the United States and abroad, and with

other communication satellite systems;

To assure that where economic benefit can be

attained by satellite communications facilities,

they will accrue to users of telecommunication

services;

-- To assure compatibility with and support of US

objectives and obligations concerning INTELSAT

and the Global Commercial Communications Satellite

System.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

There arc several fundamental factors and policy

considerations which this Administration believes to be

relevant to the introduction of domestic communication-

satellite services. Such considerations must be evaluated

carefully during the formulation of definitive policy guide-

lines for the establishment and use of domestic satellite

communications. The more important considerations include

the fol owing: ar;Ihn' -
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Program Approach for Domestic Satellite Communications

The potential for early introduction of satellite

communications services in the United States includes

the simultaneous distribution of television programs to

locations throughout the fifty States; the rapid exchange

of computer and data information; and the provision of

alternate trunk routes in the basic nationwide public

leased circuit and switched networks. Longer range potential

applications include: The broad distribution of educa-

tional and instructional radio and television programs to

widely dispersed groups; and a range of other services

requiring broad-band facilities. These DOW, improved and

expanded telecommunication services should contribute

to the general enhancement of the capability, flexibility

and reliability of the total domestic telecommunication

environment.

There are uncertainties, however, as to the specific

role, the technical compatibility and economic viability

of domestic satellite communications which make it prudent

to proceed in an orderly manner when implementing such

facilities. Accordingly, the Administration believes

definitive policy guidelines should provide for:
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Establishing flexible arrangements to ensure

maximum learning about the capabilities and

limitations of domestic satellite communica-

tions and problems associated with the

establishment and use of such facilities.

Promoting incentives to foster the development

of competitive sources of satellite communications

technology.

Recognizing the importance to the national interest

of the benefit that would accrue to the American

people and Government institutions by establishing

domestic satellite communications through a

multiple-purpose system, as a complementary medium,

compatible with and fully integrated, where appro-

priate, with the existing domestic and international

public telecommunication networks.

Modernizing the regulatory process and setting to

emphasize improved performance of telecommunications

entities, and the timeliness and efficiency of the

regulatory activity.

Recognizing the dynamic nature of this new tech-

nology by establishing guidelines on an interim

basis subject to a full review after a few years.
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Federal Government as User of Telecommunications Services

The United States Government is dependent upon a very

wide range of modern telecommunication services in con-

ducting its functions. Every department and agency of the

Government have ready access to telecoMmunication services

in carrying out its missions assigned by the Congress and

the President. Government policy is to obtain communica-

tion services from common carriers to meet its traffic needs

whenever possible and to establish Government-owned facili-

ties only as necessary for special requirements. The Federal

Government is today by far the largest single customer of

leased, commercial telecommunications services. Accordingly,

the definitive policy guidelines should include:

Provision for Federal Government department and

agency •utilization of new and improved telecom-

munication services furnished by domestic satellites,

when such services arc economically viable and/or

contribute to overall enhancement of telecommuni-

cations available to departments and agencies.

Government users should have direct access to

communication-satellite facilities, when required

for unique services.
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- Provision for use of domestic cowmunication-

satellite services in support of national security

and emergency preparedness efforts, when appropri-

ate. Since the operational existence of nationwide

systems of rapid voice, data and record communica-

tions is indispensable to national security and

emergency preparedness, the Department of Defense

and other agencies will utilize commercial domestic

satellite services to improve the total telecommuni-

cations capability available for these purposes.

-- Institutional ArranPements -

The United States has a unique opportunity ahead in

promoting the use of satellite communication technology by

broadening participation in the marketplace and encouraging

flexible institutional arrangements. The definitive policy

guidelines should include provisions for:

- Offering the opportunity for responsible entities

to apply to the Federal Communications Commission to

establish domestic satellite communication facilities.

- Encouraging customer groups from a broad spectrum of

our society to utilize telecommunication services

provided by domestic satellite communication facilitic:,

- Recognizing the public interest in and the obligations

of the United States to the Communications Satellite

Corporation and its public shareholders, and to the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting, both created by

Congress.
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Establishing criteria, for authorizing domestic

satellite communication facilities to perform

appropriate role (s) -- taking into account the

national (public) interest considerations of the

available orbital space and frequency spectrum

and other important definitive policy guidelines.

- Foreign Policy

The United States Government recognize f; the inter-

national aspects of satellite communications, particularly

the use of orbital space and frequency spectrum. The

definitized policy guidelines for the establishment and

use of satellite communications domestically should include:

Respect for the obligations of the United States

under the Interim Arrangements of 1964 Establishing

the INTELSAT Consortium (and under Definitive

Arrangements when promulgated): and avoidance of

any action in the establishment of commercial

domestic satellite communication facilities which

would be incompatible with our support of the

Consortium, and vi.th our support of the Global System.

Coordination of program plans and orbital space and

frequency spectrum requirements for new domestic

satellite communication facilities with the INTELSAT

_
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Consortium and the International Telecommunication

Union, as appropriate.

- Recognition of thc importance of the pending 1.971

Space World Administrative Radio Conference and the

impact any domestic satellite communication policies

could have on the position to he taken by the United

States at the Conference.

Cour111Hon--

The American system has developed satellite communica

tions technology and has promoted the sharing of this now

capability with people throughout the world. The genius

of our institutions for effective competition and the

generation of innovative advances should now be focused

on bringing the benefits of this technology to a broad

sector of our nation's people. The establishment of

domestic satellite communication facilities must be

accomplished in an orderly and organied manner subject,

of course, to essential regulatory control by the Federal

Communications Commission. The opportunity exists to effect

innovation in the regulatory process for the introduction

of this new technology in our domestic infrastructure.
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The Administration is confident .that the efforts of

private enterprise supported, where required, by the

Government can bring about a realization of domestic

communication satellite services. The Administration

pledges its support in providing satellite launch services

for communication satellites which the Commission authorized

through the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

and to advise the Commission, when requested.

Signature



Thursday 12/18/69

1:35 Called Dick Berg's office at Justice to find out
when you might expect their answers to the legal
questions on domestic satellites. (Mary Wood).
She will check with Mr. Berg and give us a call.

4:55 Checked again; Mr. Berg had been tied up in meetings
and had been advised of our call; however, he hasn't
given her an answer yet. She will check again when
he returns from his meeting.



ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
ANTITRUST DIVISION

prpartment tif 3Justice
ashinstort, P.C. 20530

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
Office of the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

DEC 1 8 1969

The Office of Legal Counsel has asked that the Anti-
trust Division respond to three of the legal questions
on domestic satellites contained in your letter of November 3,
1969 to Mr. Rehnquist. These are question 9 (relating to inter-
connection), question 10 (concerning access for competitors
to a network-controlled satellite), and question 11 (con-
cerning noncompensatory pricing). Question 10 is primarily
one of antitrust policy, while question 11 has some antitrust
issues; on the other hand, question 9 (which does raise
some competitive issues) is basically a question arising
under the Communications Act of 1934, and therefore we
can claim no particular expertise with respect to it.

We understand that the Office of Legal Counsel will
respond to the remaining questions in your letter.

9. Interconnection 

Under the 1934 Act (or the 1962 Act, if applicable),
does the FCC have jurisdiction and authority to (a)
regulate the terms of leasing and interconnection
arrangements between an existing communications common
carrier and either a communications common carrier
utilizing satellites or a non-common carrier utilizing
satellites; or (b) require that an existing communi-
cations common carrier furnish facilities sought by
a communications common carrier utilizing satellites
or a non-common carrier utilizing satellites?



(a) Interconnection with common carrier systems.
At common law, clearly one common carrier could not be
required to link or connect its facilities with those of
another, and as an obvious corollary had no compellable
obligation to furnish another common carrier facilities. 1/
Section 201(a) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S..
s201(a)) purported to change this. That section imposed
first, a duty upon the communications common carrier to
furnish service upon reasonable request. 2/ Additionally,
the plain language of the section granted theCommission
power to compel a carrier "to establish physical connections
with other carriers, to establish through routes and charges,
and to establish and provide facilities and regulations for
operating such through routes."

The Commission, however, has placed a somewhat
restrictive gloss on this statutory provision. When a
carrier interconnects by leasing plant and facilities
to another so that the second carrier may provide a
particular service or facility to its customers, the
terms applicable to the transaction are usually set forth
in a contract between the carriers. The Commission has
taken the position that it has no general authority to
modify, rescind, or in any other manner, regulate the
terms of these contracts or require that one carrier furnish
the facilities sought by another carrier 3/, because ". . .

1/ See

State v.
246 N.W.

, e.g., Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R.R. Co. v.
Denver & New Orleans R.R. Co., 110 U.S. 667, 680 (1884);

Northwestern Bell Teleph. Co., 214 Iowa 1100,
252 (1912"); Home Teleph Co. v. Peoples Teleph.

& Teleg. 
  

Co., 125 Tenn. 27b, 141 S.W. 845 (1911).

2/ See, e.g., Coastal Auto Parts, Inc., F.C.C. Dkt.
No. 18706 Memorandum Opinion and- Order, October 27,
1969.

3/ It should be noted that the 1956 antitrust consent
aecree entered against AT&T imposed the obligation upon
the Bell System to furnish leased facilities to Western
Union. United States v. Western Electric, CCH 1956
Trade Cases 168,246 (S.D.g.Y. T956), para. XVII(c).

2
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the provision of facilities by one common carrier to another
common carrier has not been regarded as a common carrier
undertaking." 4/

To remedy this lapse, the Commission has asked Congress
to make the provision of facilities by one carrier to
another carrier a matter of explicit regulatory jurisdic-
tion fully subject to Title II of the 1934 Act. Furthermore,
the Commission has requested authority to require this
service if the public convenience and necessity would be
served.

The authority being sought in the bill is . . .
needed in order to avoid situations where there
would have to be wasteful duplication of facili-
ties in order to provide the needed service. 5/

No such general bill, however, has yet been successful.

However, when Congress enacted the Comsat Act, a
provision granting this authority to the FCC was included. 6/
Hence, the Commission presently has explicit authority
to compel terrestrial common carriers to furnish inter-
connection facilities to Comsat, and to supervise the
terms and conditions of the necessary intercarrier contracts.

Despite inclusion of such specific authority as to
Comsat, it is still highly probable that the above-quoted
language of Section 201(a) of the 1934 Act authorizes
the Commission to regulate and supervise common carrier

4/ Senate Report No. 1584, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 17
71962). Compare Western Union, F.C.C. Dkt. 8963, 5
P. & F. Radio Reg. 6379, 659 (1951) (TV Interconnection
case).

5/ Hearings Before the House Interstate and Foreign
Zommerce Committee, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1964).

6/ 47 U.S.C.A. f721(c)(1962).

3



interconnections even when they involve provision of
facilities. Thus, interconnection could be ordered with
a domestic satellite communications common carrier, whether
operated by Comsat or not.

First, the statutory language fairly plainly indicates
that such explicit authority already exists, and the
Commission's past requests for clarifying legislation are
not dispositive. 7/ Second, as a general rule, restric-
tions administratively engrafted onto basic agency
jurisdictional statutes are disfavored, 8/ and prior agency
policy rarely conclusive. 9/ Third, regulation and indeed,
compulsion, of intercarrier connection agreements are
reasonably ancillary to the regulation of the participating
common carriers, and often necessary to effect the purposes
of the 1934 Act. Finally, the Commission itself seems
to have recently abandoned its previous positions; in
its August 1969 Microwave Communications, Inc. decision,
the Commission ordered interconnection through provision
of facilities, stating:

We have already concluded that a grant of MCI's
proposal is in the public interest. We likewise
conclude that, absent a showing that interconnection
is not technically feasible, the issuance of an
order requiring the existing carriers to provide
loop service is in the public interest. 10/

7/ See United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392
U.S. 157, 1713-78 (1968); American Trucking Aisoc. v.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa re 111. Co., 387 11.5. 397, 418
(1961).

8/ See Social Security Bd. v. Nierotko 327 U.S. 358
71945).

9/ See FCC v. American Broadcasting Co., 347 U.S. 284
71954); Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 32311.S. 134 (1944).

10/ Microwave Communications Inc., 16 P. & F. Radio
74. 2d UM (1g6g).

4



(b) Interconnection with non-common carrier systems.
There is apparently no clear IT-C decision on the question
whether a communications common carrier must interconnect
with a communications non-common carrier.

"Private systems' service is in the 'gray' area
between [common carrier] and non [common carrier] service." 11/
Most state courts and state utilities commissions have
generally upheld telephone companies when they have re-
fused to interconnect with other private or semi-private
communications systems. 12/ This refusal has been most
consistent where the priVite system was offering a com-
munications service closely approximating or interchangeable
with a service provided by the telephone company. 13/ The
usual rationale has been that compelling such interconnection
would somehow invade the telephone company's property
rights or lawful franchise.

The FCC has concluded that the provisions of Title II
of the 1934 Act are "generally pertinent, since the operator
[of a private system] is in the position of a customer
or user". 14/ Section 201(a) of the 1934 Act states that
"it shall Fi the duty of every common carrier engaged
in interstate or foreign communication by wire or radio
to furnish communication service upon reasonable request
therefor. . ."

11/ Mid-America Teleph. Co. v. Ohio Bell Teleph. Co.,
P.b.R. 3d 24-4:, 251 (Ohio Pub.1Ttil. Commln ).961).

12/ See generally, In re Southwestern Bell Teleph. Co.,
TO P.U.R. 3d 476 (Mo. 1955); Re New -VOA Teleph. Co., 45
P.U.R. (NS) 409 (N.Y. 1942); Building Indust. Exhibits 
v. Cincinnati & Suburban Bell Teleph. Co., 71 P.U.R. (NS)
74 (Ohio 1947); Ohmes v. General Teleph. of S. W., 384
S.W. 2d 796, 79971Was Civ. Apps. 1964). See also Annot.,
Right and Duty of Telephone Companies to Make or Distontinue 
Physical Connection of Exchanges or Lines, 76 k.L.R.
953 (193Z).

13/ See e.g„ State ex rel. Util. Comm'n v. Two-Wa
Mio Service, 272 N.C. 591, 15g S.t. 261355

14/ Western Union, 5 P.&F. Radio Reg. 639, 660 (1950).

5



The Supreme Court has stated:

We do not think it is necessary in
determining the application of a regu-
latory statute to attempt to fit the
relationship into some common-law category.
It is sufficient to say that the relation
is one which the statute contemplates shall
be governed by reasonable regulations
initiated by the telephone company but subject
to the approval and review of the Federal
Communications Commission. 15/

In a related area, the Supreme Court has held under
the Interstate Commerce Act that the obligation of a rail-
road common carrier to provide service upon reasonable
request embraces a duty to provide service to other systems
(in the case, trucking company piggyback operations), not-
withstanding that such "person tendering traffic is a
competitor. . . ." 16/ Although the trucking companies were
common carriers, that fact apparently played little part
in the court's decision.

Hence it is probable that within accepted common
carrier precepts, the FCC has the authority to compel a
communications common carrier to interconnect with private
communications systems upon reasonable request therefor.
Given the fact that the Domestic Satellite Service will
probably be deemed interstate commerce, such authority
should certainly suffice.

10. Access to Network-owned Satellite 

If the three major television networks form a
joint venture for domestic broadcast distribution
through satellites, what would be the obligation of
such a joint venture to supply satellite channels
to others in the trade--including either a fourth
network or a CATV network, or for one-time broadcasts--
assuming (a) that excess system capacity exists or
(b) that system capacity is fully utilized by the
joint venture participants?

15/ Ambassador Inc. v. United States, 325 U.S. 317, 326
(T945).

16/ American Trucking Assoc. v. Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe 
117k. Co., 387 U.S. 397, 407 (1967).
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The question of access to an existing joint venture
presupposes the affirmative resolution of an important
initial inquiry in antitrust joint venture analysis;--
Is the establishment of the jointly-sponsored facility
justified under the circumstances, or should creation of
such facilities be left to the efforts of individual
competitors? Joint business ventures, planned and operated
by normally competing entities, are uniquely susceptible
to misuse which adversely affects competition. They may
eliminate or dampen actual or potential competition between
their sponsors or with others. Also, if a joint venture
is technically or otherwise necessary, it may still be
unduly anticompetitive if the facility is competitively
significant and competitors of the joint venturers are
denied fair access to it.

A joint venture may be necessary if the facility is
to be created at all. The facility or system may be
intrinsically unitary on account of economies of scale,
or for other structural reasons. In addition, a joint
venture among competing entities may be acceptable or
desirable where--because of limited demand factors,
developing and volatile technologies, and massive costs
of formation--individual initiative at a given time simply
will not provide the facility or system which is desirable
or even essential., This sort of analysis would appear to
justify the use of a joint venture approach for broadcast
distribution by domestic satellites at this stage in
satellite development.

However, future circumstances may not justify such
a joint venture approach as to future systems. Conditions
that now prevail may well change, so that the type of
joint venture now contemplated will have to be reassessed
as subsequent broadcast satellite systems are proposed.

If a joint venture is appropriate, it must be estab-
lished and operated in a fashion that affords fair oppor-
tunity for access or participation by those in the trade
(including at least broadcasters and CATV operators).
The problems of such participation or access are,however,
somewhat different depending on whether one assumes excess
capacity in the system.

7



(a) The Excess Capacity Situation. Here, it is assumed
that the three major television networks propose to form a
joint venture for domestic broadcast distribution through
satellite(s) and the necessary related earth components.
The legal form of the joint venture is not analytically
important, but is assumed to be a separate corporation,
with stock ownership and control divided among the joint
venture participants in proportion to their capital sub-
scriptions. It is here assumed that the space segment of
the broadcast system consists of at least one satellite
with a given channel capacity (e.g., a satellite dedicated
to video broadcasting with a broadcast capacity of 24 video
channels), and that the earth segment of the system consists
of ground stations awned by the joint venture, by individual
networks, or by local network affiliates. It is also here
assumed that sufficient system capacity always exists to
satisfy the requirements of the networks and anyone else
desiring to participate. It is recognized that, depending
upon demand for channels, this excess capacity situation -
either on the satellite or the ground stations - might or
might not exist or continue. The question here is whether,
and on what terms, the joint venturers would have an
obligation to make excess channel capacity available to
other broadcasters.

Antitrust gene:ally prohibits competitors in a given
market from combining to exclude other actual or potential
competitors from that market - a principle specifically
applicable to joint business ventures formed by competi-
tors. Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945).
However, when that joint arrangement is itself legal, either
because it is a natural monopoly or otherwise, then another
antitrust rule comes into play: This requires a group of
competitors controlling an essential resource or facility
to provide access to it, on equal and nondiscriminatory
terms, to all those who compete in the trade. United States 
v. Terminal R.R. Association, 224 U.S. 383 (1912); Associated 
Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945). 17/ The reason

17/ This principle of equal and nondiscriminatory access to an
essential resource or facility controlled by some, but not all,
competitors in a given field, has been applied often to require
access to markets or exchanges where such access is a prerequisite
to effective competition. Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit and 
Produce Bldg., 194 F. 2d 484 (1st Cir. 1952), certiorari denied,
344 U.S. 817 (1952) (a produce exchange building); American 
Federation of Tobacco Growers v. Neal, 183 F. 2d 869 (4th Cir.
1950) (a tobacco market); United States v. New England Fish Exchan.4e 
258 Fed. 732 (DiMass. 1919) (a fish market); and United States v.
Tarpon Sponge Exchange, 142 F.2d 125 (5th Cir. 1944) (a sponge
market).
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for the rule is to prevent control of the resource from being
used to suppress competition in markets in which the joint
ventures operate. In its 1963 opinion in Silver v. New York 
Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341, a situation involving denial of
private wire communications access to the nation's major
securities exchange, the Supreme Court observed in a footnote
that:

A valuable service germane to petitioner's
business and important to their effective
competition with others was withheld from
them by collective action. That is enough
to create a violation of the Sherman Act. 18/

It appears that significant economies are likely to
result from the use of a domestic satellite system for tele-
vision broadcast distribution. This means that the satellite
system would be an essential resource to those engaged in
offering television programming to the public, either over
the air or via cable. Accordingly, antitrust would require
that non-discriminatory access to system capacity be made
available to competing networks, video broadcasters and CATV
operators. Such access would be provided to all on the same
or equivalent terms (whether for continuous channel capacity
or off-peak capacity). 19/

In making excess satellite capacity available to compet-
ing networks, video broadcasters and CATV operators, the joint
venturers should be able to require (i) pro-rata investment
or (ii) payment of a usage fee, based on the joint venturer's
own per channel average costs of usage. Seemingly, such a
system investment or usage fee should be based on current
operating expenses and a reasonable capital charge reflecting

the system's remaining estimated useful life. The mechanical

process of arriving at a fair system investment or usage fee

for each new user, although perhaps complex, should be
designed with the goal of preventing any undue competitive
advantage for existing users.

18/ Footnote 5, 373 U.S. 348-349, at 349. In articulating this

antitrust principle, the Court cited Associated Press, Terminal 

R.R. Association, and other antitrust authorities.

19/ Of the antitrust cases establishing the principle of fair
access to joint venture facilities and systems, United States v.

Terminal Railroad, supra, is particularly clear on this point.



(b) The Limited Capacity Situation. In limited capa-
city situations, fair participation is still required. How-
ever, the process of determining fair access becomes more
complex. In Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit & Produce Bldg.,
supra, for example, the court dealt with a situation In
which the access problem involved the right to lease space
in a produce market building which had limited capacity.
In formulating its remedy for the plaintiff, found to have
been wrongfully excluded from its rental space, the court
declared that (at 194 F. 2d 489):

Upon remand the district court will proceed
to ascertain and award the damages and appro-
priate counsel fees and further to determine
as a court of equity the extent to which
equitable relief should be awarded. In this
it should be guided by the aim to restore
plaintiff to its former competitive position
so far as this can be done without taking away
rights from innocent third persons. Thus the
plaintiff should be accorded space in the build-
ing on terms similar to those accorded others,
at once if available without dispossessing such
innocent parties, otherwise as soon as available.

19/ footnote continued
TEere, at 224 U.S. 411, in discussing access to a joint rail-
road terminal facility, the Court stated that the joint ven-
ture could remedy its Sherman Act access problems by:

First. By providing for the admission of
any existing or future railroad to joint
ownership and control of the combined ter-
minal properties, upon such just and reason-
able terms as shall place such applying
company upon a plane of equality in respect
of benefits and burdens with the present
proprietary companies.

Second. Such plan of reorganization must
also provide definitely for the use of the
terminal facilities by any other railroad
not electing to become a joint owner, upon
such just and reasonable terms and regulations
as will, in respect of use, character and cost
of service, place every such company upon as
nearly an equal plane as may be with respect
to expenses and charges as that occupied by
the proprietary companies.
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It seems obviously sound that the one-time user, as
a general principle of fair access, should be junior to
the more continuous users, whether the original joint ven-
turers or the later participants which pay (or wish to pay)
for continuous channel capacity. While the one-time user
should have a call upon idle channels, or off-peak periods
on allocated channels, it should have no right to claim
access to continuously-occupied capacity, other than that
which might be bargained for commercially.

Another question of priorities caused by limited
capacity would involve the competing claims of later
arriving continuous-users who seek access to already
occupied, channels after establishment of the joint satel-
lite facility. If later claimants were to have the open-
ended right to channel space already occupied, the joint
venture might well never be created; such a result would
of course adversely affect competition and rates for
broadcast distribution - a field now entirely controlled
by A.T.U. Therefore, in view of the present uncertainty
of investment in the new field and the anticompetitive
result from the project not going forward, we conclude
that subsequent access should not be required provided
(1) the sponsors of the joint venture had originally given
notice to all over-the-air and CATV broadcasters and had
given them a reasonable opportunity to participate on
equal terms in the proposed satellite facilities; (2) in
establishing the satellite system, the sponsors had not
unjustifiably limited the system's capacity for the purpose
of protecting their positions against the inroads of
other broadcast competition; and (3) no usage of channel
capacity could be shown as designed to preempt later use
by newcomers.

With respect to initial establishment of the limited
capacity system, antitrust would seek to assure the broadest
possible initial participation by all existing or poten-
tial competitors who may desire use of the facility. Assum-
ing that a system with a given capacity is contemplated,
the sponsors should give appropriate notice about the
impending joint venture (i.e., its channel capacity, broad-
cast capabilities, expense, etc.) to all other networks,
broadcasters, and CATV operators which might logically
desire participation. Then, such potential users should
be allowed to subscribe to the venture on fair, pro-rata
terms, and to assure themselves of some full channel
capacity. If other users wish to subscribe to some channel

11



capacity at the outset, they cannot be precluded from doing
so simply because the capacity proposed in the initial
system approximates the projected initial broadcast demand
of the sponsors; in other words, the sponsors would have
to cut back their demands, expand the satellite, or go
ahead with a second one. If initial demand for satellite
channels would exceed the level of capacity that would
produce the lowest per-channel cost of capacity, the use
of somewhat greater capacity and perhaps more expensive
hardware might be required, and it would have to be shared
among all users.

The foregoing procedure would have to be repeated
as each new broadcast distribution satellite was estab-
lished by the joint venture. Thus, any broadcasters or
CATV operators who did not join the initial satellite
might be given an equal opportunity to participate in
subsequent satellites.

Finally, if some space in the satellite is not already
occupied, it should be allocated to newcomers on a first
come, first served basis. If applications are essentially
simultaneous, the unoccupied space should be fairly allo-
cated on a basis similar to that employed during the
initial establishment of the facility.

The procedure outlined above would, we believe, satisfy
the antitrust access requirements established in the
St. Louis Terminal and Associated Press cases. It would
appear to be more applicable to the space segment than
the ground stations, where new increments of capacity can
apparently be added to serve additional users.

11. Non-compensatory Pricing. 

(a) What Communications Act and antitrust
procedures exist to prevent non-compensatory
pricing by existing terrestrial broadcast dis-
tributors (principally, such as AT&T) designed to
forestall the effective development of a competing
broadcast distribution system utilizing satellites?
(b) Is the answer different if the "non-compensatory"
pricing is below "average" cost but not "marginal"
cost?

12



(a) Non-compensatory Pricing Generally. Sections 201(b)
and 202(a) of the Communications Act (47 U.S.C. §§ 201(b),
202(a)) require common carriers to maintain "just and reason-
able" charges for communications services and make illegal
"any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in charges,
practices," etc. for any services. Under these sections
the Commission would appear to have ample authority to
prevent non-compensatory pricing by existing common carriers,
such as AT&T, which was designed to forestall development
of a competing broadcast distribution system utilizing
satellites.

A "just and reasonable" rate for a particular service
has been held to be one that covers expenses and provides
a fair return on invested capital. Wilson & Co. v. United 
States, 335 F. 2d 788, 797-98 (7th Cir. 1964), remanded:-
7571—FEFer grounds, 382 U.S. 454 (1966). While the "value
of service" to users concept may be utilized in determining
what constitutes a reasonable rate of return (ibid.), a
rate which was non-compensatory probably would=unreason-
able.under most circumstances.

The antitrust laws are also relevant to the issue of
non-compensatory pricing. Section 2 of the Sherman Act
(15 U.S.C. §2) makes it illegal to "monopolize, or attempt
to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other
person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or
commerce" of the United States. This provision generally
prevents even a legal monopolist from reducing its prices
below cost to forestall successful entry by a new competitor
who has not also priced below long run cost or otherwise
engaged in competitive unfairness. See, e.g., Union Leader 
Corp. v. Newspapers of New England Inc., 284 F. 2d 5''Z
(1st Cir. . on-compensatory pi Icing may not be
illegal in all other instances. See Turner, "Conglomerate
Mergers and Section 7 of the Clayton Act", 78 Harv. L.
Rev. 1313, 1340-41. However, when a monopolist intends
to forestall new competition rather than simply to recoup
a portion of invested capital or to prevent even greater
losses, non-compensatory pricing may be unlawfully ex-
clusionary. See, e.g., Standard Oil Co. v. United States,
221 U.S. 1, 43, 76 (1911); United States v. New York Great 
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., ln F. 2d 78, 88 (7th Cir. 1949);
United States v. dhited Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp.
295, 325-21D-, 346 (D. Rass. 1951).
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(b) Marginal Cost Pricing. It has been argued fre-
quently that selling at marginal rather than average cost
should be permitted by regulatory agencies. See Turner,
"The Scope of Antitrust and Other Economic Regulatory
Policies", 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1207, 1233, n. 49. Regard-
less of the merits of this position as a general rule,
there should be little doubt that a regulatory agency
should not permit pricing below average (but not
marginal) costs if the effect is to forestall introduc-
tion of important new communications technology and com-
petitive benefits. In such circumstances, pricing below
average cost would be unjust, unreasonable or discrimina-
tory under Sections 201(b) and 202(a) of the Act. This
should be the case even if the justification is that
the below average cost pricing is necessary to recoup
fixed costs for investments which would become obsolete
if a new system were developed. (Once the new compet-
ing system has come into regular service, a different
situation may apply; at that time, the prior monopolist
might be required by the marketplace to reduce its prices
below even marginal cost because its technology has been
rendered obsolete by the new system.) 20/

20/ This type of situation might exist with respect to
international undersea cables, if the Authorized User 
Decision, 4 F.C.C. 2d 421 (1966), did not prevent satellite-
based prices from being offered directly to users.
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Under the antitrust laws, introduction of marginal
cost pricing by a monopolist is probably illegal if done
only because of anticipation of entry by a specific new
competitor, directed toward that specific company, and
done with the intent of preventing such entry by the
company. Introduction of selective below average cost
pricing for an established specific service would probably
prove these elements.

Sinc el, yours,

1.144
RICHARD W. McLAREN

Assistant Attorney General
Antitrust Division
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Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
Office of the President
The Iyhite House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

The Office of Legal Counsel has asked that the Anti-
trust Division respond to three of the legal questions
on domestic satellites contained in your letter of November 3,
1969 to Mr. Rehnquist. These are question (relating to inter-
connection), question 10 (concerning access for competitors
to a network-controlled satellite), and question 11 (con-
cerning noncompensatory pricing). Question 10 is primarily
one of antitrust policy, while question 11 has some antitrust
issues; on the other hand, question 9 (which does raise
some competitive issues) is basically a question arising
under the Communications Act of 1934, and therefore we
can claim no particular expertise with respect to it.

We understand that the Office of Legal Counsel will
respond to the remaining questions in your letter.

9. Interconnection

Under the 1934 Act (or the 1962 Act, if applicable),
does the FCC have jurisdiction and authority to (a)
regulate the terms of leasing and interconnection
arrangements between an existing communications common
carrier and either a communications common carrier
utilizing satellites or a non-common carrier utilizing
satellites; or (b) require that an existing communi-
cations common carrier furnish facilities sought by
a communications common carrier utilizing satellites
or a non-common, carrier utilizing satellites?



(a) Interconnection with common carrier s stems.
At common aw, c car y one comaion carrier cou • not e
required to link or connect its facilities with those of
another, and as an obvious corollary, had no compellable
obligation to furnish another common carrier facilities. 1/
Section 201(a) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.SX.
§201(a)) purported to change this. That section imposed
first, a duty upon the communications common carrier to
furnish service upon reasonable request. 2../ Additionally,
the plain lairuage of the section granted the Commission
power to compel a carrier "to establish physical connections
with other carriers, to establish through routes and charges,
and to establish and provide facilities and regulations for
operating such through routes."

The Commission, however, has placed a somewhat
restrictive gloss on this statutory provision. When a
carrier interconnects by leasing plant and facilities
to another so that the second carrier may provide a
particular service or facility to its customers, the
terms applicable to the transaction are usually set forth
in a contract between the carriers. The Commission has
taken the position that it has no general authority to
modify, rescind, or in any other manner, regulate the
terms of these contracts or require that one carrier furnish
the facilities sought by another carrier 3/, because ". . .

1/ See, e.g., Atchison Toneka & Santa Fe R.R. Co. v.
Denver & New Or eans Co.,  884);U. . .t)
State v. Nortilwastern nell Teleph. Co., 214 Iowa 1100,
140 14.W. 737-7772777-677.77777-5717. Peoples Tele h.
& Teleg. Co., 125 Tenn. /76, 141 S.Q. 84

2/ See, e.g., Coastal Auto Parts Inc., F.C.C. Dkt.
No. 18706, Memorandum 6pinion and Order, October 27,
1969.

3/ It should be noted that the 1956 antitrust consent
'ffecree entered against AT&T imposed the obligation upon
the Bell System to furnish leased facilities to Western
Union. United States v. Western Electric, CCH 1956
Trade Cases 168,246 (S.D:=756)77Fga. XVII(c).
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the provision of facilities by one c
ommon carrier to another

common carrier has not been regarded a
s a common carrier

undertaking." 4/

To remedy this lapse, the Commission
 has asked Congress

to make the provision of facilities b
y one carrier to

another carrier a matter of explicit re
gulatory jurisdic-

tion fully subject to Title II of the 1
934 Act. Furthermore,

the Commission has requested authori
ty to require this

service of the public convenience and 
necessity would be

served.

The authority being sought in the bil
l is . .

needed in order to avoid situations w
here there

would have to be wasteful duplication o
f facili-

ties in order to provide the needed ser
vice. 5/

No such general bill, however, has y
et been successful.

However, when Congress enacted the Com
sat Act, a

provision granting this authority to t
he FCC was included. 6/

Hence, the Commission presently has ex
plicit authority

to compel terrestrial common carriers
 to furnish inter-

connectinn facilities to Comsat, and t
o supervise the

terms and conditions of the necessary 
intercarrier contracts.

Despite inclusion of such specific aut
hority as to

Comsat, it is still highly probable th
at the above-quoted

language of Section 201(a) of the 1934 
Act authorizes

the Commission to regulate and superv
ise common carrier

0.1111.1.1.11.111MW 

4/ Senate Report No. l34, 87th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 17

71962). Compare Western Union, roc.c. Dkt. 8963, 5
P. & F. Radio Reg7777733—(1951) 

cry Interconnection
case).

5/ Hearings Before the House Interstate a
nd Foreign

commerce Committee, 88th Cong., 2d Sess
. 10 (1964).

6/ 47 U.S.C.A. §721(c)(1962).
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interconnections even when they involve provision of
facilities. Thus, interconnection could be ordered with
a domestic satellite communications common carrier, whether
operated by Comsat or not.

First, the statutory language fairly plainly indicates
that such explicit authority already exists, and the
Commission's past requests for clarifying legislation are
not dispositive. 7/ Second, as a general rule, restric..
tions administratively engrafted onto basic agency
jurisdictional statutes are disfavored, 8/ and prior agency
policy rarely conclusive. 9/ Third, regulation and indeed,
compulsion, of intercarrier connection agreements are
reasonably ancillary to the regulation of the participating
common carriers, and often necessary to effect the purposes
of the 1934 Act. Finally, the Commission itself seems
to have recently abandoned its previous positions; in
its August 1969 Microwave Communications Inc. decision,
the Commission order°  d Interconnect on thh provision
of facilities, stating:

We have already concluded that a grant of MCI's
proposal is in the public interest. We likewise
conclude that, absent a showing that interconnection
is not technically feasible, the issuance of an
order requiring the existing carriers to provide
loop service is in the public interest. 10/

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

7/ See United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392
157,-177737=); American Trucaiw; Assoc. v.

Atchison To eka & Santa FekR. co_ • 97, 418

8/ See Social Security Bd. v. Nierotko 327 U.S. 358
11945).

9/ See FCC v. American troadcastng Co., 347 U.S. 284
31954); gaMore-777777E-K-CU., 3 U.s. 134 (1944).

10/ Microwave Communication Inc., 16 P. & F. Radio
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(b) Interconnection with non-carrier s stems. There
is apparent y no c ear k CC s on on t e questiOn whether
a communications common carrier must interconnect with
a communications noncommon carrier.

"Private systems' service is in the 'gray' area
between [common carrier] and non (common carrier] service." 11/
Most state courts and state utilities commissions have
generally upheld telephone companies when they have refused
to interconnect with other private or semi-private com-
munications systems. 12/ This refusal has been most consistent
where the private system was offering a communications
service closely approximating or interchangeable with a
service provided by the telephone company. 13/ The usual
rationale has been that compelling such interconnection
would somehow invade the telephone company's property
rights or lawful franchise.

The FCC has concluded that the provisions of Title 11
of the 1934 Act are "generally pertinent, since the operator
[of a private system] is in the position of a customer
or user". 14/ Section 201(a) of the 1934 Act states that
"it shall re- the duty of every common carrier engaged
in interstate or foreign communication by wire or radio
to furnish communication service upon reasonable request
therefor. . ."

11/ Mid-America Tdbnh. Co. v. Ohio Bell Telenh. C
Vol P .1=d Y44 ,Z51. (Ohio Pub. Ut omm n

12/ See generally, In re Southwestern Bell Teleph. Co.,
wrzy P.U.R. 3d 476 (Mo. 1955); Ie New York Telenh. CO., 45
P.U.R. (NS) 409 (N.Y. 1942); THITI1TTITTETZT7772Eibits
v. Cincinnati & Suburban Be11-WYET7177,--71-P777-(liS)
74 75175-17477-Ohmes v. General Treleph. of S. W., 384
S.W. 2d 796, 799 (Texas Civ. Apps. 1964). See also Annot.,
Ri.ht and Put of Telenhone Com anies to Make or Discontinue

p

4 :3:Lea Connection o 'xcan es or Imes,

13/ See, e.g., State ex rel. Util Commin v. Two-Wa
'Radio Service, 2771W77-3717-1-5U7T17727755 1968)

14/ Western Union, 5 P.U. Radio Reg. 639, 660 (1950).
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The Supreme Court has stated:

We do not think it is necessary in
determining the application of a regu-
latory statute to attempt to fit the
relationship into some common-law category.
It is sufficient to say that the relation
is one which the statute contemplates shall
be governed by reasonable regulations
initiated by the telephone company but subject
to the approval and review of the Federal
Communications Commission. 15/

In a related area, the Supreme Court has held under
the Interstate Commerce Act that the obligation of a rail-
road common carrier to provide service upon reasonable
request embraces a duty to provide service to other systems
(in the case, trucking company piggyback operations), not-
withstanding that such "person tendering traffic is a
competitor. . . ." 16/ Although the trucking companies were
common carriers, that fact apparently played little part
in the court's decision.

Hence it is probable that within accepted common
carrier precepts, the FCC has the authority to compel a
communications common carrier to interconnect with private
communications systems upon reasonable request therefor.
Given the fact that the Domestic Satellite Service will
probably be deemed interstate commerce, such authority
should certainly suffice.

10. Access to Network-owned Satellite 

If the three major television networks form a
joint venture for domestic broadcast distribution
through satellites, what would be the obligation of
such a joint venture to supply satellite channels
to others in the trade--including either a fourth
network or a CATV network, or for one-time broadcasts--
assuming (a) that excess system capacity exists or
(b) that system capacity is fully utilized by the
joint venture participants?

15/ Ambassador, Inc. v. United States, 325 U.S. 317, 326
(11945S.

16/ American Trucking Assoc. v. Atchison, Topeka _& Santa Fe 
o., 387 U. (1967).
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The question of access to an existing joint venture
presupposes the affirmative resolution of an important
initial inquiry in antitrust joint venture analysis;--
Is the establishment of the jointly-sponsored facility
justified under the circumstances, or should creation of
such facilities be left to the efforts of individual
competitors? Joint business ventures, planned and operated
by normally competing entities, are uniquely susceptible
to misuse which adversely affects competition. They may
eliminate or dampen actual or potential competition between
their sponsors or with others. Also, if a joint venture
is technically or otherwise necessary, it may still be
unduly anticompetitive if the facility is competitively
significant and competitors of the joint venturers are
denied fair access to it.

A joint venture may be necessary if the facility is
to be created at all. The facility or system may be
intrinsically unitary on account of economies of scale,
or for other structural reasons. In addition, a joint
venture among competing entities may be acceptable or
desirable where--because of limited demand factors,
developing and volatile technologies, and massive costs
of formation--individual initiative at a given time simply
will not provide the facility or system which is desirable
or even essential.. This sort of analysis would appear to
justify the use of a joint venture approach for broadcast
distribution by domestic satellites at this stage in
satellite development.

However, future circumstances may not justify such
a joint venture approach as to future systems. Conditions
that now prevail may well change, so that the type of
joint venture now contemplated will have to be reassessed
as subsequent broadcast satellite systems are proposed.

If a joint venture is appropriate, it must be estab-
lished and operated in a fashion that affords fair oppor-
tunity for access or participation by those in the trade
(including at least broadcasters and CATV operators).
The problems of such participation or access are however,
somewhat different depending on whether one assumes excess
capacity in the system.
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(a) The Excess Ca  acity Situation. Here, it is assumed
that the three major te evrslon networks propose to form a
joint venture for domestic broadcast distribution through
satellite(s) and the necessary related earth components.
The legal form of the joint venture is not analytically
important, but is assumed to be a separate corporation,
with stock ownership and control divided among the joint
venture participants in proportion to their capital sub-
scriptions. It is here assumed that the space segment of
the broadcast system consists of at least one satellite
with a given channel capacity (e.g., a satellite dedicated
to video broadcasting with a broadcast capacity of 24 video
channels), and that the earth segment of the system consists
of ground stations awned by the joint venture, by individual
networks, or by local network affiliates. It is also here
assumed that sufficient system capacity always exists to
satisfy the requirements of the networks and anyone else
desiring to participate. It is recognized that, depending
upon demand for channels, this excess capacity situation -
either on the satellite or the ground stations - might or
might not exist or continue. The question here is whether,
and on what terms, the joint venturers would have an
obligation to make excess channel capacity available to
other broadcasters.

Antitrust generally prohibits competitors in a given
market from combining to exclude other actual or potential
competitors from that market - a principle specifically
applicable to joint business ventures formed by competi-
tors. Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945).
However, when that joint aiFERTJEJariritself legal, either
because it is a natural monopoly or otherwise, then another
antitrust rule comes into play: This requires a group of
competitors controlling an essential resource or facility
to provide access to it, on equal and nondiscriminatory
terms, to all those who compete in the trade. United States
v. Terminal R.R. Association, 224 U.S. 383 (1912j; Associated
Pre-s777—UETTErglara7-77711.S. 1 (1945). 17/ The reason

17/ This principle of equal and nondiscriminatory access to an
essential resource or facility controlled by some, but not all,
competitors in a given field, has been applied often to require
access to markets or exchanges where such access is a prerequisite
to effective competition. Cameo,, Inc. v. Providence Fruit and 
Produce Bid:., 194 F. 2d 4-8-4—(1lf—ar. 1952), certiorarc denied,

U.S. (1952) (a produce exchange building); American 
Federation of Tobacco Growers v. Neal, 183 F. 2d 869 (4th air.
IT56)-7-571===e177—UMed States v. New Enpland Fish Exchan E
258 Fed. 732 (D.Mass. 1919) (a Ash marketfland ilitedStates v.
Tar on S on e Exchange, 142 F.2d 125 (5th Cir. 194457-irsponge
mar et .

8



for the rule is to prevent control of the resource from being
used to suppress competition in markets in which the joint
ventures operates. In its 1963 opinion in Silver v. New York
Stock Ext ant, 373 U.S. 341, a situation imr6IVIng d-6-aarurprivate wi.re communications access to the nation's major
securities exchange, the Supreme Court observed in a footnote
that:

A valuable service germane to petitioner's
business and important to their effective
competition with others was withheld from
them by collective action. That is enough
to create a violation of the Sherman Act. 18/

It appears that significant economies are likely to
result from the use of a domestic satellite system for tele-
vision broadcast distribution. This means that the satellite
system would be an essential resource to those engaged in
offering television programming to the public, either over
the air or via cable. Accordingly, antitrust would require
that non-discriminatory access to system capacity be made
available to competing networks, video broadcasters and CATV
operators. Such access would be provided to all on the same
or equivalent terms (whether for continuous channel capacity
or off-peak capacity). 19/

In making excess satellite capacity available to compet-
ing networks, video broadcasters and CATV operators, the joint
venturers should be able to require (i) pro-rata investment
or (ii) payment of a usage fee, based on the joint venturer's
own per channel average costs of usage. Seemingly, such a
system investment or usage fee should be based on current
operating expenses and a reasonable capital charge reflecting
of the system's remaining estimated useful life. The mechani-
cal process of arriving at a fair system investment or usage
fee for each new user, although perhaps complex, should be
designed with the goal of preventing any undue competitive
advantage for existing users.

18/ Footnote 5, 373 U.S. 348-349, at 349. In articulating this
antitrust principle, the Court cited Associated Press, Terminal
R.R. Association, and other antitrust authorities.

19/ Of the antitrust cases establishing the principle of fair
access to joint venture facilities and systems, United States v.
Serminal Railroad, supra) is particularly clear arTlar-iTaa.

9



(b) The Limited Ca  scit Situation. In limited cepacity situiEr5R37—alr ;.,arc c patlon Is still required. How-ever, the process of determining fair access becomes morecomplex. In 53221a4j214v. Provieance Fruit & Produce Did .•sura, for exaupie, tee courrremwal wit' a slluat on nwhiih the access problem involved the right to lease spacein a produce market building which had limited capacity.In formulating its remedy for the plaintiff, found to havebeen wron7fully excluded from its rental space, the courtdeclared that (at 194 F. 24 489):

Upon remand the district court will proceedto ascertain and award the damages and appro-priate counsel fees and further to determineas a court of etruity the extent to which
equitable relief should be awarded. In thisit should be guided by the aim to restore
plaintiff to its former competitive position
so far as this can be done without taking awayrights from innocent third persons. Thus theplaintiff should be accorded space in the build-ing on terms similar to those accorded others,At once if available without dispossessing such
innocent parties, otherwise as soon as available•

dommilmrawasashilsommamormimmaftweresiarimiremilawsluelINWINIONIONMEr

19/ footnote continued
Tnere, at 224 U.S. 411, La discussing access to a joint rail-road terminal facility, the Court stated that the joint yen.ture could remedy its Sherman Act access problems by:

First. By providing for the admission of
any existing or future railroad to joint
ownership and control of the combined ter-
minal properties, upon such just and reason-
able terms as shall place such applying
company upon a plane of equality in respectof benefits and burdens with the present
proprietary companies.

Second. Such plan of reorganization oust
also provide definitely for the use of the
terminal facilities by any other railroad
not electing to become a joint owner, upon
such just and reasonable terms and regulationsas will, in respect of use, character and costof service, place every such company upon asnearly an equal plane an may be with respectto expenses and charges as that occupied by
the proprietary companies.



It seems obviously sound that the oneetime user, as
a general principle of fair access, should be junior to
the more continuous users, whether the original joint vene
turer or the later participants which pay (or wish to pey)
for continuous channel canacity. while the one-time user
should have a call upon idle channels, or off-peak periods
on alloceted channels, it shnuld have no rieht to claim
access to continuously-occupied capacity, other than that
vhich might be bar8ained for commercially.

Another question of _priorities caused by limited
capacity would involve the competing claims of later
arriving continuous-users who seek access to already
occupied, channels alter entahlishment of the joint satel-
lite facility. If later claimants /ere to hove the open-
end right to channel space already occupied, the joint
venture might well never be created; such a result would
of course adversely affect comeetitinn and rates for
broadcaet distribution e a tield now entirely controlled
byik.T.U. Therefore, in view of the present uncertainty
of investment in the new field and the anticompetitive
result froa the project not going forward, we conclude
that subsequent access should not be required provided
(1) the sponsors of the joint venture had oy given
notice to all over-the-air and CATV broadcasters and had
given them a reasonable orportunity to particieate on
equal terms in the proposed satellite facilities; (2) in
establishing the satellite syatem, the snonsors had not
unjustifiably limited the system's ca city ior the purpose
of protecting their positions seaiust the inroads of
other broadcast comeetition; and (3) no usage of channel
capacity could be shown as designed to preempt Later use
by new comers.

With respect to Initial...establishment of the limited
capacity system, antitrust veuld seek to assure the broadest
possible initial participation by all existing or poten-
tial competitors who may desire use of the facility. Amma.
ing that a system with a given capacity is contemplated,
the sponsors should give appropriate notice about the
impendine joint venture (i.e., its channel capacity, broade
cast capabilities, exeense, etc.) to all other networks,
broadcasters, and CATV operators which might logically
desire participation. Then, such potential users should
be allowed to subscribe to the venture on fair, pro-rata
terms and to assure themselves of ane full channel
capacity. If other users wish to subscribe to some channel



capacity at the outset, they cannot be precluded from doing
so simply because the capacity proposed in the initial
system approximates the projected initial broadcast demand
of the sponsors; in other words, the sponsors would have
to cut back their tlemanda, expand the satellite, or go
ahead with a second one. If initial eemand for satellite
channels would exceed the level of capacity tbat would
produce the lowest per-channel cost of capacity, the use
of somewhat greater capacity and perkapa more expensive
hardware might be required, and it would have to be shared
among all users.

The foregoing procedure would have to be repeated
as each new broadcast distribution satellite was estab-
lished by the joint venture. 'thus, any broadcasters or
CATV operators who did not join the initial satellite
might be given an equal opportunity to participate in
subsequent satellites.

Finally, if same space in the satellite is not already
occupied, it should be allocated to newcomers on a first
come, first served basis. If applications are essentially
simultaneous, the unoccupied space should be fairly allo-
cated on a basis similar to that employed during the
initial establishment of the facility.

The procedure outlined above would, vs believe, satisfy
the antitrust access requirements established in the
St. Louin Terminal end Annociated Press cases. It would
IITPW-VWTZ-EUFrapp1iEaaU-Ea=gFirce segment than
the ground stations, where new irczements:,z of capacity can
apparently be added to serve additional users.

11. 1119.:SlET22401=antUelMs.

(a) What Communications Act and antitrust
procedures exist to prevent non-comensatory
pricing by existing terrestrial broadcast dis-
tributors (principally, such as AT&T) designed to
forestall the effective development of a competing
broadcast distribution system utilizinA satellites?
(b) Is the answer different if the "non-compensatory"
pricing is below "average" cost but not '"awrginal"
cost?

12



(a) ppInf_clormt122212_112.ricin General' • Sections 201(b)
and 202(a)--61--E-d-aations'et 4 §§ 201(b),
202(a)) require common carriers to maintain "just and reason*
able" charges for communications services and make illegal
"any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in charges,
practices," etc. for any services. Under these sections
the Commission would appear to have ample authority to
prevent non-compensatory pricing by existing common carriers,
such as AT&T, which was designed to forestall development
of a competing broadcast distribution system utilizing
satellites.

A "just and reasonable" rate for a particular service
has been held to be one that covers expenses and provides
a fair return on invested capital. Wilson & Co. v. United 
States, 335 F. 2d 733, 797-98 (7th Cir. 19Z34), remanded
OW-575er grounds, 382 U.S. 454 (1966). While the "value
of service" to users concept may be utilized in determining
what constitutes a reasonable rate of return (ibid.), a
rate which was non-compensatory probably would ET-unreason-.
able under most circumstances.

The antitrust laws are also relevant to the issue of
non-compensatory pricing. Section 2 of the Sherman Act
(15 U.S.C. §2) makes it illegal to "monopolize, or attempt
to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other
person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or
commerce" of the United States. This provision generally
prevents even a legal monopolist from reducing its prices
below cost to forestall successful entry by a new competitor
who has not also priced below long run cost or otherwise
engaged in competitive unfairness. See, e.sg., Union Leader
Corp. v. Newspapers of New Enqland Inc.? 284 F.-273137-
(1st Cir. kb . koa-compensacory pricing may not be
illegal in all other instances. See Turner, "Conglomerate
Mergers and Section 7 of the Clayton Act", 73 Harv. L.
Rev. 1313, 1340-41. However, when a monopolist intends
to forestall new competition rather than simply to recoup
a portion of invested capital or to prevent even greater
losses, non-compensatory pricing may be unlawadly ex-
clusionary. See, e.g., Standard Oil Co. v. United States,
221 U.S. 1, 43, 76 (191f)rigan=777.7s v. ir.7-YOTZ-(777a
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. ,777-37-2=7, 88 it Lir. 549),
Tian-ntateg=0=-Mcoe Machiner Cor 110 F. Supp.
.2.937-375.72-7-346 . qass. 9

33



(b) Mnal Cost Pricing. It has been argued fre-
quently that scTflng at uarginal rather than average cost
should be permitted by regulatory agencies. See Turner,
"The Scope of Antitrust and Other Economic Regulatory
Policies", 82 nary. L. Rev. 1207, 1233, n.49. Regardless
of the merits of this position as a general rule, there
should be little doubt that a regulatory agency should
not permit pricing below average (but not marginal) costs
if the effect is to forestall introduction of important
new communications technology and competitive benefits.
In such circumstances, pricing below average cost would
be unjust, unreasonable or discriminatory under Sections
201(b) and 202(a) of the Act. This should be the case
even if the justification is that the below average cost
pricing is necessary to recoup fixed costs for invest-
ments which would become obsolete if a new system were
developed.

It has been argued frequently that selling at
marginal rather than average cost should be permitted
by regulatory agencies. See Turner, "The Scope of Anti-
trust and Other Economic Regulatory Policies", 82 Fiery.
L. Rev. 1207, 1233, n. 49. Regardless of the merits of
this position as a geheral rule, there should be little
doubt that a refY,ulatory agency should not permit pricing
below average (but not marginal) costs if the effect is
to forestall introduction of important new communications
technology and competitive benefits. In such circumstances,
pricing below average cost would be unjust, unreasonable
or discriminatory under Sections 201(b) and 202(a) of
the Act. This should be the case even if the justifica-
tion is that the below average cost pricing is necessary
to recoup fixed costs for investments which would become
obsolete if a new system were developed. (Once the new
competing system has come into regular service, a dif-
ferent situation may apply; at that time, the prior
mnnopolist might be required by the marketplace to reduce
its prices below even marginal cost because its techno-
logy has been rendered obsolete by the new system. 20/

20/ This type of situation might exist with respect to inter-
national undersea cables, if the Authorized User Decision,
4 F.C.C. 2d 421 (1966), did not prevent saterac0.7=-
prices from being offered directly to users.

14



Under th antitrust laws, introductio
n of marginal

cost pricing by a monopol
ist is probably illegal if 

done

only because of anticipati
on of entry by a specific n

ew

competitor, directed toward
 that specific company, and

done with the intent of pre
ventin3 such entry by the

company. Introduction oi selective b
elow average cost

pricing for an established s
peciiic service would prob

ably

prove tiles() elements.

Sincerely yours,

RICHARD W. lkicLAREN

Assistant Attorney General
Antitrust Division



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

November 7, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. William H. Rehnquist

Assistant Attorney General

Office of Legal Counsel

Department of Justice

In connection with the White House consideration of the
 domestic

satellite issue now pending before the Federal Communicat
ions

Commission (FCC), we request your consideration of t
he following

questions relating to the Communications Act of 1934 (the
 1934 Act),

the Communications Satellite Act of 1962(the 1962 Act),
 and the

antitrust laws. We understand that you may, in your con
sideration

of the questions below, wish to consult with other divis
ions of the

Justice Department or with the Federal Communication
s Commission

for their views. Would you please advise us if, for any 
reason, you

feel unable to provide helpful comment on any of the ques
tions posed

below.

1. Applicability of the 1962 Act. 

(a) Does the 1962 Act govern, in whole or part, the FC
C's

authority to authorize a domestic communications sat
ellite? (b) If

so, does the 1962 Act establish Comsat as the sole enti
ty authorized

to construct and operate privately owned communicati
ons satellite

facilities for domestic use? (c) Does the 1962 Act oth
erwise preclUde

the FCC from authorizing the construction and ope
ration of satellite

facilities or ground stations for domestic services by
 either common

carriers or non-common carriers other than Comsat?

2. Comsat.

(a) Does Comsat's charter under the 1962 Act provide su
fficient

authority for it to supply domestic communications sr
rvices outside

the Intelsat system authorized by the 1962 Act under ...le 
more general

authority of the 1934 Act? (b) If so, would Comsat's competitive entry

into the domestic field cause a conflict of interest sit
uation due to

carrier representation on its Board? Would this violate either the

1934 Act or the antitrust law?
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3. Minimum Regulation.

What is the minimum degree of FCC regulation over a communi-
cations system utilizing satellites now required by the 1934 Act (and
the 1962 Act if applicable)?

4. Non-Common Carriers.

(a) Has the Federal Communications Commission power to
treat any privately owned communications system utilizing satellites
as a non-common carrier? (b) What are the consequences of doing
so?

5. Impact on Carriers' Services.

(a) In allocating spectrum to non-carrier satellites, must the
FCC consider the economic impact of a non-carrier's proposed use
on services now offered by a common carrier?

6. Impact on Future Carrier Spectrum Needs.

(a) In allocating spectrum to non-common carrier satellites,
must the FCC consider potential common carrier demands for the
requested frequencies? (b) If so, what is the standard for measur-
ing carriers' potential needs?

7. Interference.

(a) Does its authority over radio frequency allocations or its
general supervisory powers over communications common carriers
under the 1934 Act enable the Federal Communications Commission
to modify, rescind, or otherwise regulate outstanding domestic
point-to-point microwave radio service licenses and construction
permits so as to minimize potential radio signal interference
among such microwave systems and earth stations employed in
providing communications services through satellites? (b) If the
Federal Communications Commission has such authority, may it,
upon its own initiative or upon application of the satellite operator,
compel the locational modification of outstanding domestic point-to-
point microwave radio service licenses and construction.permits ?
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(c) Is the exercise of such authority contingent
 upon provisions of

adequate compensation of the affected carrier, and,
 if so, upon

whom does the obligation to provide such compens
ation rest?

8. Spectrum Allocation.

Does the FCC have sufficient authority either
 (a) to deny one

spectrum applicant's license in favor of anothe
r when it can be

shown the first can use cable with equal facil
ity while the second

cannot; or (b) to rescind licenses under the s
ame conditions ?

9. Interconnection.

Under the 1934 Act (or the 1962 Act, if appli
cable), does the

FCC have jurisdiction and authority to (a) 
regulate the terms of

leases and interconnection arrangements bet
ween an existing

communications common carrier and either a
 communications

common carrier utilizing satellites or a n
on-common carrier

utilizing satellites; or (b) require that an exist
ing communications

common carrier furnish facilities sought by a
 communications

common carrier utilizing satellites or a non-c
ommon carrier

utilizing satellites?

10. Access to Network-owned Satellite.

If the three major television networks for
m a joint venture for

domestic broadcast distribution through satellit
es, what would be

the obligation of su-ch a joint venture to supply satellite channels

to others in the trade--including either a fourth
 network or a CATV

network, or for one-time broadcasts--assum
ing (a) that excess system

capacity exists or (b) that system capacity is fu
lly utilized by the joint

venture participants?

11. Non-Compensatory Pricing.

(a) What Communications Act and antitrust procedur
es exist

to prevent non-compensatory pricing by existing t
errestrial broad-

cast distributors (principally, such as AT&T) design
ed to forestall

the effective development of a competing broadcast 
distribution

system utilizing satellites? (b) Is the answer diffe
rent if the "non-

compensatory" pricing is below "average" cost bu
t not "marginal"

cost?

Clay T. Whitehead

Staff Assistant
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 14, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR TOM WHITEHEAD

FROM: JONATHAN ROSE

SUBJECT: DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONS

SATELLITE

I will be receiving a memorandum shortly

from the Justice Department regarding our

legal rights with respect to the planning for

a Domestic Communications Satellite. It

appears that under the Communications

Satellite Act of 1962, a respectable argument

can be made for the proposition that the

President has been given long range planning

and supervisory responsibility with respect

to the creation of such a system. Therefore,

we have a tenable argument in support of

the proposed task force study.

We have, in addition, several procedural

possibilities of delaying final FCC action in

case of disagreement with our desire for a

review. Given these facts, it does not seem

to me that we should have too much trouble

convincing Hyde that he should go along with

our task force.



To: Mr. Jonathan Rose

White House
Room 9 - West Wing

July 15, 1969

Re: Domestic Communications
 Satellites 

In regard to the FCC'
s impending decision on e

stab-

lishing a domestic comm
unications satellite syst

em, the

question has arisen as 
to the powers of the exe

cutive

branch to make the Com
mission stay its hand unt

il the

executive branch can fo
rmulate its views and pr

esent them

to the Commission. The following alternativ
es seem avail-

able:

A. Prior to any FCC decisio
n 

The Commission's "Notice
 of Inquiry" in this ma

tter

cites as authority only 
the provisions of the Fe

deral

Communications Act of 193
4 dealing with radio. 1

/ How-

ever, any F.C.C. action 
concerning domestic com

munica-

tions satellites also app
ears to be governed by 

the

Communications Satellite 
Act of 1962, 47 U.S.C. 

701,

et seq. ("CSA"). Section 7
01, subsections (a), (b

) and

(d) is broadly drafted to
 make the Act cover all

1777—U.S.C. §303(g), which autho
rizes the Commission, in

ter 

_

1

alia, to "[s]tudy new us
es for radio..", is the 

only legislati

authority cited in the N
otice of Inquiry.



communications via satellite. Subsection (d) specifically

states that:

It is not th2 intent of Congress by

this chapter to preclude the use of the
conuunications satellite system for domestic

communications services where consistent with 

the provisions of this chapter. .

The CSA (47 U.S.C. §721(a)) grants the President

broad powers to coordinate and supervise the activities of

governmental agencies and "provide for continuous review 

of all phases of the development" (emphasis added) of a

communications satellite system. §721(a)(2). These pro-

visions arguably authorize the President to stay the Com-

mission's proceeding. The provisions of §721(c), defining

the FCC's powers in regard to communications satellites

do not seem to suggest a contrary conclusion.

Therefore the President could exercise his powers

under §721(a) in an attempt to hold up FCC action in this

matter.

B. After FCC action 

Two alternatives appear available. In any suit to

enjoin the operation of an FCC order under 47 U.S.C. §402,

the United States must be made a defendant apart from

2



t.

the Commission. The United States, via the Departmen
t

of Justice, has on occasions
 "confessed error" on an

administrative agency in such a su
it -- i.e., the United

States has aligned itself with the
 plaintiff in attacking

the validity of the administrativ
e order. Therefore, if

a party to the domestic satellite 
proceeding brings such

a suit, the executive branch would
 be in a position to

seek the setting aside of an FCC orde
r it considers un-

satisfactory.

An alternative would be for the De
partment of Justice

to petition the Commission for rehea
ring under 47 U.S.C.

§405, as a "person aggrieved or whos
e interests are ad-

versely affected" by the Commission's a
ction. Affirmative

action by the Commission on such a petit
ion would solve

the initial problem of putting the A
dministration's views

before the agency. A denial of the petition would enab
le

the Department of Justice to seek jud
icial review under

47 U.S.C. §402.
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cOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ACT OF 1902 135

Communications Act of 1934, as amended, and in addition in-
cludes, but only for purposes of sections 303 and 304, any indi-
vidual, partnership, association, joint-stock company, trust, cor-
poration, or other entity which owns or controls, directl , or in-
directly, or is under direct or indirect common control with, any
such carrier; and the term "authorized carrier", except as other-
wise provided for purposes of section 301 by section 301(b) (1),
means a communications common carrier which has been au-
thorized by the Federal Communications Commission under the
Communications Act of 1034, as amended, to provide services by
means of communications satellites;
(8) the term "corporation" means the corporation authorized

by title III of this Act.
(9) the term "Administration" means the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration; and
(10) the term "Commission" means the Federal Communica-

tions Commission.

TITLE II—FEDERAL COORDINATION, PLANNING, AND
REGULATION

IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY

SEC. 201. In order to achieve the objectives and to carry out the
purposes of this Act—

(a) the President shall—

/ (1) aid in the planning and development and foster the
execution of a national program for the establishment and
operation, as expeditiously as possible, of a commercial com-
munications satellite system;
(2) provide for continuous review of all phases of the

/development and operation of such a system, including the
toe activities of a communications satellite corporation author-

ized under title III of this Act;
(3) coordinate the activities of governmental agencies

with responsibilities in the field of telecommunication, so as
to insure that there is full and effective compliance at all
times with the policies set forth in this Act;
(4) exercise such supervision over relationships of the

corporation with foreign governments or entities or with
international bodies as may be appropriate to assure that such
relationships shall be consistent with the national interest
and foreign policy of the United States;
(5) insure that timely arrangements are made under which

there can be foreign participation in the establishment and
use of a communications satellite system;
(6) take all necessary steps to insure the availability and

,appropriate utilization of the communications satellite sys-
/ tem for general governmental purposes except where a sep-

arate communications satellite system is required to meet
unique governmental needs, or is otherwise required in the
national interest; and



136 • COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ACT OF 1962

(7) so exercise his authority as to help attain coordinated
and efficient use of the electromagnetic spectrum and the
technical compatibility of the system with existing com-
munications facilities both in the United States and abroad.

(b) the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
shall—

(I) advise the Commission on technical characteristics of
the communications satellite system;
(2) cooperate with the corporation in research and

development to the extent deemed appropriate by the
Administration in the public interest ;
(3) assist the corporation in the conduct of its research

and development program by furnishing to the corporation,
when requested, on a reimbursable basis, such satellite launch-
ing and associated services as the Administration deems nec-
essary for the most expeditious and economical development
of the communications satellite system;
(4) consult with the corporation with respect to the tech-

nical characteristics of the communications satellite system;
• (5) furnish to the corporation, on request and on a reim-

bursable basis, satellite launching and associated services
required for the establishment, operation, and maintenance
of the communications satellite system approved by the
Commission; and
(6) to the extent feasible, furnish other services, on a reim-

bursable basis, to the corporation in connection with the
establishment and operation of the system.

(c) the Federal Communications Commission, in its adminis-
tration of the provisions of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended, and as supplemented by this Act, shall—

(1) insure effective competition, including the use of com-
petitive bidding where appropriate, in the procurement by
the corporation and communications common carriers of ap-
paratus, equipment, and services required for the establish-
ment and operation of the communications satellite system
and satellite terminal stations; and the Commission shall
consult with the Small Business Administration and solicit
its recommendations on measures and procedures which will
insure that small business concerns are given an equitable op-
portunity to share in the procurement program of the corpo-
ration for property and services, including but not limited to
research, development, construction, maintenance, and repair.
(2) insure that all present and future authorized carriers

shall have nondiscriminatory use of, and equitable access
to, the conununications satellite system and satellite terminal
stations under just and reasonable charges, classifications,
practices, regulations, and other terms and conditions and
regulate the manner in which available facilities of the sys-
tem and stations are allocated among such users thereof;
(3) in any case where the Secretary of State, after obtain-

ing the advice of the Administration as to technical feasi-
bility, has advised that commercial communication to a par-
ticular foreign point by means of the communications satellite

-

.e



DIB 11/1/69

Memorandum from Clay T. Whitehead, (White House)
to Office of Legal Counsel

In connection with the White House consideration of

the domestic Satellite issue now pending before the

Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"), we request

your consideration of the following questions relating to

the Communications Act of 1934 (the "1934 Act") the Com-

munications Satellite Act of 1962 (the "1962 Act") and the

antitrust laws.

1. Applicability of the 1962 Act. 

(i) Does the 1962 Act govern, in whole or part, the

FCC's authority to authorize an domestic satellite. (b) If

so, does the 1962 Act establish tt Comsat as the sole

entity authorized to construct and operate privately awned

communications satellite facilities for domestic use?

(c) Does the 1962 Act otherwise preclude the FCC from

authorizing the construction and operation of satellite

facilities or ground stations for domestic services by

either common carriers or non-common carriers other than

Comsat?

2. Comsat.

(a) Does Comsat's charter under the 1962 Act provide

sufficient authority for it to provide domestic communications
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services outside the Intelsat system under the 1934 Act? (b) If

so, would Comsat's competitive entry into the domestic field

cause a conflict of interest situation due to carrier repre-

sentation on its Board? Would this violate either the 1934

Act or the antitrust law?

3. Minimum Regulation. 

What is the minimum degree of FCC regulation over a

communications system utilizing satellites now required by

the 1934 Act (and the 1962 Act if applicable)?

4. Non,Carriers.

(a) Has the Federal Communications Commission power

treat any privately-owned communications system utilizing

satellites as a non-common carrier? (b) What are the con-

sequences of doing so?

5. Impact on Carriers Services.

(a) In allocating spectrum to non-carrier satellites,

must the FCC consider the economic impact of a non-carrier's

proposed use on services now offered by a common carrier?

6. Impact on Future Carrier Spectrum Needs1 

(a) In allocating spectrum to noncommon carrier

satellites, must the FCC consider potential common carrier

demands for the requested frequencies? (b) If so, what is

the standard for necessa4r carriers/ potential need?

2



7. Interference.

(a) Does its authority over radio frequency allocations

or its general supervisory powers over communications com-

mon carriers under the 1934 Act enable the Federal Com-

munications Commission to modify, rescind, or otherwise

regulate outstanding domestic point-to-point microwave radio

service licenses and construction permits so as to minimize

potential radio signal interference among such microwave

systems and earth stations employed in providing communica-

tions services through satellites? (b) If the Federal

Communications Commission has such authority, may it, upon

its awn initiative or upon application of the satellite

operator, compel the locational modification of outstand-

ing domestic point-to-point microwave radio service licenses

and construction permits? (c) Is the exercise of such authority

contingent upon provision of adequate compensation of the

affected carrier, and if so, upon whom does the obligation

to provide such compensation rest?

8. Spectrum Allocation. 

Does the FCC have sufficient authority either (a) to

deny one spectrum applicant's license in favor of another

when it can be shown the first can use cable with equal

facility while the second cannot; or (b) to rescind licenses

under the same conditions?

3



9. Interconnection. 

Under the 1934 Act (or the 1962 Act, if applicable),

does the FCC have jurisdiction and authority to (a) regu-

late the terms of leaskag and interconnection arrangements

between an existing communications common carrier and

either a communications common carrier utilizing satellites

or a non-common carrier utilizing satellites; or (b) require

that an existing communications common carrier furnish

facilities sought by a communications common carrier

utilizing satellites or a non-common carrier utilizing

satellites?

10. Access to Network-owned Satellite. 

If the three major television networks form a joint

venture for domestic broadcast distribution through satel-

lites, what would be the obligation of such a joint ven-

ture to supply satellite channels to others in the trade -

including either a fourth network or a CATV network, or

for one-time broadcasts - assuming (a) that excess system

capacity exists or (b) that system capacity is fully

utilized by the joint venture participants?

11. Non-compensatory Pricing.

(a) What Communications Act and antitrust procedures

exist to prevent non-compensatory pricing by existing

terrestrial broadcast distributors (principally, such

as AT&T) designed to forestall the effective development

4



of a competing broadcast distribution system utilizing satel-

lites? (b) Is the answer different if the "non-compensatory"

pricing is below "average" cost but not "marginal" cost?

12. FCC Procedure. 

(a) Must all parties to the FCC Domestic Satellite 

inquiry be given an opportunity to file formal replies to

any statement transmitted by the White House before the

Commission can issue an order? (b) If the answer is negative,

would it be changed in the event that the White House state-

ment were supplemented by a formal filing by the Department

of Justice? (c) If replies must be permitted, what is the

most expedited reply schedule likely to suffice?
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

November 7, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. William H. Rehnquist
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
Department of Justice

In connection with the White House consideration of the domestic

satellite issue now pending before the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC), we request your consideration of the following

questions relating to the Communications Act of 1934 (the 1934 Act),

the Communications Satellite Act of 1962(the 1962 Act), and the

antitrust laws. We understand that you may, in your consideration

of the questions below, wish to consult: with other divisions of the

Justice Department or with the Federal Communications Commission

for their views. Would you please advise us if, for any reason, you

feel unable to provide helpful comment on any of the questions posed

below.

1. Applicability of the 1962 Act. 

(a) Docs the 1962 Act govern, in whole or part, the FCC's

authority to authorize a domestic communications satellite? (b) If

so, does the 1962 Act establish Comsat as the sole entity authorized

to construct and operate privately owned communications satellite

facilities for domestic use? (c) Does the 1962 Act otherwise preclude

the FCC from authorizing the construction and operation of satellite

facilities or ground stations for domestic services by either common
carriers or non-common carriers other than Comsat?

2. Comsat.

(a) Does Comsat's charter under the 1962 Act provide sufficient

authority for it to supply domestic communications services outside

the Intelsat system authorized by the 1962 Act under the more general

authority of the 1934 Act? (b) If so, would Comsat's competitive entry

into the domestic field cause a conflict of interest situation due to

carrier representation on its Board? Would this violate either the

1934 Act or the antitrust law?

411111•11111161.
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3. Minimum Regulation.

What is the minimum degree of FCC regulation over a communi-

cations system utilizing satellites now required by the 1934 Act (and

the 1962 Act if applicable)?

4. Non-Common Carriers.

(a) Has the Federal Communications Commission power to

treat any privately owned communications system utilizing satellites

as a non-common carrier? (b) What are the consequences of doing

so?

5. Impact on Carriers' Services.

(a) In allocating spectrum to non-carrier satellites, must the

FCC consider the economic impact of a non-carrier's proposed use

on services now offered by a common carrier?

6. Impact on Future Carrier Spectrum Needs.

(a) In allocating spectrum to non-common carrier satellites,

must the FCC consider potential common carrier demands for the

requested frequencies? (b) If so, what is the standard for measur-

ing carriers' potential needs?

7. Interference.

(a) Does its authority over radio frequency allocations or its

general supervisory powers over communications common carriers

under the 1934 Act enable the Federal Communications Commission

to modify, rescind, or otherwise regulate outstanding domestic
point-to-point microwave radio service licenses and construction
permits so as to minimize potential radio signal interference

among such microwave systems and earth stations employed in
providing communications services through satellites? (b) If the

Federal Communications Commission has such authority, may it,

upon its own initiative or upon application of the satellite operator,

compel the locational modification of outstanding domestic point-to-

point microwave radio service licenses and construction permits?
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(c) Is the exercise of such authority contingent upon provisions of
adequate compensation of the affected carrier, and, if so, upon
whom does the obligation to provide such compensation rest?

8. Spectrum Allocation.

Does the FCC have sufficient authority either (a) to deny one
spectrum applicant's license in favor of another when it can be
shown the first can use cable with equal facility while the second
cannot; or (b) to rescind licenses under the same conditions ?

9. Interconnection.

Under the 1934 Act (or the 1962 Act, if applicable), does the
FCC have jurisdiction and authority to (a) regulate the terms of
leases and interconnection arrangements between an existing
communications common carrier and either a communications
common carrier utilizing satellites or a non-common carrier
utilizing satellites; or (b) require that an existing communications
common carrier furnish facilities sought by a communications
common carrier utilizing satellites or a non-common carrier
utilizing satellites ?

10. Access to Network-owned Satellite.

If the three major television networks form a joint venture for
domestic broadcast distribution through satellites, what would be
the obligation of such a joint venture to supply satellite channels
to others in the trade--including either a fourth network or a CATV
network, or for one-time broadcasts--assuming (a) that excess system
capacity exists or (b) that system capacity is fully utilized by the joint
venture participants?

11. Non-Compensatory Pricing.

(a) What Communications Act and antitrust procedures exist
to prevent non-compensatory pricing by existing terrestrial broad-
cast distributors (principally, such as AT&T) designed to forestall
the effective development of a competing broadcast distribution
system utilizing satellites? (b) Is the answer different if the "non-
compensatory" pricing is below "average" cost but not "marginal"
cost?

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
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November 5, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. William H. Rehnquist
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
Department of Justice

In connection with the White House consideration of the domestic
satellite issue now pending before the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), we request your consideration of the following
questions relating to the Communications Act of 1934 (the 1934 Act),
the Communications Satellite Act1962 (the 1962 Act), and theo th 
antitrust laws. _p_ ._.,,___ - •

eAvi-v•-A.----t."-----,
1. Applicability of the 1962 Act.

(a) Does the 1962 Act govern, yVwholo or part, the FCC's
authority to authorize a domestic satellite? (b) If so, does the
1962 Act establish Comsat as the sole entity authorized to con-
struct and operate privately owned communications satellite
facilities for domestic use? (c) Does the 1962 Act otherwise
preclude the FCC from authorizing the construction and operation
of satellite facilities or ground stations for domestic services by
either common carriers or non-common carriers other than
Comsat? 67)

2. Corn sat. jcfj
r/' /1 32%.

(a) Does Comsat's char under the 1962 Act provide sufficient
authority for it to pred. omestic communications services out-
side the Intelsat systenVunder the 1934 Act? (b) If so. would
Comsat's competitive entry into the domestic field cause a conflict
of interest situation due to carrier representation on its Board?
Would this violate either the 1934 Act or the antitrust law?
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3. Minimum Regulation..

What is the minimum degree of FCC regulation over a communi-
cations system utilizing satellites now required by the 1934 Act (and
the 1961 Act if applicable)?

4. Non-Common Carriers.

(a) Has the Federal Communications Commission power to
treat any privately owned communications system utilizing satellites
as a non-common carrier? (b) What are the consequences of doing
so?

5. IxnRact on Carriers' Services.

(a) In allocating spectrum to non-carrier satellites, must the
FCC consider the economic impact of a non-carrier's proposed use
on services now offered by a common carrier?

6. Impact on Future Carrier Spectrum Needs.

(a) In allocating spectrum to non-common carrier satellites,
must the FCC consider potential common carrier demands for the
requested frequencies? (b) If so, what is the standard for measur-
ing carriers' potential needs?

7. Interference.

(a) Does its authority over radio frequency allocations or its
general supervisory powers over communications common carriers
under the 1934 Act enable the Federal Communications Commission
to modify, rescind, or otherwise regulate outstanding domestic
point-to-point microwave radio service licenses and construction
permits so as to minimize potential radio signal interference
among such microwave systems and earth stations employed in
providing communications services through satellites? (b) If the
Federal Communications Commission has such authority, may it,
upon its own initiative or upon application of the satellite operator,
compel the locational modification of outstanding domestic point-to-
point microwave radio service licenses and construction permits?
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(c) Is the exercise of such authority contingent upon provisions of
adequate compensation of the affected carrier, and, if so, upon
whom does the obligation to provide such compensation rest?

8. Spectrum Allocation.

Does the FCC have sufficient authority either (a) to deny one
spectrum applicant's license in favor of another when it can be
shown the first can use cable with equal facility while the second
cannot; or (b) to rescind licenses under the same conditions ?

9. Interconnection.

Under the 1934 Act (or the 1962 Act, if applicable), does the
FCC have jurisdiction and authority to (a) regulate the terms of
leases and interconnection arrangements between an existing
communications common carrier and either a communications
common carrier utilizing satellites or a non-common carrier
utilizing satellites; or (b) require that an existing communications
common carrier furnish facilities sought by a communications
common carrier utilizing satellites or a non-common carrier
utilizing satellite.?

10. Access to Network-owned Satellite.

If the three major television networks form a joint venture for
domestic broadcast distribution through satellites, what would be
the obligation of such a joint venture to supply satellite channels
to others in the trade—including either a fourth network or a CATV
network, or for one-time broadcasts—assuming (a) that excess system
capacity exists or (b) that system capacity is fully utilized by the joint
venture participants?

11. Non-Compensatory Prici9.

(a) What Communications Act and antitrust procedures exist
to prevent non-compensatory pricing by existing terrestrial broad-
cast distributors (principally, such as AT&T) designed to forestall
the effective development of a competing broadcast distribution
system utilizing satellites? (b) Is the answer different if the "non-
compensatory" pricing is below "average" cost but not "marginal"
cost?
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12. FCC Procedure.

(a) Must all parties to the FCC Domestic Satellite inquiry be
given an opportunity to file formal replies to any statement trans-
mitted by the W t. House before the Commission can issue an
order (b) If anlower is negative, wo41d it be changed in the
event tIahe White House statement were supplemented by & formal
filing by the Department of Justice? (e) If replies must be permitted,
what is the most expSdited reply schedule likely to suffice?

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

cc: Flanigan
Whitehead
Krieg sman
Central Files

Donald Baker (Justice)/CTWhitehead:jm
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look at It right away, we'll
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(1) Under existing law including the Federal Communications Act

of 1934 and the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, does the

Federal Communications Conaninission have jurisdiction and authority

to modify, rescind, or in any other manner regulate leasing and

interconnection arrangements between a communications common carrier

utilizing satellites and an existing communications common carrier,

or between a communications noncommon carrier utilizing satellites

and an existing communications common carrier, or require that

an existing communications common carrier furnish facilities

sought by a communications common carrier utilizing satellites or

a communications non-common carrier utilizing satellites ?

(2) Incident to either its authority over radio frequency allocations

or its general supervisory powers over communications common carriers

or both, may the Federal Communications Commission modify, rescind,

or in any other fashion regulate outstanding domestic point-to-point

microwave radio service licenses and construction permits so as to

minimize potential radio signal interference among such microwave

systems and earth stations employed in providing communications

services through satellites ? If the Federal Communications Commission

has such authority upon its own initiative or upon application

of the communications carrier utilizing satellites to compel the

locational modification of outstanding domestic point-to-point

microwave radio service licenses and construction permits, is the

exercise of such authority contingent upon provision of adequate

compensation of the affected carrier, and upon whom does the

obligation to provide such compensation rest ?

(3) Does the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 establish the

Communications Satellite Corporation as the sole entity authorized
/privately awned  /

to construct and operate/02&&&&& communications satellite facilities



for domestic use ? Does the Communications Satellite Act

of 1962 preclude the Federal Communications Commission from

authorizing the construction and operation of communications

satellite facilities for domestic services by common and

noncommon carriers other than the Communications Satellite

Corporation?

(4) Has the Federal Communications Commission power to

treat any privately-owned communications system utilizing

satellites as a noncommon carrier ?



In light of the entire general problem, it might be appro-

priate to request advice of Mr. Rehnquist concerning

measures that could be taken to expedite Commission consideration

and decision of the issues raised in the Domestic Satellite

Inquiry. It has now been outstanding, really, from around

1961 or 1962, and formally, since 1966. At the current rate it

may be another year before even a pilogprogram is initiated, and

in light of Mr. Ga6le of NASA'a projections concerning the

logistics of the operation perhaps longer. I would suggest

something along the line of:

(5) What measures are available to the Executive under the

Federal Communications Act of 1934 and the Administrative Procedures

Act, as amended, to accelerate disposition of the issues

raised in the Domestic Satellite Inquiry by the Federal Communications

Commission ?

A proper answer to this question might entail consideration

of both legal (i.e., judicial) measures and potential resolution

of the problem by Executive Order.
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(1) Under existing law including the Federal Communications Act

of 1934 and the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, does the

Federal Communications Commission have jurisdiction and authori
ty

to modify, rescind, or in any other manner regulate leasing 
and

interconnection arrangements between a communications common carrier

utilizing satellites and an existing communications common carrier,

or between a communications noncommon carrier utilizing satellit
es

and an existing communications common carrier, or require that

an existing communications common carrier furnish facilities

sought by a communications common carrier utilizing satellites or

a communications non-common carrier utilizing satellites ?

(2) Incident to either its authority over radio frequency allocation
s

or its general supervisory powers over communications common
 carriers

or both, may the Federal Communications Commission modify, 
rescind,

or in any other fashion regulate outstanding domestic poi
nt-to-point

microwave radio service licenses and construction permits
 so as to

minimize potential radio signal interference among such micr
owave

systems and earth stations employed in providing communication
s

services through satellites ? If the Federal Communications Commission

has such authority upon its awn initiative or upon application

kril the communications carrier utilizing satellites to compel the

Ittcational modification of outstanding domestic point-to-
point

mizczokiave radio service licenses and construction permits
, is the

oomircise of such authority contingent upon provision of
 adequate

compensation of the affected carrier, and upon whom does the

obligation to provide such compensation rest ?

P̂) Does the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 e
stablish the

Communications Satellite Corporation as the sole enti
ty authorized

/privately awned  /

t7, construct and operate/&&&ô&& communications sat
ellite facilities
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for domestic use ? Does the Communications Satellite Act

of 1962 preclude the Federal Communications Commission from

authorizing the construction and operation of communications

satellite facilities for domestic services by common and

noncommon carriers other than the Communications Satellite

Corporation?

(4) Has the Federal Communications Commission power to

treat any privately-owned communications system utilizing

satellites as a noncommon carrier ?

'*" ^.",,,Prrrorftereennirtvorr* rtiorPfermwrarviiii? 7,77,•:-.1s4.,,rr • • ""PlorPoriPrirrr "rs """'"'""""raril'r -"`"
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In light of the entire general problem, it might be appro-

priate to request advice of Mr. Rehnquist concerning

measures that could be taken to expedite Commission consideration

and decision of the issues raised in the Domestic Satellite

Inquiry. It has now been outstanding, really, from around

1961 or 1962, and formally, since 1966. At the current rate it

may be another year before even a pilogprogram is initiated, and

in light of Mr. Cale of NASA's projections concerning the

logistics of the operation perhaps longer. I would suggest

something along the line of:

(5) What measures are available to the Executive under the

Federal Communications Act of 1934 and the Administrative Procedures

Act, as amended, to accelerate disposition of the issues

raised in the Domestic Satellite Inquiry by the Federal Communications

Commission ?

A proper answer to this question might entail consideration

of both legal (i.e,, judicial) measures and potential resolution

of the problem by Executive Order.

""r9"."1"1"."‘"""""r".",1""""'"*"."'","'".•:..ww.ory,."..ex.gprol.wr.v.r.r.....,



(1) Under existing law including the Federal Communications Act

of 1934 and the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, does the

Federal Communications Commmission have jurisdiction and authority

to modify, rescind, or in any other manner regulate leasing and

interconnection arrangements between a communications common carrier

utilizing satellites and an existing communications common carrier,

or between a communications noncommon carrier utilizing satellites

and an existing communications common carrier, or require that

an existing communications common carrier furnish facilities

sought by a communications common carrier utilizing satellites 
or

a communications non-common carrier utilizing satellites ?

(2) Incident to either its authority over radio frequency allocatio
ns

or its general supervisory powers over communications comm
on carriers

or both, may the Federal Communications Commission modi
fy, rescind,

or in any other fashion regulate outstanding domestic 
point-to-point

microwave radio service licenses and construction permi
ts so as to

minimize potential radio signal interference among s
uch microwave

systems and earth stations employed in providing com
munications

services through satellites ? If the Federal Communications Commission

has such authority upon its own initiative or upon
 application

of the communications carrier utilizing satellites 
to compel the

locational modification of outstanding domestic po
int-to-point

microwave radio service licenses and constructio
n permits, is the

exercise of such authority contingent upon provi
sion of adequate

compensation of the affected carrier, and upon whom does the

obligation to provide such compensation rest ?

(3) Does the Communications Satellite Act o
f 1962 establish the

Communications Satellite Corporation as the sole 
entity authorized

/privately owned /

to construct and operate/,W&& communication
s satellite facilities



for domestic use ? Does the Communications Satellite Act
of 1962 preclude the Federal Communications Commission from

authorizing the construction and operation of communications
satellite facilities for domestic services by common and

noncommon carriers other than the Communications Satellite

Corporation?

(4) Has the Federal Communications Commission power to

treat any privately-owned communications system utilizing

satellites as a noncommon carrier ?



In light of the entire general problem, it might be appro-

priate to request advice of Mr. Rehnquist concerning

measures that could be taken to expedite Commission consideration

and decision of the issues raised in the Domestic Satellite

Inquiry. It has now been outstanding, really, from around

1961 or 1962, and formally, since 1966. At the current rate it

may be another year before even a pilogprogram is initiated, and

in light of Mr. Ga'ole of NASA's projections concerning the

logistics of the operation perhaps longer. I would suggest

something along the line of:

(5) What measures are available to the Executive under the

Federal Communications Act of 1934 and the Administrative Procedures

Act, as amended, to accelerate disposition of the issues

raised in the Domestic Satellite Inquiry by the Federal Communications

'Commission ?

A proper answer to this question might entail consideration

of both legal (i.e., judicial) measures and potential resolution

of the problem by Executive Order.
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Interconnection and Considerations 
or- eneral Repratory Voricy 

Protestations of the FCC to the contrary notwithstand-

ing, a pragmatic appraisal of the situation indicates that

the Commission, given the will, shall find the wherewithal.

Disclaimers of authority to directly regulate certain

facets of the industry have been followed by bold exertion

of power. In the Southwestern Cable Company case, the

Commission claimed power to regulate the CATV industry,

and the Supreme Court approved the claim, citing broad

language from the preamble of the Act, and wording from

earlier decisions explaining that Congress intended a

near plenary grant of power to the FCC over broadcasting.

More recently, the Commission has claimed authority to regu-

late directly the activities of the television networks
1/

themselves,— and the arzuments for upholding this exertil
2/

are to some convincing.

Perhaps an argument could be m4de that because telephony

and related communications common carrier activities are

not in the usual instance federally pre-empted areas,

the self-augmenting jurisdiction of the Commission over

broadcasting should be more circumspect. However, the

Commission has stated that the 1934 Art does not born-
3/

partmentalize the Commission's functions":- and arguably

1/ In the matter of Amendment of Part 73 of the Com-
mission's Rules and Regulations with Respect to Competition
and Responsibility in Network Broadcasting, FCC Dkt. No.
12782, 4 P. & F. Radio Reg. 2d 1589 (1965).

2/ See Memorandum Concerning Jurisdiction of the Federal
'Communications Commission to Regulate Network Television
Licensees, P. & F. Radio Reg. Current Service 53:608c
(Sept. 25, 1968).

3/ See In the matter of CATV Regulations, 8 P. & F. Radio
reg. 1677 (1967).



the nature of satellite communications makes it necessary

to assume full regulatory power over all the various pendent

problems.

In any event, the fundamental statutory responsibilities

of the Commission are clear. It is charged with the duty

of executing the policy of the 1934 Act to "make available,

so far as possible, to all people of the united States, a

rapid, efficient nationwide and world-wide wire and radio
4/

communication service' and "generally to encourage the

larger and more effective uses of radio in the public
5/

interest."

4/ 47 U.S.C.A. 1151 (1962).

1/ 47 U.S.C.A. 1303(g) (1962).

2



I. WHAT AUTHORITY HAS THE COMMISSION TO COMPEL: (a) A
COMMON CARRIER TO "INTERCONNECT" WITH ANOTHER COMMON CARRIER;
(b) A COMMON CARRIER TO INTERCONNECT WITH A NONCOMMON CARRIER?

The position of the Commission in this area has been

described as "pettyfoggery", and it does appear that the

policies have not been altogether consistent.

At common law, clearly one common carrier could not

be required to link or connect its facilities with those

of another, and as an obvious corollary, had no compel-

table obligation to furnish another carrier facilities.—

Section 201(a) of the 1934 Act purported to change this.

That secddh imposed first, a duty upon the communications

common carrier to furnish service upon reasonable request.

Additionally, the plain language of the section granted

the Commission power to compel a carrier "to establish

physical connections with other carriers, to establish through

routes and charges, and to establish and provide facilities

and regulations for operating such through routes."

The Commission, however, has placed an unduly re-

strictive and somewhat attenuated gloss on this statutory

provision. When a carrier leases plant and facilities to

another so that the second carrier may provide a particular

service or facility to its customers, the terms applicable

to the transaction are usually set forth in a contract

between the carriers. The Commission has taken the position

that it has no general authority to modify, rescind, or

in any other manner, regulate the terms of these contracts

or require that one carrier furnish the facilities sought
7/

by another carrier,— because ". . the provision of

6/ See
Denver &
State v.
1=252
Co., 125

, e.g., Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe R.R. Co. v.
Now Orleans CR.to., 110 U.S. 667, 686 (1884);
Northwestern Be11 Telph. Co.., 214 Iowa 1100, 240
(1932); Home Teleph. Co. v. Peoples Teleph. & Toles.
Tenn. 270r, 141 S.W. 1345 (1911).

2/ It should be noted that the 1956 consent decree entered
against AT&T imposed the obligation upon the Bell System
[footnote continued]

3
At



facilities by one common carrier to another common carrier
8/

has not been regarded as a common carrier 

undertaking.'To rectify this gloss, the Commission has asked Congress

to make the provision of facilities by one carrier to

another carrier a matter of regulatory jurisdiction fully

subject to Title II of the Act. Additionally, the Com-

mission has requested authority to require this service

if the public convenience and necessity would be served.

The authority being sought in the bill is . .
needed in order to avoid situations where there
would have to be wasteful duplication of facili-
ties in order to provide the needed service. 9/

No such general bill, however, has yet been successful.

However, when Congress enacted the Comsat Act, a pro-
10/

vision granting this authority to the FCC was included.

Hence, the Commission presently has explicit authority to

compel terrestrial common carriers to furnish intercom-

munication facilities to Comsat, and to supervise the terms

and conditions of the necessary intercarrier contracts.

We should urge that the Commission has such power

relevant to any potential domestic satellite communications

common carrier. First, the statutory language fairly plainly

indicates that the explicit authority exists; current feeling

is that it should be construed "expansively", and as a

general rule, restrictions administratively engrafted onto

7/ [continued] to furnish leased facilities to Western
Union. However, the Commission has no power fully to
enforce and implement this obligation through its regu-
latory processes.

8/ See, e.g. , Senate Report No. 1584, 87th Cong. 2d
ress. 17 (1962). Compare Western Union, Dkt. 8963: 5 P.&F.
Radio Reg. 639, 659 (1951) cry Interconnection case).
9/ Hearings Before the House Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. 22 (1964).

10/ See 47 U.S.C.A. 1721(c)(2)(1962).
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Amor

11/
agencies, jurisdictional statutes are disfavored and

12
prior administrative policy rarely conclusive:— Secondly,

regulation and indeed, compulsion, of intercarrier connec-

tion agreements is reasonably ancillary to the regulation

of the participating common carriers and necessary to effect

the purposes of the Act. Thirdly, congressional intent

bolsters up this approach. Considering the Comsat Act,

the Senate Report states that "comprehensive regulation

of all entities engaged in providing communication satellite
13/

facilities" is desirable.

Conclusion 

Despite the language of the statute, the FCC has

taken the position that it cannot regulate or compel inter-

carrier connection agreements. Such a position is out of

harmony with the purpose of the Act and current Supreme

Court decisions, which urge an expansive reading.

Recommendation 

The appropriate disposition of the intercarrier con-

nection problem seems implicit in the Commission's decision

in Microwave Communications) Inc.

We have already concluded that a grant of MCI's
proposal is in the public interest. We likewise
conclude that, absent a significant showing that
interconnection is not technically feasible, the
issuance of an order requiring the existing car-
riers to provide loop service is in the public
interest. 14/

11/ See,e,g., Social Sec. Bd. v. Nierotko, 327 U.S. 358 (1945);
T. SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194 (047) (Chenery II).

12/ See FCC v. American Bcatg Co., 347 U.S. 284 (1954);
Sadmore "17/7-3Wi o., . . 134 (1944).

13/ Senate Report No. 1584, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 17 (1962).

14/ Microwave CommunicationsL Inc., 16 P.6F. Radio Reg. 2d
Itr37 (1969).
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(b) There is apparently no clear answer to the question

whether a common carrier must interconnect with a nonoommon

carrier, or whether the Commission can compel it. "Private

systems' service is in the 'gray' area between [common
15/

carrier and non [common carrier] service."'

The Commission has concluded, however, that the pro-

visions of Title II of the Act are "generally pertinent,

since the operator is in the position of a customer or
1A/

user."-- Section 201(a) of the Act states that "it shall

be the duty of every common carrier engaged in interstate

or foreign communication by wire or radio to furnish com-

munication service upon reasonable request therefor

• • " The Court has stated

We do not think it is necessary in determining the
application of a regulatory statute to attempt to fit
the regulated relationship into some coon-
category. It is sufficient to say that the relation
is one which the statute contemplc4as shall be gov-
erned by reasonable regulations initiated by the
telephone company but subject to the approval and
review of the Federal Communications Commission. 17/

However, most courts and state commissions have generally

upheld telephone companies where they have refused to

interconnect with other private or semi-private communications

11/ Mid-America Teleph. Co. v. Ohio Bell Teleph. Co.,
40 Pal.R. 3d 144, 25i (bhio 1961).

16/ Western Union, 5 P.U. Radio Reg. 639, 660 (1950).

17/ Ambassador. Inc. v. United States, 325 U.S. 317, 326
7945).
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18/
systems. This refusal has been most consistent where

the private system was offering a service closely approxi-

mating or interchangeable with a service provided by the
19/

telephone company.-- The usual rationale has been that such

interconnection would somehow invade the telephone company's

property rights or lawful franchise. Although the preceden-

tial value of these decisions is generally limited to their

facts, and many are less than highly persuasive, they have

some bearing on the problem.

In the related area of telephone company foreign

attachment tariffs, experience has shown that the regu-

latory power of the FCC is in some ways illusory. The

beneficial consequence of decisions such as Carterfone 

has been diluted in some states, as local public utilities

commissions have permitted the tariffs to stand on intra-

state services. On the other hand, some state regulatory

agencies have been more skeptical of telephone company

tariffs than the FCC. The difficulty is that absent firm

assertion by the FCC that interconnection can be compelled

between private systems and the common carrier, the lack

of uniformity may retard development of such systems.

Conclusion 

Within accepted common carrier concepts, it is probable

that the Commission has the authority to compel a common

carrier to make reasonable interconnection with private

systems.

10/ See generally In re Southwestern Bell Teleph. Co.,
15 P.U.R. 3d 476 (Mo. 1955); Re New York tileph. Co., 45
P.U.R. (NS) 409 (N.Y. 1942); Builain rndust. Exhibits V.
Cincinnati & Suburban Bell Terepfi. Co., 711P.10.0 (0) /4
(Ohio 1147); 'Ohms v. General Teleph. of S.W.  384 S.W. 2d
796, 799 (Texas Civ. Apps. 1964). See generally Annot.,
Ri ht and Dut of Tele hone C.,..anies to Make or Discontinue

ys ca onnect on o c nixes or nes, 2

19/ See, e.g., State ex rel. Util. Commin v. Two-Way Radio 
Nivice, 272 N.C. 1515 S.E. ‘Zd 85J (1968).
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Recommendation 

The Commission should assert that such operators fully

constitute customers within applicable tariffs, entitled

to service upon reasonable request. However, it should

be noted that tariffs may in certain instances require

revision as provisions for the use of certain central

office equipment by private customers are apparently

lacking.
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II. IN ITS EXERCISE OF AUTHORITY OVER SPECTRUM ALLOCATION
AND THE AUTHORIZING OF NEW COMMON CARRIER SERVICES MUST
THE FCC TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE IMPACT UPON EXISTING
CARRIERS? WHAT OTHER FACTORS MIGHT BE IMPORTANT?

Although the Commission has stated that the 1934 Act does

not "compartmentalize" their policies, the traditional view
20/

has been that the policy of free competition in 

broadcastingis inapplicable to common carrier operations: it is

"destructive and wasteful, especially when both carriers
21/

provide identical services."-- Hence, while there are
22/

numerous statements that mere loss of profit or economic
23/

injury to an existing licensee-- are not relevant to

the determination whether to license additional broadcasters,

it is problematical whether these statements apply to

the common carrier situation. "[T]tle Commission is

interested in preserving the financial health of its

[sic] common carriers to the extent that the public will
24/

not lack for service . . .

But the Commission's interest is currently waning.

The Commission has argued that the availability of

common carrier facilities will not be considered as

20/ See, e.g., FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Stn, 309 U.S.
770, 474 (1940)Crebanon Acstg Co., 14 T. &F. Radio Reg.
297 (FCC 1957).

21/ General Teleph. of N.W., 16 PAX. Radio Reg. 2d 159,
IT1 (Ttev. Bd. 1969).

22/ Democrat Printing Co. v. FCC 91 U.S. App. D.C.
77, 202 F. 2d2911 (1952).

23/ Radio Cleveland, 11 P.&F. Radio Reg. 348 (1955).

24/ Press Wireless Inc., 21 P.&F. Radio Reg. 210, 217
7n61).
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a condition of eligibility for private communications
25/

system licenses:— It has gone so far as to suggest

(E)ven assuming, arguendo, that [the existing
carrier] will be seriously injured, it does
not necessarily follow that this would result
in injury to the public. . . .26/

The Commission has adopted this liberalized, broadcast..

oriented policy, in the common carrier field in these

instances. First, when the proposed service is only

peripherally duplicative of existing common carrier
27/

activities, and will fulfill a demonstrable public need.

Second, when there is clear user preference for the pro-

posed system or it offers superior service. For instance,
28/

in California Interstate Telephone Co. v. FCC:— the

Commission's approval of a Western Union broadband system

for controlling satellites launched by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory was upheld though it somewhat duplicated

telephone companh plant. The Commission and the court

relied primarily upon the clearly demonstrable technical

superiority of the WU system.

However, any proposed common carrier system would

have to meet Commission requirements of a "showing of

significant public benefits and needs." The Commission

has refused to authorize facilities where there WAS no

25/ Finer Living, Inc., 8 P.&F. Radio Reg. 2d 1160,
(1967).

26/ Id. at 1163.

27/ See, e.g., Microwave Communications, Inc., 16 PAX.
Mio Reg. 2d 1017, Pacific telatronics, Inc., 4 P.&F.
Radio Reg. 2d 145, 156 (1964).

28/ 1 p.m'. Radio Reg. 2d 2095 (D.C. Cir. 1964).
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29/
"demonstrated need":— Furthermore, the proposed facility

30/
must be "necessary or desirable in the public interest",

and "Whe 'need' issue . . . does not call for a 'boiler
31/

plate' showing":— The applicant need not necessarily show that

the public benefit will be direct and immediate, though

he must show some factual basis for the present and antici-

pated need for the system so that the Commission will
32/

have a basis for decision.

But assuming these criteria are met, Commission

approval of a communications system utilizing satellites

with only marginal regard to the impact upon existing

carriers seems likely. For example, in the case of the

General Electric proposal, the probable impact upon

Western Union will likely be ignored. The conclusions

of the Telegraph Committee were that a significant

public need for such a system existed that WU was not

servicing and was unlikely to service. Given that the

GE proposal will serve that need, its authorization is
33/

likely:— absent the improbable showing that displacing

that company as the public record message carrier is

not in the public interest.

29/ AT&T, 37 F.C.C. 1151, 1156 (1964).

30/ Western Union, 6 P.&F. Radio Reg. 1157, 1177 (1951).

31/ Telephone Answering Service, 1 F.C.C. 2d 283,
711r6 (1365).

32/ Cf. American Airlines v. CAB, 192 F. 2d 417, 421
TLC. Cir. WI).

33/ But see Press Wireless Inc., 4 P.&F. Radio Reg. 933
7949).
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III. IN CONSMDERING GENERAL INTERFERENCE ISSUES, MUST
THE COMMISSION ACCORD SPECIAL CONSIDERATION TO EXISTING
COMMON CARRIER INTERESTS?

In the licensing of broadcast stations, the Com-

mission has generally followed a policy of minimizing

potential interference by broadly spacing frequency

allocations. However, it has been stated that allegations

of financial injury because of interference outside the
34/

normally protected contour will not be considered:— nor

was an allegation that a proposed AM license would drive
35/

an FM off the air through interference considered.

Peripheral signal degradation, while possibly important,

has not generally been decisive.

In the case of microwave systems, the Commission

has generally followed the so-called "first-in protection"

rule. The subsequent entrant must accommodate his system

to existing systems, whether or not the relative costs

of accommodation are grossly disparate. Such a rigid

policy does not appear altogether compelled by the structure

of the Act.

Sections 201 and 202 of the Act are obviously designed

to permit the Commission fully to control the conduct

and practices of the communications common carrier. The

Commission has concluded that it is not precluded, in

the initial discharge of its licensing function, from

imposing "such conditions on the license as are reasonably

required in the interest of public convenience and

34/ Texas Star Bcatk Co. 
71.950).

35/  Charles County Bcsts
7rev. Bd. 1963).

, 6 P. & F. Radio Reg. 324

Co., 24 P. & F. Radio Reg. 1153
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36/

necessity." That the Commission can control, for instance,
37/

antenna locations, is clear,— as it is an integral part

of the relevant license. And the Commission may take

considerable initiative under Section 316. That section

contemplates a situation where the Commission feels that

because of the requirements of the Act, or a treaty,

or considerations of public interest, convenience, or

necessity, a license provision should be modified, and the

holder of the license is unwilling to initiate the action.

Then, under the provisions of that section, the Commission
38/

may take the initiative:— Hence, it appears reasonably

clear that the Commission could "order" an existing

microwave system to change locations. alowing the

appropriate public need determination, the Commission

could under Section 316 simply change the existing licensed

site and thus compel the removal.

26j See Idaho Microwave) Inc., 4 P.&F. Radio Reg. 2d
159, 163 11965).

37/ See, e.g., WHASI Inc., 21 P. bg F. Radio Reg. 929
7961).

38/ Press Wireless, Inc., 17 P. & F. Radio Reg. 217,
774 (1559) .
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

July 22, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR GENERAL LINCOLN

SUBJECT: U. S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio
Findings and Conclusions in the case of the Lake Carriers
Association vs the U. S. and the Federal Communications
Commission.

1. The Lake Carriers Association and twelve of its companies brought
suit against the FCC in the U. S. Court of Appeals for a review
and determination of the validity of an FCC order narrowing certain
radio frequency channels for maritime communication. The issue was
referred to the District Court of Ohio for findings of fact.

This case is of particular interest as it pertains to an action
undertaken jointly by the FCC and the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee (IRAC) - (under E. O. 10995 the IRAC advises and assists
me in matters of radio frequency management) - to make more fre-
quencies available to meet escalating demands for maritime mobile
communication.

2. In arriving at its conclusion that the FCC order did not jeopardize
safety of navigation, as the Lake Carriers Association had alleged,
the Court took into account the concomitant action of the IRAC.
The fact that the IRAC "order"_ was implemented as regards government
shipping without adverse impact was noted on the Court's findings
and clearly contributed to the aforementioned conclusion.

3. Attached hereto as tab A is a brief of the Court's Findings and
Conclusions and tab B is the text in full. As a matter of interest,
the Court has done a superb job of reducing a very technical subject
to easily understood layman's language. Also, as a matter of interest,
the Lake Carriers Association dropped their suit as a result of the
District Court's findings.

Atchs (2)

cc: Mr. C. Kendall (w/Atchs)
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OEP, on the subject case.
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LAKE CARRIERS ASSOCIATION, et al, Petitioners

UNITED STATES and FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

(Findings of fact and Court's Conclusions)

BACKGROUND 

On July 25, 1968 the FCC amended its rules pertaining to the maritime mobile
service to provide for a reduction of channel spacing from 50 kHz to 25 kHz
in the 156-162 MHz radiotelephone band. Concomitant of the channel spacing
is a new rule that specifies that in maritime VHF radio transmitters "after
March 1, 1969 a deviation of + 5 kHz shall be employed." This replaces the
pre-existing deviation of + 15 kHz.

The Lake Carriers Association (LCA) and its 22 member companies own or
operate 206 vessels that account for 98% of the capacity of the U. S. Great
Lakes commercial fleet. LCA and 12 of its companies sued the FCC in the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit for a review and determination
of the validity of the FCC orders alleging damage as the result of being
denied efficient communications, that safety of navigation on the Great
Lakes will be jeopardized through degraded communications. The Court of
Appeals referred the proceedings to U. S. District Court for the Northern
District of Ohio to hear evidence and make findings of fact concerning public
safety.

FINDINGS OF FACT 

On the factual inquiry the Court found that five controlling questions emerged.
They are listed with a digest of the facts found as follows:

1. What is the meanin and import of the reduced frequency 
deviation? 

While U. S. vessels (commercial and government) and shore stations
have reduced from + 15 kHz (wide band) to + 5 kHz (narrow band), Canadian
ships and shore stations and other foreign ships have not. The differ-
ence in deviation between the wide band and the narrow band causes a
power ratio between the former and the latter that is computed to be
9.13 to 1, that computes out to be a 9.6 decibel difference between
the two signals. This does not mean that one is 9.6 times louder than
then the other but only 9 decibels louder. In other words, enough to
be discernible by the human ear.
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2. In the main, what is the yurpoSe and point of the FCC Report 
and Order?

In order to meet the escalating demands for frequencies for the
maritime mobile service, the FCC had to open additional VHF channels.
The channel splitting from 50 kHz to 25 kHz doubled the present 24
channels to 48. To reduce the possibility of interference between
these narrowed channels, it was necessary to reduce transmitter
deviation so as to contain them in these new channels.

3. The Extent of Great Lakes Commerce 

There are 259 vessels of U. S. registry and 192 vessels of
Canadian registry, over 1000 gross tons operating in the Great Lakes.
More than 500 salt water ships of over 1000 gross tons enter the Great
Lakes each year. The U. S. Coast Guard and U. S. Army Engineers, along
with their Canadian counterparts support and facilitate Great Lakes
navigation in various ways.

4. What is the Utility of VHF(FM) radiotelephony to the Great 
Lakes Commercial Fleet?

A treaty between the U. S. and Canada requires every vessel of
500 tons and over to be equipped with voice callig and safety
frequencies in the medium frequency band. However, VHF(FM) is much
more reliable and shipping is shifting to these frequencies (the
treaty is due for revision soon) and they are now the primary means
for inter-ship communications.

5. What has been the effect on VHF(FM) radiotelephonic communications
in the 156-162 MHz band produced by narrow banding the American 
transmitters?

The FCC order on narrow banding went into effect on March 1, 1969.
Effective the same date the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee
(IRAC) ordered all radio transmitters on U. S. Government ships to be
altered in the same manner. On the Great Lakes the IRAC order has
narrow banded the transmitters of all Coast Guard vessels and coast
stations. A rollback of the commercial ships to wide band by revoking
the FCC order would not serve much unless the IRAC did likewise. It
is doubtful that IRAC would rescind its order. The concensus of the
extensive testimony indicates that the difference in volume between
the American and Canadian stations wasn't enough to make the former
unreliable. Furthermore when all stations are narrow banded mutual
interference potential would be reduced.
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. The decibel difference in transmisgion as between wide band and narrow
band has not caused, or is it likely to cause, messages to be missed.
Ship owners could improve the reception of the narrow band signals by
making very feasible alterations to their VHF(FM) receivers.

2. Safety of navigation in the Great Lakes has not been "seriously
jeopardized" by the effectuation of FCC order on reduction of frequency
deviation.
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4.

Antitrust is; as Abe Fortas once said, "our own,

American form of non-planning by Governwent action." 1/

It enforces our comittmz.nt to "competition [nsi our

fundamental national economic policy." 2/ This policy,

I submit, has very considerable applicability to regulated

industries.

Competition and regulation do not serve generally

inconsistent goals. When Conguess created the ICC in

1889, it did not intend this first regulatory coDDI1E;-

sion to be an instrument to protect the railroads from

the marketplace; rather Congress acted to protect the

public from the classic monopolizing of the railroad

barons. The ICC experiment has since been repeated in

other fields - including communications, banking and

securities - but not with the idea that competition is

some alien notion to be excluded if .at all possible.

• Our national policy in favor of competition, embodied

in the antitrust laws, "rests on the premise that the un-

restrained interaction of competitive forces will yield

the best allocation of our economic resources, the lowest

prices, the highest quality and the greatest material

progress, while at the same time providing an environment

conducive to the preservation of our democratic political



and socia institutions." 3/ The broad success of this

policy is clear from our economic history. It is based on

the fact that the competitive marketplace is uniquely able

to reward innovation and efficiency - and to punish their

opposites.

We report to direct regulation in two basic types of

situations where competition is not fully satisfactory:

The first involves a natural monopoly where competi-

tion simply would not work in economic terms. The local

telephone network is a case in point. The economies of

scale are so great that direct competition would be "a

costly. and idle gesture." 4/ Here regulation is necessary

to secure the clfxsic marketplace goals of efficiency and

innovation.

The second type of situation is where competition does

not secure .some specifically defined social goal. This is

the basis for regulating both banks and securities markets.

We accept the solvency of banks as an overriding social goal,

because the principle losses from bank failure fall- on

innocent depositors. Similarly, we regulate the issuance and

trading of securities to insure full disclosure and fairness

to the investing public, and continued confidence in the

capital market. Rcgulatory supervision is directed to these

specific goals. Neither scheme implies a general elimination

2



of coalpetition. The Supreme Court made this clear in its

Philadal hia National Bank and Silver decisions: antitrust

is only excluded to the extent necessala to make the specific

regulatory scheme work.

Competition rnd regulation can coalf! into contact in

several situations. The first involves new entry and new

technology. The second involves acquisition and mergers.

The third involves specific restrictive practices which are

either unnecessary to the basic regulatory scheme or are

overly broad in application.

Each of these eases requires the regulator to consider

competition. The courts have made this clear in stressing

that competition is a basic element in any "public interest"

determination. 5/ The key question is how the regulator is

to do this in a clear, consistent manner.

The regulator's task is not easy. Monopolists rarely

welcome intrusions from the marketplace - and regulated '

monopolists are no exception. They can usually be counted

on to argue strongly against competitive policies in any

particular case. Their view of the "regulatory" scheme

becomes expansive in the face of competition; their arguments

on both facts and policy can often be highly technical; and

their prediction of the future becomes ominous. The poor

regulator is asked to use his "expertise" to resolve all

3



these issues in favor of a non-compotitive solution. How,

we may ask, is the regulator supposed to handle such

issues in a rational consistent manner?

. Let we illustrate the regulator's problem by taking a

later day look at a famous piece of local Boston legal

history. Back in 1837, the U.S. Supreme Court decided the

Charle.s. River Bridla case. ..6./ This involved a competitive

challenge to a monopoly toll bridge between Boston and

Charlestown. The facts are quite sirple. The so-called

"Charles River Bridge" had been built in 1786 by a private

company which had a 70-year charter granted by Massachusetts

General Court. For over 30 years, this company enjoyed a

monopoly. Then in 1828 its pocition was challenged by an

upstart - the so-called "Warren Bridge" - which hrtd secured

a second charter from a legislature anxious to see lower

tolls. The Charles River Bridge company was of course

outraged at this turn of events. So it went to court to

challehge the Warren Bridge charter. The issue was one of

legal interpretation and constitutional law. Did the Charles

River. Bridge charter create an implied contractual right

to a monopoly position? 7/ No, said the Supreme Court in

its celebrated decision; the rights of private property

are to be "sacredly guarded", but the public interest

must control. V Any other construction, said the

4



court, would enable the holders of "old feudal grants"

for turnpikes and ferries to prevent the growth of new

methods of transportation.

Now let's take this nice old case - luvolving a couple

of wooden bridges - and replay it in 1969 terms with our

stop-action-replay camera. The case is no longer sim2le.

The scene of the action is a hearing before the Federal

Rivers Board - a five-member commission charged with statu-

tory responsibility for licensing and regulating private

toll bridges, canals, and steamboats in order to serve the

"public interest, convenience and necessity". The Warren

Bridge company has applied for authority to construct a

second span across the Charles from Boston to Charlestown,

it has supported As application with detailed traffic

estimates, as well as evidence of its= engineering and

financial capability. Its policy argument is still the

same: a second span would promote competition, and hence

lower tolls for travellers between Boston and Charlestown.

The Charles River Bridge company is still outraged

at this challenge to its long-standing monopoly. It is

prepared to meet the challenge with vast battalion of law-

yers, engineers, accountants, and economists - armed with

a battery of statistics, tables, regrt-Ssion analyses, and

5
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so forth. The monopolist's arguments are many end varied

(but they are not ° rig/I.:al, as I have borrowed heavily

fro.1 recent regulatory proceedings). Let ne summarize

tho.up argummts briefly.

To begin with, there are what might be called the

"economic" argumnto:

1. There is no public need for a new service. Exist-

ing bridge facilities are not being fully utilized, and

therefore creation of new capacity would lead to less

economic and efficient use of existing resources. 10/ •

2. "Destructive Pricing". Building a second bridge

would create dangerous over-capacity; this would in turn lead to

destructive pricing of bridge tolls and the eventual demise

of all bridge service between Boston and Charlestown. 1.11

3. "Cream Skimming". Competition on the high-volume,

low-cost, Boston-Charlestown route would undermine the

Charles River Bridge company's ability to maintain unprofit-

able, low-volume bridges up river at Cambridge and Water-

town. 12/

4. "Economies of Scale". Even if adequate traffic to

support two bridges could be projected in the future, such

traffic could be much more economically provided for by

expansion of the existing bridge system rather than the

building of a separate duplicate span. 13/

6



And then there are the "technical" arguments -

supported, of course, by copious engineering testimony

1. "System Planning". Maintaining a single unified

bridge system is necessary to plan and develop the bridges

that will be required by the next generation of lorger

wagons. 14/

2. "Service Quality". The proposed Warren Bridge is

a Structure falling far shortof the high technical

standards of the Charles River Bridge W - and it would,

at the very least, impose on the public, a higher level

of vibration than it was used to.16/

3. "Safety". Reduced revenues would compromise the

Charles River Bridge company's ability to guarantee high

maintenance standards and thereby endanger the public.12/

Finally, there would be a variety of "public interest"

or "convenience and needs" arguments which would be raised

against the second bridge:

1. The new bridge would compromise the scenic beauty

of the Charles River.18/

2. "Impact on river basin". A second bridge would

complicate navigation for ships using the river, while

endangering the fish by reducing sunlight and impeding the

flow of polluted waters to the sea.19/

7



3. "Balanced Transportation" system. Over-

development of the bridges across the Charles might be

fatal to the already precarious position of harbor ferry-

men (also subject to Board's jurisdiction) whose services

would be required in time of national emergency then the

bridges were out of service. ail

Our Charles River Bridge case is of course simple-

minded. And Ls the arguTents are basically the same

ones used when big modern stakes are involved. The

principle difference is that today's cases often involve

more sophisticated technology, where the "technical"

arguments for protection are much harder to grasp and resolve.

The modern Charles River Bridge case is quite difficult

enough. How is a diligent regulator to weigh this mixed

bag of arguments - involving so many considerations which

cannot be readily measured or quantified? Can he do this

in a rational manner which gives businessmen and lawyers

reasonable guidance for the future? Can we say, with any .

assurance, that the modern regulator would come out with

the same result as the 1837 Supreme Court? Clearly, we

still have the same type of public interest in competition

as a source of innovation, efficiency, and low toll rates;

but today we have no method of objectively weighing these

8



advantages against the contrary "regulatory" arguments. 21/

Thus, the decision could go either way. 22/

This situaeon has produced widespread criticism of

the regulatory process during the past few months. A

common theme among the critic is the charge that regu-

lators tend to give inadequate weight to competitive forces,

thus permitting unnecessary inefficiency to be imposed on

the economy. 21_,/

I think that there is at least a partial answer to

the regulator's problem. I think a clearer method of

decision-making can be devised where competition and so-

called "regulatory" goals come into conflict, as in our

2haElmjuamjloAla case.
This would require two things from the regulator.

The first is a clear recognition that competition is our

basic national economic policy, and the cornerstone of

our national economic success. The second is a clear

definition of the basic regulatory goals in the field

involved.

Having done this, the regulator should then place on

the proponent of a non-competitive solution the burden of

showing that it is necessary - and I stress necessary -

to achieve the regulatory goals so defined. This is

exactly what the Supreme Court stated in Silver v. New. York

9



Stock Exchmu: antitrust, and hence competition, were to

be displaced only to the extent necessary to make the

specific regulatory scheme of Securities Exchange Act work.24/

Similarly, in the bank merger field, the Supreme Court

has made clear that the burden of proving the "convenience

and needs" justification for an anticompetitive bank merger

rests on the merging banks; and they must prove not only

that there is a non-competitive value entitled to controlling

weight, but that this value could not be achieved by a less

anticompetitive arrangement. 25/

I think it tmpOrtant that the burden of showing necessity.

be placed on those who oppose competition, regardless of

whether we are talking about new entry or a bank merger, or

a particular restrictive practice. The regulated enterprise

has the incentive and resources necessary to raise non-

competitive values. It has detailed information of the

operation of the particular system - be it the telephone

network, the stock exchange, or a floundering bank. To

place the burden on the outside party is, in fact, to ask

him to make a rebuttle to a technical argument not yet made.26/

This can sometimes be done, as the FCC Carterfone and MCI

cases show, but it is hard work; end, oven in Carterfone

and MCI the cuupetitive solution might well not have pre-

vailed absent the active and imaginative role played by the

FCC Common Carrier Bureau.

10



Immr.

To summarize, I am not asking for passive regulation.

am asking for a systematic method to reconcile the

basic needs of a regulatory scheme with tha economic oppor-

tunities of the marketplace. This is a genuine challenge

requiring skill and courage. The regulated enterprise will

usually present the most anticompetitive solution arguably

required to meet any regulatory goal. The regulator must

have the will and capability to critically evaluate that

solution and frame any less anticompetitive alternative

available.

.The often-controversial efforts of the Department of

Justice should be seen this light. We serve as an advocate

for competition. We seek to assist regulators.in framing

policies to maximize the use of the marketplace as a

regulatory tool. Let me reassure you that we do not sit

around dreaming of the day when every American street will

have two sets of electric power lines strung along it in

the interest of "competition"! But we do retain a health

skepticism toward arguments for abandoning competition to

serve some other allegedly necessary goal. This enables

us to play a distinctive role as an advocate - as an advocate

for a national economic policy, not some particular vested

interest.
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. ,Ifoibc15 tlbov the threhold of audibilfty. Zovodib1 io thrltold

oT zudibilit7 ilnd 110 eceibel thia th!,:c..-!4did of pain .E117:ov 1,11th s;ourA
Is felt 69 pninful casatioa rInd not really hocIrd. Tho c4.ortrlblo
of vollwovou1.foll flo;:Atiwhcre in t1is:IAJ.74 rr:nc.33 e4pendin3 on t1lo

•

v:11 li!3tener an4 tha afnl.)1:mt nr)1;;Q th.lt til3 lit-;ttnr 0,:poi3ed to in
:dditS.o!I to the sizn,A. ArLt ;urco. (Wot.ld 'cokLncylop)
nclt 'OrKlinny ucach lov,L14 i iout 65&c..1b,P

. rnio 112.1:IG to tha nc';:t czy,stn11:
•

MOP 5

•



! __c__. •

/41.71 0

In 1.9!)? ei1 Telc:coultlxiono 'Union (TU) vive ottc11-

t;. to thi:;. oria wieKJ rica4 fol." rcAin,,,Ln.f.,., cont ion tIzc v.-;r?, of

03 21132 safety cnd eif;t7..otn; frcc.umv Itc.,coLytiti;i1,- the n:le.cf:,-;itv to•

provia, mcm3 otitcr tb.J.ri, for an in.c!moue in cbcnncao In tho 15C-174

mc/s Ficrvit.:cs b:md, the ITU tsPorld Adizini*tratIve .Roeilo

C=51(.7.rence (Jne) in 1967 reopte.e. RovL;ion or P.:?.(Uo

(Cneva, 1959) ouJ. Vinal rrotoe:01: lfaritino Alobao 2CVYLCC.

Tree$ and Othcr Interaationaj /to Sorieg. (T.I.A.S.) 090. This trtlaty,

ul,th the [!4:vic.e. 4n4 cor.cut of tho United Stateu Sellote, W(413. ratiied by

P1(2011t on 0bol.. 17, 190. Ucorpt:) from the 1959 cald . 19C7 treotie.::;

been InMe court exhbif:8 And are receivod Lu evidomcei-
9

In thr4 Ubicnd Sc; the eme imed to provIdo bettor radio co=luilics-

:Jon for molcormtc,-4-4.- 1.0. pluto crr,ft cwisc-.4 tho FCC to intue it noticc.., of

Luie wakiill; on Eanch 20, 1967, in Poclet i717295. The notice recol;u1w.d inI1.Xe33 or four million regi!3torc:(1 crvi.t for nor.conlInrcial or plonowe pur-
)0nOt;. It vaa ovtit.!ated thrtt; ovir 400,000 of thet!)0 crnEt liwy Nii.A to p8o

adio, At that tiin.e typro):Imely 125,000 vc*r7e1$ of all e13sea mre

.icon:.:ed by VCC to operte on VII? zud/ol: frequacie3

r0,0!)0 of thv.se vel3c1!; nre.recreational or pleafaivn

.,-,..,-Ilorcirll z,::tivitleis. •

2

craft invoived in non-

.

Yoata and othor por driven pie LV croft ply r!,..!.c171 of the Cro.,..t

!f_ori, and conuect1113 trd tributary rivoro and vaterwnyo. No e):z:c.t fiv.rc4s
[ •ol: .01,) Crcnt 1.,(2ta4 w,..xel rojc r.wilrble Elt tiv.,. t11. Swo eztifil.:Ite cen 'oil
1erivod fma C11 1967 Il5chi3c,n bat rect3o.,1 thtit included 25,000 bo,nts

1:r.eei,113 20 fest *Ild reobbly tha Exe6tel: perc6t;;ce Are T.:quipped 1.;101

r!lo, 05 e.oursf.:1, thts totA c(voroyache,;!) operGted on 3UclUzr;y11 v. m7.y

nc; waton; of tha Orc,at

In ttla notice of rul v.nk5.n3



cl.J.VVatt eq:Id
rA: 2 mc/5 wIll ncq: inv;,m,:c tu.
tho mv.:,.!)er of v(q;:;c.:16 of 0.11.4,, t00,000).

Tin nytice of rule' I.Na/U3 propond th,;! r(,t3.011 of trca.wmittpr

frequency der.tnt:I.o fro: 15 to 5 kc.
•

Confominc; to its 1967 n,)tice of rule EAlls tlgt 19c3 ru. aoport

3n4 Ordcr concluecd thnt

the nwbc:a. of frecluoneins nt 2 Ws, oven nftctr
conv,Yr:110.in to n sin:Jo sidebna, rA:e nnd will be
io,5aficient to halne th quentity of colcunico-
tion vAleroted by vm3o10 procIntly evipped with
radio. [par,51 nfi hnre usod reistoo:
to AN, not PM transirtinoions.1

It pointod out thr4

Further d0;erimtion of t1i1.1 Ilituntion is inevi-
tnble Cua to thc.., repid growth in nmmber of veeml-
tional vonls; tho nmi..5box of liconoed vessels is
increSin et the rate of 1,000 per v.onth. Ipnr. 51

. It Oded that
. . . . ,

kInny of the voz;selo conEin6 their operntionn to
vithill Vii? rsa of houe nod eo hot require coi.a-

. Elunication9 0,..1r distences nr4 f:r(1,11t. ca tht obtvin-
able frow, 2 Kcis, under condition3 vh.ore interforcuco.

1111.;er,tion 6Ve Ilt: c!ontrollins. [par. 5)

Th:.?. Rtvort ni0 Onlor e“ablishes 156:CO Mcio ps the vo callins nod

- nfoty ehnnnel; pod thLz pro,,,i1.3-1on i:i lic,w Loct5,o1.1 83.233, effective

r:1-,:ptciabor 3 , 1968,
roiiw,n th3 precidentinl tha l.tc1 Reviion

c,ttached includitss No. MAR 14 th4lt prewribol fov

spaeLNI of 50 k to 25 ke, cud for n r.mx.tmtv-1 eavintion of± 5 Wn.

if;4a FCC Roport end Ore,v spzic!..i row chani.lc43 25 Le 4part thin the

Zebixd.. Ar4n,..lod Soctiml 83359 (47 Ca § 83.359) F..p-ncifies the

ovoi1nb1o for ompiznmarit ns result or th4.:. clinIT,Ic:1 1it1, T'acl

!asignatpA chollno14 rua rwon c1.11 0 to cnnr.q 33. The.ncll cht3nnel*; ruA

61imAnr.)1 (6 to climili1:1.87. In :Ill, totol rfwiLiblc chlfl in th3

-56 te) 162 nc/o banes Ema 74 to 43.

1.1 ;7 1.01c; 83.137 (47 on 6 63413Y), Sci:1- c, 3,

•



(b) poviec%5tf

ufJn 11 c:tc.,n fa tha bud
15(...-1C2 15.c/u r11.f.Al•bc:cblü o1)-1.0; tech-
10.cal :J1.t11 n frovcz.tcy (.1.v-1,1?:onof
.4: 5 W311 v11;.J( is n 100 perentidu-
lAtio)-1. la E,c.novnl, traitterv, n1i ba cld-
jmted no thnt trnuson of tTeech nowvm11y
proLliccm pc).0% 1..7odulntion percentoze betwer!.a
75 i,31(.1 .1C0 porcent.,

4•\,

\

footnote to this scctioa prov5,4es,. in pm.:t, "ACter Mr. 11 1969, eevin-

rn of • 5 kcb.; 010.1 bn cinployed; . .

Other pnrtn or the Repo:!:t nnd ° rear vhfch hz!vo become cmondontf; to

ka.3 81 cnd 83 proscribe radio cowonentn rind proc.ef!nres to facility:to

tplitting rnd freqw=y devintioil Rowevra,'th(!oo pro-.

xtsions w!cd not be de:3cribed tame they eo not directly aUect the isua3

Iyeer conGieevatiolt. The pvec;sin3 ynd prc:dictnble 1.4eed to open additiOnnl

N i V(Fii) cimnels, justifie3 chvnnol nplitting from 50 kc to 25 kc0 to

eouble the precilt, 24 VIIP(FM) rw:Jilr,blo chony1;41a Lu the 1%-162 Vc bonda.

An zzctivrition of chpnn(As of 25 kc wUth mny result in interoxence

In teljneent chnnnols chould thn ezistin frcluncy vodulotion eiC4Viaoll of

5 kc be co-Aitinuod. Ince., nl.es:;entinl eienent in rActivttln chr.innolo of

• 
J

.1,.

i
kc width trim-t be a sufficient ver!Gctioa in the devlotion or variatton of

he 1-,:o6u16tion. of cnrri r fr:Itsency to contiqn thq radintion cd: sisa-Als

11 ithin the norrew chnnel vidth. It is evident that the frcqusncy vzoctula-,

ion.dOviation of 4- 5 hc hz.s n maxicitya swing of 10 kc which flla viAl..

11

1t,;r.z rc%tfic-:I, nf; par% o.1! th:.. Tray, by 013 S,:.,An cliti thi,:l r.c1.e.7.T11:.

J orUnr...:n;; portic or th:.1 U. S. Trenties (1W. ,.1 19C:3) howt - b, c...,
1

ind 4.-re for.i.!nreed t?ith the record. . •

ithin the vieth of the s;)lit channels, each 25 kc in width. A + 15 kc

eviat1o71 w:tend beyond, because of its maximum swing of 30 Ws.

Since it is a lezn1 que:Ition, not to to he, thin court does

t nadertee to eetclyina Olothev Roolutica ro: nAll 14, nttnchd to thc.,

elleva Final Proocol, provIdin3 for cmpletion of the tmlAtion to n

crAuri.1 e'aviatton of 5 kc ..L.,ni.tary 1).1972 nuel .30,17,ury 1, 1973,



I'.;:4

, or th,7.,; 1-n9t1.v2 ok: ol.):1.i.w;; oT. (...hc. I..i.W." .. .

oe:"bc13.c4,2 thcct yciehta 4,1.0 ct.z!t oroct..a1iycx.ttitic to

. . 11(1,u1,1. a totillly. jd

v!,;tera v11:.1ro the u,'.o..;,J.EA r,Qcutit-:y in pl.ovWcel thot-L;h re.Jio."

Proia th(tsct vfettancea to thn 1i craft 1-1.,::mcor.,10,avc5„.11 U60 of tb3

Lt.1!.(2:1,ptL3.pllYco.Ist tv.nffic, the.iacrelepeneent quc.:..!)Lion collco.rnr;

• Y-1-):,

In the ynnr 1967,'tho laLest yvir for which 
fisurcto e.):e

cocial flect of ,,,-ask.is ovor 1,000 e'voss tml 
i,v)urlo-1

259 vemlla. of U. S. r,-...ctry; havima a cov11:Aw.:4 0:oop 
tonole. of 2,915,400

,), cod 192 vels. of Cnn,:lainn rczint-e:y hc...villa a copbincd V050 tonn;a.

of 2,193,800 tons. Th‘:= r,hipo my ho ceLlerally e1z13:31.fid.a n'bulk 
freilate:s,

c1.<2 frai,e,htor..3„ znd oil tnn1:.r5. ilf.:Gocinted mith Crett 7,, f; colco

•.ire cor nm1.1.-zA1l:oc,e. o.r-eit.,1, Orc(14;63, ti, borus,' $COW9) end so; otho.r

volatcd vesels,

lho Cmnt Lakom cm:::cl:cizq fleet LI s=Anlly euamiltexl 
by snie. v,to:

veal which o.P.tctr. tho Croat linlw$ vIn thc. $..t. Lowrcnce Sc.tnay botiA3

for port8 OA tha, Crc.,at Lnht.-)a.- It is cstir.lot€M that von?. 
CI;z-.11 500 corzlinl.

ill c:-..c.e, of 1,000 vor;s tonl navivte the Cent 1.cts et. nny ona. .

- Th.o.U.S. Coit Cunre% nna th'o U.: S. Amy Co-q:a of En3iyr$, end

16miwlent c;mndien 8ow.m..-,c,nt neeminl,Gtatio pot 6nd rlitte

1 'ez'A: LAos Tv.Ivion in vfv,..ouo w.,,lyz.tmong its CrerAt 1,111.(o.* function5,

1Jer..1ally Lunt U. S. COyst Cal:et vc4Gels broffic ice. in th,.. t;prin3; brd tha

0.-)5t Cu:rcl c1.160 0:1 1:71F,rch 41o'd rescuo (SAR) ol;e-stiolls.. In 1967 tt.i,stre

L'era 719C4 1.1uch nr;Gii:tniv.s.0 ce.9.. The, (lnr.;T: Cu.17.:d 'bro;l6colt3 U, S. Woothr

rfort, 1)c,neoz1,,;3 othov eiOil to nA7147;ntirin, en-

11

1.11.t101.1.3, .-.r.r.1 c1.1(.!e,.7..f; inal.:1 iv,T.o E.,3 c.. 

...,7:1.fta e4r.iora.. Tho U, S. AIN.,,,, C07,:'i)3 ..0 1.:,..',.3nc.:!.:2r.:, I.:trtInt;l1n1 intl. c.:Itr..a

.o,:. (av.d.oI)antc,s drcerq tht el.z1-1: hovon:, rIvo.r chn,aelc., rna,.... 4 . •

. ,

r.:),•••1



Th:.! rtetivav t1K!. io in. .
rho 1S67 :A-.1:-1.1.co, lit a pcl:lo-.) of 2(;6 (%.,yL., i:.hcwowi...0 23,4(12 vl 1)nz;-,

cliroull tIn e:f, cc Smit Si:. 1-'14)rie, Ilichin 81-id Siwlt Sc,',.

I y,.tzlrlo Opth vobounez rnd dowaound) ) 1 )ti. l'.-('/ thcxo vx.z.1 o totol of 14,815

3e1 pil.:1$ncos, celwvct of p=ellf;o7.. nncl t;nu4 cro.:tlora enao3ad ia loca
. . k-nclo, Ovrouzh thc J):t?.:o..tt EiveJ:. Of this tanl 5,935 vex() Orcnt L -)

...
J6r30(11rJ, Au.c:vich nad Confitiya, flv.(1 1,109 wora occcol vc..,,o1s4 upbound;

/Ala (,032 1,;I:o G2:cat 11nke9 w!.sr:11, Aliric2.4 nal Cmcidirm, nnd 1,109 vcro

)coo.n ve, f.lw:.Atoul10. Nvin tin 1967 navinLion neci4,:on

I
',290 wc;ael tx.tit!,! of Clo St. L:wre3,nc41 Sc!..6w4Iy znd 7)457 tvcinclit of

:hi,1 Wc11nnd Cc,.nnl.
•

IV. Vhnt utili(Nr of rit?(Fi.0• f..•••• • ••••.......'•••,•••• • ”••••^ •

to tl r CO,q1QVC1 1.'1(.nt-.?-

A trev.ty 1.111 tho Unitc'd Scntda .o.nd einaJdn, kuown as tho Creat

1,a7z. Acrt=ont, rebwr,ry 21, 1952, [19521 3 U.C).T. 492(, T.I.A.S. 2(66,
[,

,,f;ectivo in 1954, rc,gulro3..evany verif;i7A of 50 co.s and ovl.. zihd ce-ztan

I thc.:1: cact..3 of voln to bc! erinIpd. iJith AM rdio toloohorto thel:,
‘:111 operpto fx0a the trJeze of th itii oi) .2132 kc, callivQt nn,-1 eaZety

mquomy, cnd on ral intorf;hip channal, .0D3 kc. Each contrr4ctin;; govElra-

:%znt alno requIred to. t:nour lifAxnth watchos by cont aaticw,n 01.4LIi11132 kc eistrola frelucny.
A rmlio opc,zikv.r Ilvot be lu tho vlicolhougo end kopt opm to

- 4wird 01,3'2132 kc frequnv, dcs4 v,ated elml.nal 51. Chtnncl 51 to
I' .-czal-yt of c4llivc;, Lnfey ond eistr(= musines. reovc:ney 2003 1..c,.._

i,coizr.InLc:d chnnuA 52, 1.,1 t!rAd for interf;hip ccgiu115.1tIon nft,:x in.liJA
rotact on (Av::Dnel. 51.

1

...

In ;.-4.:!eil.tion, orr ch1c11:i in thr. 2 1..fc TozIn4 (20)3 1.:,. ti ouch. 2532
.11

for Co Con!tt

T)u7,13.(2 r.,!11-d c,n,1 to.f:lbyilo). thn

th6nh ecwt(A to public corl:c:;p1)nell.cc, in tilo

••
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Ic-ipdv) DI EeTz cc,tra XIxod la '114AVO 01 vIN1

tq p:.37):://32.0? 1:-'_t3 cu.1111:o.nD

1(i,,:A)nA mqj
pt.raq knT.1 uT

t;)T1TITcv,:. morit:lout.-4 ac):11 tplw.t 1/T UT. ..tI1 up,

°Ia,,T3:qaiNt 323 uql ;::() croxyA .4c,p... ,::(TC(IIII). 4Taurp:41

imc c3v,i luDao t'no OtAp340 .U.p:3t10A 11-P4:t0a 'Is lirroato.a ),,J
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.m1.7113 1:paa ctallcvld ur2113ItYioErLocuvA Day111.:za (01,01./.0 cc)
colul5 volTun puu t3puu,.!D qfloq ul Xunco2 01)no:T

sls.ths in13 EcITqu aol cVIOrn0A 'ftV:11A.nM.

.to p.rill'oDa 3ou uT l'xol;ecap:loTua Guyau,V, R.Ivi Tooprly ;thou(

zot.ttoCpoaao..) :vvrIna 0'0I
0-::=1:1Dpvc412 piIva .c.45T cLcI 94 It2uoTlodo put? fnou;7ellg 61951, 6'M V8I
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CuTotIo3oquT pD113TI on cl.mlo m moto a000p lou pozmds;

ciAlug (.)z-1.1A uT ovn tri :rrouvp onco71 tovluj

,e4DmPkbwt:c Avallo TLfArfIloo trim

Ov'm fmollaina 0/p114 psTA5T, Dvm 
It tan 4,Silv.,:inu •Iommq:) Alojvfi

pm:3 5.3.q1.14.-J p-oAto,m) v9fif.) t 1p OQiim ao
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•Y.(J'A cr:JA (1.1.tac cc1 V1 c 3J.1

la (3)) (1,14 tIp the 1:ilc_t]to.,1 of 4-Atu.o:;p!lviv
. .

vfirl 5.1-4

..;rnvel saL:tnily in line opou watev rad thz)t

3 6111p1 s.', tiacm-,m So 501 cbov VUT(3/1) iveiibly lwdabld u? to 20

;() 30 milw.), but con trz hod ttp to flp (II: 50 alcu. Xn tK033

)1?Littlonc; ict liw:t of 04,,1t vv,vatii V1178(1'11)1 ;4 of.f.cctive

Untnni.1 io corvefJponlinly livAted.

var(n) nrAlMwll'Olow:21 c41:nt,10 tt3unlly3 on the rif.Ott (lad

Left otde.a o?:' the

1 wmc or 1,1:41ja),
1 %,)/..a!"tV1-1 Ilva ir.tt::/11c3. i.a the v%otAhol);10.

ohr,wt:: it; cquippfA with 11 1:nuf.!3ot 1.V.! na

!„ltion. t* ectivatad Iv ewvealvK; z0v.pknh to ttilk" .Tlitf:-h. NA 
1A).ttouo oa

front; 1-ow of t1v.1 VI..w called Om pilot

vcis:;ote coac;rol .17;ubult3 and nc.varv,te AN wad 11.1

And in. 00 chut Tfach wnli

Vo5x:e

Vi() ;i1 i pAt vel,:::c 14i6A of /6, 6, 8, 12, 14, 10,

6 or 28, AWitIonal sp.vo nnd brrilth;etFi ctl:a mually in thc),

:tf.111.11 1., ciuoxtel:;4 .and 3.tho chn'a 7:00ut, ono 0:13,st8.

VITOM) rohc.v; r.cicm-ity bawo:In (1r1(3i;e to by:IJ) Avld

:rom .shi) to vho; it colctll .4ockp,ickci, lift bridt,,er:, it recclv .

v.;.%.atitor hyd1:o3raphic in.tormtion; pnet it po.vata

Volic'corve3:7ionce betvoc;a rtAi t traei betivn 61.101; ud thav cr.cirty

fac

S:nuvity cc.115 aTIlac(1 a thLp1 f; 4122voll6 to n 1b3r, sntleipata

p,f4sin3s ct tha cv:Musnce of riv,..veri, or At a bllroi rive): 
tmf,,)

coLtrcn crosAl;c1 iath cdtycrAll peAt enip$ to

TARcAto zn.d dis:ocaonf.; la 1,%;

cvilt„ As ono, VIT2(P1.0 rc'Aio tclephon3,

wtth rztd.S.o 11.ivc).1.:Yinnd v2 ht:tvi) in

Obi-,c-;:wili:c of tsw-; 1.7‘o.t1o3tv no.,(1 rtii1 equivos the f:e on



ii::-:!QT.,T:,:t1 t.“11 pd;r1i.lq-1,u i...:t1 a.,',..1 Dvr,I :41 cv,i ...1...)

[
.po,w7.)ao sv,1 :.•m.1 u.4. ,:',..-,pa 1..:JilT.tc4 1:1.1.:):Ii.T uo 1.1-;;;:', r...

0:0;trf:::) 1:'il. r--, :.-)2A '41i.:/. %.;-:tIt*,flaTpupfi,.

03 1 217c1x1.4ou W.o ...)-io,, 4)!,,u.c. r.).,,4]., *:.1K jo 1-0,;J/

I, ctil cto.reviop outilpvlicIpp li.00p os ,f1 '4!: .6, .a csAun ss .n ot

L 21.10Nv .vilaTluqt7 Ounluv.173 O. etivv211 coTn.;)2a qm.J.luaoAc,

fuorpleo).0 uolltqn-ocA AouzA1').11 AD3IL, ooyt,:tniT

01 uoIlnpsTanc G1T arroun Ilu r.3v)1).7.() (vuL)

onApv oym vauzdol?,:tolux.:.)-(11Otp oto *A-00;wa

w. ,v/u4 5 (D3 triaq 5y

T!_loaj voIluTAop 1ontrc...12-o!..1.kamlaro,ty fioT10.4.11

trtpuu 4aln(0.33 *s 'fl .0 sloc;tiA :to 17,11q-:../A ot-)(.4 oql uT va:).11Tmtama 

t (m yyt.1 (061 CT 11..),I.O;i 41)0v ao vo c(plon!) Laq:u 3 to 4,/

1.14 po7:acIdAormI GU p0 1:1011 rx):.( ';;I:1 411A 3=L117oou ttx

p,o1.4,11
4(1 ):'D11,0Ail1c1DN 1'114i,t "':.)S7)":03

•u: 
•

.opiumellum otu°44mdo l'005:2A Le)

tIcI4turtilv,:u valor Q.Ion!) 61 a '11(.4v2TAtt o.,1z717 01_ 0114.c4vioiral,

0 (m)guA sclosIrm G.E)4,1( 11:;)tp uo Qimella,;) f:fuilu2TAj . .

p.7covul- uu:o7g31 vug (.1A)aA onyl . 4Ctloti&rti:710ict

.og 4)m (m)pl/A c'.)Tv3a wp.::.wielt.! ;To ootro20:3d oto luoplo;:T.

_137Jr..1m2 '.1-aA;;?;,iqj '(HA)aA 03 ut.)4!.; en--;13.L'q yulv

mul (03 (tIT.1 4:t.ofnad vl

A:Lrco,.!o.ule,.0•03 ny ucAll tputw;I:Jovl oTp.,1 (17A)1.1A

ol en)ucT2,;-;;Tuo:.) oatua Ixoy auop atiovv:Yiutv

kpo t(14 o:c.0 vc,VoIol ow-03 .114q1: lu (131qvc

1.1.07Top-pfloD IrwcA ;-)7.1.1(1Mnolom,1iq'4C,O1;

;D qt'.; -.011 5.3umIy 4(

51:

„' 1:q..41.1n 11;.k

;



!i

ro'bac. cit 2 s f;T..).1.1; .1M:;

I 

y no, IlVic .sOcni:, 1.)1.7owbly -'11.: '61 ,)

t1.1:1 Ar.•:;..elt Sc.* '.1.1;!1, v.n.:‘..ail by i...11;-;, C, OE M131.nc:=5

bevo. 1131:0'cl bnMed.

T;:o rAlip3" tcg)tiae4 opcvz?.tion of their

(FN) 01). vra et. Victor R. A1.1(101:0oav yter

th! Sttnli: Eery C. Pniton. D,T1.4..5.111.11 tic :o vh10.1 h* pm'ex

Jiis V017 tc1npiloncl, ho ..fitntadt "Anythitg pr.n.l.:c4.131113 to Omocl;f:ay ot' 17..nvir,-, .

of thcl shly til4 othc.r -voar; cortcelzaoet; tuv;) brke3eo, 111M.: elout

(:-nc1:ir.;31ty vnyt." [P. 244)

Collcovaln the.T,:Amtoa of the- fte(.1=tc.ci .4avfAtion. froct:t 15 Le/5

.r;0 :t; 5 ke/o, hcl r:1-3,d 1:e, "didn't 1.,..116'o tthinl nt the tl. ,:,. th] Icft th:,..

Ilock in LoxAtl, ,.,115.01 ,..!(;i; npprolm'atoly 10 0..;•;y1 fi.,c).11 111. 245]

Am%L-N1 n1;v.,. thf,1 volity a cer..ilic8tm ex,r.ln thoe 10 ilva ho

[ wxorwls

0 4 4 on a toup14 of difrcl=t occ051,011,3 . .
bncviccil fic.:-%t'vof:trd,Ati eo not - oei:liA to tivo
powo:

NA1 to CnnaOltm vc!st;c0.A, b(4tatc,a thvt

c=11.13 Colgl th oo thl.:,; p%stit . . .
ahW. or V, VflI onau: :ci oX c(4.s.r50

Iinva our Va?'on, cw.1 thy blnrin in
thy c1ov.1, but thy vova blarIng

in vo -,;c1 to tIvn it dcvo., mt after
tho. ,90 eoviAbova0, (ofj

tha 4.1.4,1 I Onia, "GUI' voll4ing."

•

Xha acl.(10A

Ouv nnd OM: of ov): cc.1:n1)6ny
bot3, 1,,f2;1Lvol•KT:ndnk o Olch 15
vilco c:tom oE was vc:ry you
prA u thr3i.,c!%(!v, c,n(Lthrouh
coweso. of CI* TJ otb.:14.

r2 tlInt ;1'“r1 :m_via): "(4). (.13.fit occo31.ono

Oc..la to insce7.3." la, 246, 247]

Jo7An Fd.1;,51:0at of .%%;:zo.zli ot5.::,1-,3 of the

Co., told a ycl-.,:ts Iv! hc.d Cnt. rluno.n.a.



-4 •

th1 CZ,Xf.f.1;-zn ';,:1;11: ?.;:,0 C;.1.1.y
OV.C;r1:00

f;TIDro aix:J,nr3,
in cad

vo•f; tIlta thc rd,et.
ra 413 .

Copt. Schl.trt 1..ltor 1.0 013 11.t;',1u3. At Ca*

.1:11ffocl to 1ro341oto corAn rnc,z1 thcl 1'oo otnLion. 11%-3

1,11o.t tI0,z; ftatioa biazcd.W0f,;o 0.10

tcy.1;w:3. tro ct.to 5.Tt th;7: cn1
hnvo in tho frolit ro:.)7Ago.ncrA it in-

too louclj :Ana ycAt rnc!. tryin to cl.1 the iiv:Irter-
Lv,ltco: z.i114 t1.1 1Tto, ine, it v7ork, 6333

rivo.L1.0n m/ put to him by th3 c:ourt:Thlo

Vali, to 1.nto 0.1:f.s; priwe to ti v,1 chovcr,
nr; y.w.1 (.7.1b.,...td it, to 111....;:o4 :3104! :Ant
4o n;-iy vIna tha goo

%int rivvioa to
tho [a MJ

He rieroved:

X vou10. flny thv prA
:y 'S.h czw.h Thm:0

t.msn't erily chA

Then, og the. lut3t Cal.), 

Ivatht 

 said;

tx1p .hol:e tYa3 tAilbrbir.l. X 01.:11o1:0d eact
td.t.lotho=o to .111w: c).; bccau90.
you czza't nr.:vic.ate ntA,111 rO.Ely rio.00nc3
md give, .c.n- z; to thf:t 12101s1:!:11). 02 tho pilot
to oniv,f1 z117..1 lizwa cobocly in
t1tbavou-n. tr,:13:n to ovc2ut%incU
of: 1711 -3 pilonouw. cec,-11 t: vkthn;; w.ri, so X

th t%1113 chnco
on AN r00.

Cn c 3o%1ilscc1 of his 1.!).-3,ttca

?*Kt to 1,2„.1ccivs74

4.

SA1 ev101.1.

VDX tVi.Y.6L Sr..4)
So!). wa .7.1.r.Lc1 to
SOO .(301.
v.11  1 [a 07]

irvacnnil:crdiy

7.i.1 4L-c-:<sn-o. 1:41 rw:cra, 0111o, kirll 21 throu4 Ay-il 26,



,
LOI, CTC7 tzy::.11 i:o ::7“:(11 t,.:, )-.:::1:1,c71 Xsla,.:1,1e,i:J, [1:1;7.• Clv:.; hz!

;.:t Mv:.-..J.. J1):::t Ur;,.1.Q'l LA°  ;?ic. 01.1." rz: .n1.1.14:

• 11, l': Thi: 0% tli. til:- -1i.: cl.g th.;T1 zinfl:;.t
t71c,i ott.. Yu grxi:• if 01'.1 WA flt-cin• ESra:olo., Owo, %.:!1,...:c )-,1.;,:! VgAon 1-.!..e 5...oOw St.Ctn5,v li.twx3 LI on nt (h,: thr.:t

ily,:cA, T,"lcIdl a, iu on„ rwl, t!.ic! rv,-1 vi': the. St.M.1..x 1...i.wr 1.s try52, to Ltr;:11,?. ra nAaotinc:.0411,..:nti !
oz i.g thr:: t) col,!:i on tc.z.:..!thf.!v, ttv.! VIJS c;I.:rnion 

1
win 01 oliZ', tho Pori: Iluvc, Ce.Gunx.d sto,:lon.

He c>:plz11.1.11 thse w.lotAl.xilt5 .a7o) 03 tho opc-a 61=110, 3,6.• ,

Lova1,1 Licx.tvoDico Ct.irpoz.a5,oR =vicc.:. tho legdlo tclepllow,; cgmip-
,

i-ii: (13.1c111:1111D peo.:!!‹..vz 0;1 1.!ir:i ilMo by pvitl=y elextroAir; vz111.1.-
rLl .., :.,i) or a vo.jol:Ity oZ tlIct Clxt Iirl v.,..0.1010 colipcylles. It c;Uo

)2(7t0.1 E:11:11:1.1.; cmi.:,ztvc1,11 c't;iti.Q.c.w. Ori.og 00$e 1!; 3tnt5Jm WAD ::,.t. Pol:i:...I n::tilrt,';.75,G•coin C;-0 v,Ilcs ijozth og 1-Ulv.). IiKei cf.,tion v.onitm's
,

'Trnio to1ic,1.14.1 eiln;-11,11f:. Th6r;e :tni-AmeieA "an. afixlent vz;tch ol•I

4 on 0=al fa in ort%r to 11.6:A' nv e;u5trc:.51.1 tri)fac (v.
ov ri?!%ty bvoec;ID1;.1." [It 171] TIle tot.A1 ncl.ssoca troUic in 1968

1 to &, 27 og vhi.ch i.pro>-..1t1.7Aely 5277 IK:...ec FM collo olth(A.Unt .
r , rci.c.012'icii on \.i? ch;r04$ 160' 5.6,,

. III ;tcct 14:tt:4 tha FCC oa: .t.t1 Df.)(t.t M295 Oa M(M) ?._ ....M18,.

Cirla

hi5

rti-,141 ct(41.1:1411Z: cv.e Ston WAD s7c13 n.,,:xmf! bcneicrl on 11 1969.
I 

. . .
dp(!re.o1:- Elli, 1,:.th w15 4.,1!.,:id whnt crfecl: If.' zrty tili: chtnsv:t hrAl on,.
pif-rcilt.lcons. 17,0, cv.(v;177cet:

Vic111 t.hc-.3 flr4:1z. Cli1117; vo ilolAc:6(-1 thr:1 lii:(Irloanl
4JJ.!.1-1tt 1-1;1 t11,A 1...,:.1  o. yolu.,..:7), tIvA Olci 0,An,101xnar:".1,-.1 tll. St- y1 , Ow 1%,.n4v hoot, cq; th&y .
ritxs:W elftin into i.',Lii: :21,:?.:.%, thv 11 ,.1 thc
noloi volv, t;v:;1: •.:-.; c:1,):).,4.! cwr tha
pvevlo114 y:r173. (It 174]

IL : :3tot.,cd th.5:0.: 1,11. tionitoil3 tilci cAmolo, it w.s. notic tl;; ;;;Iu

t:.:1 n•r.! ",,::11-ci .cl:,t .i':o1 cia Ob.: vc(:;31.1-,..-0 ,_.. ovx v31I.g, 

i:015, c...':.11. 1.'..:v CN,c!. ;::;.... ollz.i. pe!v;;1,culorly, tAOK,6:,:
I in t!z, L.,-.2.  1/5]

th:1 nzls.,:i s lici,ftn:-; turncil ti,p th6 ;.1,11.o 1:::1.1.,a, It re.r,m1ta



111, C2- c,11 :.:7t14o m oa 16, ("i-: 11.)
c.,vr.to 26. Sz.,y 11.; c-,1.1 16. Ho

wouldL.
.so to mIc21'...AvM

1.f.1 rIbc.r,tt. Yclt
v. cioa 5.z3 [R 1761.

As to,: Ltc ,Wcte-alil 111 c*ti,rozt ihnt ne.1.)oz,tt 50

(... o..: (.11r.% av.-:3" thi:1 c;:ptat.1..win mli7, tha vt:At;iou to v(,:po.t:. [1..1 1(131

ll'ith5s1 tIn bc.J.,), of 0.0,0). 0:0 vvlouf5 tzTo ref.!ollin3.e.. Sc (.4!

.z,;c) ):e1;Ito to tc?31.: covill:(Intioac',.. The rivt 1:cipc received in (wievace

1
. 1

ru nc,(70 1;y tockro7,6inr.3 Sxx Oa fatory 110. 11.0.:o.nou of Lwklia Elccrontcs.

)1111: tk.- :::; wwxtind Uvr.... yQ 04 its1) -!.1 22s 1969. Tot in vaa

brm4ci.d (13 1..:(:.),Ia4 thc.,:.. tl:anovIttev nnlow...
cs?

(4.5 kc). mc:e.tiwr vo.0vco cit to n co,-,Iroaz1)10 eulet voo.t.AA

(w0.. T:11.; ala  Jc r1 0h7:. txnn4roittr,,x vs.9

i 1ic.1 b:Int%O., 11;.th a t)ovii.itloa o.f 13 Lc. 'hc . rcxciv-c.'x vo1l1Q

N,

The tal:,e voctwei-In3 vns pinytA t3.4.9 in thn cou-,t voot.1 (2114

('.ouryleat.S.,on. on inwf:.:cicito15 vccA4:110(--. keJt 1-0 OA La3.

. thr Iwmfl, tvra75.mttted a r.:(1=w3 tl.Qt- uao rudnble but loukIr Cam tho

Ot,, NJ

• 
I A scicoKld trva 1.:e.colit3 la ovIdoneo .c; pmpamd tix,or thct dirocf:ion

joha Rcmvliv, a 1”:nr!ticln3 covit-1.113 cnainecr since 1947.

ti a c,Lwcity 11, to (.1v1o)-0(1 by L.(A. .1115. tnpa vc:coza totre te;:A: .

reci,voci Ly tho doA ctt.. tn ° Vico ',0;?z: in

i• Cuyic R..z.vox 5,4 Olevkl.LIR(1,titSr.:cm:var r,o!xlvt n0br30n) vr)orol :At

:110 C. & P. ))och, le3o thcza 1/2 alc ewny. In Tt A) tim Robr,mu tr1.1 -. •

'.1.VWvau set ct ctrZ 5 ;And in Tt B, it *,;-:13 fit:L

ngiv.cucy'e.evletic?-,1 o.:C: 15 .kc,

ric,f:A: A c.i711Q. :,.13w1

B loudz.tr,

MT-1.1.13 Cho nt ol 06 covr(.. n110 thn c611..nt



ziotty Ad1:0, r,zyt of;

rv,1.1C. Alacka, of YAsi:act

OK: 'cc:J:3 ).X ).':c 
trGW;VItl:(A firt 1)y th,...; U. 8..

Cuod ettttor tbc.A 1:7 ticSt:r2„.qr.:m: 11(invy G. 1.);Akonfrt 15 kc
mA et 5 kc f7:c.:(1t=c7 1=o -caccLyct.d a

Cuord el(1:;t1.4o1.11c 6t Foot: p1! Bw.)t Mnth Stvo.t
4

31evc,lin. Thc E,1. V4r; nt tili,-1. Co. Gqm...d vf.)00x3 75 yzd6. nway whil.o.
-.11,11 DE:ItoA wa3 cppm,-.Lntoly P-1/2 0.1.35 &wxy ex.)141:3 op. tha Cuyeltf.,0 Pawn:.

With ):efor(rac'c to cz1c11 b!:int tha col,calt.;:tl.crez. tr;41-omitte.1 at”tho
lteo balld (15 Itc) devintim vc;re.Y o4y 0.5.0Uy lollar than tho5 trcimiti:ed
It t4r.1 sit;trrow b,m1 (5 17,e) dovl.a[:5.on4 A11 asIlls wcro mcdeble.

_ ....

The gilil tw:t (c.:crdetl mi4n.t;,1 1-1.4=11 tkl tvo veoeic, wLt11 tlio
re.nsnittcr og eo.ch of,,J: a..51 frov=7 r.:o4:.-dIzttioll ex,71to11, fixot v.t 5 .1:4.1

:old th,Ja tit 15 kc. Voely to 0i vl'Ill the ecvlatio:.!. vca: cot •tlil 5 ko
. . .

wAce nXfrr), 2r1/2 ! ..roy.13

81.rt,.11 'rocd,ve6. f3:t:*.1 t'c ti ow:cd 75 ynrdo
iron thcl poS.nt a lx,cc!ptioll, WP.4 vop:k.

Duviriz o pr.onminnry visit tp_tho .i.:;A:to xocm a (:ba 1,!;.-rv, Elm pljust-
Itng m:-(1,.1 oa tho bt10h og tha t: i: .:;:Uoh ali!ovs 0.11: fvequy tv,oz.tull-
loa COLo.tion Wir,, Of.3::V It xma ;;L;ted t113t Appzo:f.1.111:4-xly .,-.1 3'.)-(1zna
u1 of

:::::::::::::o::::::::::::::84),
01:;.brnt1.123 ov wrzigyNi. tha (leviction 0.1zo t.). tllo 1.( ,

)171r,orved. Th,-,1 c!nt:',.ve. p.)..00 tf.%)% no lo-43.:31: t!lit tiv:,:; 1a.Aut.

Capt.- Cod; 1 F. Ylac.toa or no, U. f;. cc,m3z..- cux:d C4.'

it p7,:c.sn1y v.r)::.c1-1, 1 nt: tH Chlfl_ of C'.-;:1:1.conf.)
[

(Li:

1;11.• 01::: Cot C1:01%1 h,:yr.? loo7:4 1..nto Cc-).,L;r 'cf. Envi ',r;.-:,: 1:.;:::.1:
-o pr-w zat.lo• 44. St.:ato0 pw:itio% tt II,A 0 t



- : r‘ 7

cnp
ow,.7 ConL:;f-

in •
t“o Lni.7, to

rAl to 1,1
tD

thtt ,..7.1.01 our ezic-
tre;',:-.; ( R 70L1

On Aval 24, nn, iluti3 0;2 t4c4 Co Cvcy.'d

11:6Ra orfIcc; ht:A t!au by (-.p 1:.

c.13. counci:Un ft: cltanSA. cnJ

Thf:t le4143..D3 iu cr110tIon,u.1.0.1 vioirT. of thatb 

for V.gritikt gerv,

tm• vllich tlia LCA 1;tnte',I tAW.t.

At 01(1 Con:;t Gurivd p1-::t.outfth1.
.tha I bl'onhf:. up f6r

1,Q:3 vaxy tho n.zr.cro
InviAli1A3 ve.!!:e. W3 to.w.thc,.:a v0.(1 ba na
cler6f.:1 01 or dafulty t1-47:. rvr5.Un7..

s!,n(1 :t/flt-..41.!; a xowlt
tUs .IiIR 703)

poIacii on I 1069, tlta Cvnt Cd

,Antiol)t.; 11::!vo, bcla acvavood

ml vo 1v. yt1LZ
vaN w4.):ro%.7 b3U:.1in3)
uttrely no pmbiczA od1McuitIA1,,;
to mu of Lly co .rAvAnIcptioro oUtck7:ro
'The-co. 5,T1 01Q. Co:.,.;.1t thio

Lt.11,:ol, of col=c. IR 703, 7041 -

Comnn*A. t.,13 (tec0.4 ItzA nevow r(Ice;.vc:d

1en:Q05.n3 e4.f.'4.113a to Om r4,11, nr!.
fR51..2:1 V.,a3

You hV3ve4:-.11vrA no to Coo c.c..r,2c.t.
• of) "8;a9 1.n V thot

VZ2s to ',;c -.),1 z3 5t
You hzwi::: 5.11fluirio:3
v.1.(.•k; thnt .

C7t.

a (31.,- ,.(3:), soo c:01



11r, 1- 7L or
von-3:2H, oy jun thc a.;:r1 tIse f1,70';.1
all tht thv could di2Sonce
in th5?. 1r4=1:,1f3ion:.; rec(Jivo,

spc..fAcN;; of hlo (. .!5.tod con.tollevo, woo vefc,rr11%3

ro the enlisted Cost Cu.vel 1;crsvonA ihc utt chnlmels 16 rild 12;

nd Nr(AM) chmicls 51 and 52 in Soo Control, thc. Cot CwIrd rad!..o tele-

ihone station in Onult Ste, 110.acla 1kch11;11. Soo Control roulates nnd

aro.cto, in Cir- . of e:f;cncy, vost,..01 traffic fr.= rt. DeTour ((the eastern:,

loot tip of the itichiun Upper Pcniwiulo) on Lake Uuron to Ile PimMcnne

)Ey at the oast end of Lalto Vu.r.rior, The buoy marl:ed

JF:n hq:hwaya %find throvh labyrivith of %?ntervnya cind islands that are .

.00sely called Sc:. Nry's Riv3r, varyin3 foil the narrow Rock Cut 4ownbouad

thonn(11 t.nd ttpboud cin the w:ot and east sidcs of Vaebi*h Ioland to

,roat bu4;o3 in the rivn like nunm.,con3 1.41ke and nicolct.

On th..1 Ld urvny Chartn in evidence Ci7,1 • !;t5,n pzired thn chck-

)oints Pt vhich Soo Control mquires oach radio telephone, to

:epoin its if cad ita arrivnl time. Acco:nptc:._ by its iitit dicti.ncc

7roll Soo Cool linc of sicht trv,-.,.1 of 11,,)1.t rc(1io waves) cach poNt .

in the upLounl 1n4 downboond Vo'te wtfl. bu ex6Inatod. Upbound there irc:

chscl;poluta; rt. DoTour, 44 vile:;; Evnrens Point (Lool:out rt. 1),

milea; Ulsoion Point (Leo%out Pt. .3), 2 milo3. Do'mbound acre aro. five

!hecolxitc: Ile Parioinn, 22 mi1e3; L.,JAh Point (the riht an31ed tum

.last into .the Brus4 Point Rvnes), 10.4 n11o3; L00%ovt Va. 6 (Old Cot

rard Station), 6.1 Lliles; Elsoion Potht (Lookout Pi:, 3), 2 miles; cnd

aoc.% Cut (Looltout it:. 4), 16 milea.

Cof:(andor Anlen„ on his cr,:n reqmsted the tapin3 of

)pc2rZlonni t-x-aff!.e co=nicatIbnc at Sop CcIlr;vol for a 24-hcw: pc;:iod

idcons oE Aprl 24 25, 1969. tope dos not recoY:d So

:.Jdo of 1:11 ‘1,71 th.mtov„ 1:c,cod6:

v; the procce expLlind, the cc)i-ltl:ollcz x:oltched o v Uipr,t

l'avar a vessel called Soo Control ua V;;(F;1) o2en chzIlmA 16, Vo



lcad to t, :To ucf.1 co-atcet dirc!c:J7

oont-i7o1 .1:ocrAvor V11..132 .11"

16 f,.p 110:31y th tpo

Lhvov3%;)ut the :C. thc or5.3Na3. volur.! &ettin3 of the ..:ecavc!r

venkor vas ncq: chonad.
i1

Puan3 Cc4;,-2AnnElor Anclez.f:on'c apparzmca ha bYoucht a t,!,.1pe ):cconlev

to cow:t z!lid pltvcd clx)ut half of Om So;) tnpl:t. Subsequently on nny 12,

1 90, in tha opevatinn afico or the Coat Cu,Avti, uu3 th6 vaoa trcpc
11

Lcordcr, the entiro tap°  wn3 plc,ye(1 in th.i, uo.sonCo of eoztascl for all

zIrties. Tha.couvt atto6ed thr. fil:Llt th:cer.) how o of thi:,: sosoloa anJ1.)

kturivA for its conclu31cn thrn. how Intel:, but hi6 law clork );c:Jined
I.. ..... ...
nvouhout. All of Cla reneabln mnnnsca ftc.civcd on /viral 24, the f:o:st

1541 hours and the 'act at 2359, coo 47 Kn n11, vevo individunlly

Anyod and vcpeated vntil coun!)el evx..-A en tho identity of the caling

ron.sol end ,nevibcld n vonenbility ratin3 to th(1 r,on5az;a. The gaK, 5 to 1,

Lai°  wzio emoloyd in vrich pvirily Lu ter of inte11i3ibilay, 5 is

,

!Realent, 4 in cood, 3 is fain, 2 is.poori tn,.1 1 Jo ba4.- The portino...at

atn eoncoml.n.3 MCDZ03 nrc8(... 47 li .loa;cd in a court's cnhibit.

Of m.lince. :t.11 Olacctill3 thf., co3tol1to of thr Soo to vc!ro Soo

bra:2:011s vild5,0 10.i;) its ullound wst3e1 log aLd downhound vesoc1 .103,

ii:i7vord v3id recoivcd agtcr tho. appvcrv..:a 0 Capt. Am5tin, CommImLling

i ffico. t. ill, ehal.Te of Sco Control. .Thcoc .1oL,, lint all ventio,ls pon:JN3 Soo

y chr.tekp:)Nt v.za3(.1 oa WIT(M) cc.uld tv 1)::,, roliably v.:_rafic:e.

',ontrol (013:cwz;11 citlIcr Viva kl,xriccil oz. Cnilndin loc%s). Tha c15.usioll of

Thc critlAlza charneto.4:istie3 of tiv2se 47 111J1vidun11y i.%no.ly2(1 v',..,-

101 trenissions coll4led for coch of the chFJ.e%r,oints.

.,:w1Ixt.1,on of th bcc3 of t(1:1)(1 In cvlef.:10cc ew.3 roMy
[ or tIlr„: 47

At: c.;:col,n17. cnd 1=o,

on Vi?(:!) , The rivarlc,nco of ti1-12.el z:;cs on 013 Soo upbotInd

-21.-
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(4)

1:,:;1101: is 44 p-i.line 0.1n ai..i;1 So f)• Contl:ol'L.;y6Y1f1 tho rel!,.abie

::7,,I of.vliv0-A, it:1.4„ ii';j,:i 1..v:,,t 1..;I:prioi thnt noo 1;J:Toul: \o(m)

tvfly.ocilgv-.7; nQt Uc -.,:d by Voo. liowavor, it isnificalit

,,AInt n11 fiv 11:1,1 monf;nes involved kanicen vQssols. 1u coatm-)t, three

If tho fou.t!' DeTour wloongeo rCeeiVCd CtlE:2 fton Canndiz-m vossels. no

..?as fro-.A CR k.:.011.M1 vanoali.

This evidence refloct5 tho greater carrying strenth a tho wide

wad (41nndirfa t):4-.1,wts8ions; nnd it vomits a findi.oz thot th2, narrow• ,

)cinded L.,;.M.cnn transciitt aro less effectivo in ch o frino or norginnl

Ivens of VO(V;1). IC also sha the nc%cessity for AM radio telcphonc: ;13 a

fourth

)(ir,p to l*M radio telephova. Tho revc:rsc: is trua too.

At Evoxefts Pt. (Lookout Pt. 1), 21 ulle auay on the upbound courzca.,

r:our£cc.tran=ission5 v*ro heard,* all rated 4 to 5. Si'Alnrly, ono

Al those tmvicau tromnis5ienr.1,

(sltnd, 30 If'.:;.les fro,:.1

I
finnan-II and a lfreach

tic Soo,

thf;u31i hf.;:,...e included, cam.°

'No Leo%out .f,1 trc:Ilom:Usions

v.?.$so.l.vo,ro ecch voted 4 to

fromLii

frorA n

Coins to Ila Par1fiiennc,, first chr.:apoint for dowabound 1111:sels,

Tistanco oR 22 rfille.3 frcm tho Soo is copnrablc to Everens Point 21 wile3

7rom tliu Soo. Ali fivo Ilo Porisicnnct tri-A:tIlsions wore receivod froLIL

veclo. Your •of tha fivo vc:ro :ted 5 rad tho fifth vas rated 4.

Thus it appc.ns, rind it is feLM, vithin tho sirolinblo

anp of V0(01), i.e., 20 to 30 1.41er;, 1h6 myerow bnndad trtras-

flitters cro recIdablo0 iloveovr; no vvn) trazismisionl tliGoct at

!loco (1.;,;:ltnces.

on ._'.1„;!

C :ct )Otj.1J i1,L tha longe.3t d5.sten“1 15 Roc% CIA: (I,r)c2%out

It is 16 !:1.1.::;) .1cl.t.t.; of

r117.c fou innO,

V(V::)

Tha

tO 5,

c') r

clo ct 4crld Oropd to 1, id tr:;.o w,:!rzt oAly 2.

-22-
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:?.in,7;. %:,-:, 

J. l',..1.1-dly e3.,, to (-. ti:on: C .0,::,11 ,z1C0 1),•,:tY10. U..n.:tfil:3,

Y!, 6Y:, 4:1,.:stcl th:t. Oifioncc 1;onor.11) c.7.1:: Au.aqcA t.,:c:elfo- 71s.

"Ax.I.y.id to 1:2(?. roxinble.. Thi:: Acriczill tvc,11,F,TAtuAoll Oat etrol:pcd from 4 to 1

)..,:i111; it.:; broziett illt.1.1toa a ):ocurvinz condition notoe, in th wriou3
i ir.to. sSzals. A'im:ce. fnctor in nol::.ig n tr;,nmisolon 1.ntcl1isiblo ond

:onthIble 5.:.; t!lo, ;)c-at,lerso voice 0:ctl.culotiol raid sc*flrntkAl of hlg T.lorthl.

4oreovor, tho, naintcw).11co of v.nUoro voluI.J.a (decibolv) in his tpcakin3

voice vzIll bc.: dv.) difffo.,:cnco :rcn inteiii)11.ity nad unititelli3ib5.lfty

t)t f o i!Tx,micci. Uhethr t1.1 bad°  pc01 (xi': C;fant 1,r.es vesnols rceclve
11...co.f.,A tral.p.in3 Imd rc,fraw: 1.1).!;t1:o.,.;tioA in ru.lio telephon co1uAicaL3.onf,;
I..u.u.of; elsolood ill thr.1 crddonco. ...,

The lowor io Fau3h 1.1Lfe5, 10.4 fro;,.1

,f:00 Contra. 02 Oct fivo trylsfAf;s-lono (v:on:1 wcro NifizIo6) four Aric;:.1)

!:ifpals wc27:o rotod 4 or 5; cAld t1v.1 CM.01 ves1,:ol 1.N3 viitca 3.

Lool,.out )1:6 i!; 6.1 iAlQt; Vivo tranosion!.; %lore- reoclvcd

thts ,riurl none 17ro tId.Vour of th3 flArc.! vcre

find vore ratcld 4 or 5. '41.1c.. o16.313 Cnncd:tna. v001. \Iris ra:ed 4.
L00%on 57:3 ic; only 2nfl.c fro;A f,;(x) Control.. Of t1 t):bno-• •

:ti!;s:toYts. four Amcwicell vct-eo-zatod 4 to 5; ono litnrican vas raca -5; vvil

I:i hve. Cz-inndinn. voo:n1:3 vzro rcto.'3 4 or 5. At thls chovt dUtpnco on3

I
c:ct th;; OA trell,miw.li0n3 vT3ht bc,. 5. Vhe:Ithclr th eyi!itrico or

1 • - •::7] v,(Tirophicol oloctIon niz,ht c:fill.:!.11.1 tho ilActx211.ccUe (1*o 1.,ot rwcctr
r

tho rc;cord. Thc.) uy,Itol:y is r.:.13,1.ica by (:, issioil from tlic Vu) tl-,;c1
1

, 11.1. fr) a C,.lundion ,,i:,•nm::1, il a call 1:3:c.,..-1 vil ta.lnican ler(11, Lon1
1 • 

,
').f! vhicb cOlr; :11:o. 103sd ..- L0000.% i7,3 ca the 'Soo ve;:;01, lcz:o.

ht !.)-1(.1i:iplls:Aility os:.evni V13?.: ni- fi "('T,) twl):mInn5.1,
'I

15

fj..r;•i• 1),.-,c•1‘ .•- -•, • • .

n,(Icel., 1 51
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to 4 to

tO (7) tml to to
f

;ErjVIY(1..1) V.;10 '3.11 t1Ysr.J.C;71

tormt

it sui:j 2131TrA that tho VCC io Co .
ccJ:yolAt to.7.1;; of al ire-
cpc,.(;tion,r.id ccTtnthly Cu hc:nr ;-iny and all

thzt o3: hifJ mRtcr; Lny
hrwa vah -;:fovonce., to tho VL1
cad to obsc!vwtIonf; “n6 mko v.:)tco; cild to
b3 preprrccd Co wc*ort oa what conelitiQn:;
hn ESJoils.

c(!(.11t1rAl to tho; v000nls; it io briped thot
thctt;o in3pc.to1:3 mi&It n10clv.c1f. out condit1on3
w1.Ch -,:cce to ttlo hoootntion at

VAD, cny onev 611.).):3 sent%..on3
that mv,y ho,v3 th•.1t it 11!y bci 1)of;s11.)1r) to

imva Ki3ud in nn (c!'z;t1tIony.
IR 827]

;

Joha W. 11-1.cer cnd noy ) Y.olly, YQC electrical en35.0ro; w.ra

oelectc:d by tho. "0411 nr3fran3 Luix1; to ulee the t'3i;oelo; motto thc
„

ob:,:ovviv,.13, na oToo Co ittrilA; t.Al.d ob:3orve'conditiono vt ect2lin chore

2tctl.ono. Etch illspocLo ,:i.cc.Ilva a copy oR tho fore3oirts t,a)cral iri3tvu-

I
tiol-15 0.1 thc: coLtrt. Alv), c:e.:;1 1reclAw.,,A a vet of mord cpc-:,cific

v;:ltten 11).truonr; 5.!):N1 hio turcnti; ixTava in 0v5.dfle0.

Enc:11 en3inx i7;;Ii) if=cd, tvf,-,k abonrd, end or>3%-ated nve1 pioce3

(-)1 eclill.r.t OA thc two v3t)(11., 1:1d04.11 by ench ilmpcctov.

Tho fir3t is n on-(n) rocavc;-47. v.nd a clip-on nntc.ana

to .b pocvil.b1(1-, to th :oot oT: thc pilot houo. Tho

war; a 21,:c.1-4.01 r)C od0.1 FA 7 FY:•c7 to 1:)%1 uria Co

rn“:1.wr. t11.17: og vaz) t-;-11 (.)cilioncopo to

.1.-ec:vv4cy roulntI.on 0, viaclon o!! cmy trvn=l1r;sion.t1 recAvd cn t%-1 Ca

'o fAIA n occilloncopo i3 cc;;;Yt-•

c!.; it tx;111.!.ca undov

nv LDc;',,11 16; Jc.--:m W. r:vzfl P.v X. Kolly

cotin wit-o.o. In c.::,15.;:3,,Da cu:.:.,;t1o7.13 by tIm com:tt counc:1

le,;,..cred full evo-o%k- AlInti.o.o.. Toy rx,dfl by oi-2.11 c.1.,W0,r(



C-111 t.,11;0

Ix a lIccr, cy.,-_ ,.Lo.f) onLU c!114 (12)

Tito in IL f ti

wns alTo!ntoJ ns na criwviy 1.C(: in 1961..

1, ton Auoist.!Int Ch=,:,,ev tuffz-Ao or:taco

of thr.1 Field ny135.ilivin r!urocli.

At Nuron,.0Mo on 'ft:ly 9, 1;cif;or. klo.;:ded tho acmoph H.

hompf.:on the tc:.:timor,y o th(ma maitev, Cpt. Sclhubrt, 1c3 proviouly

'quoted. Uhile abonvd the 11.ciersa up hi9 aquIpl..;=t ia ti chi:

th6 rear of tha vhc,cahouso. Dotti tth chtxt room cad tM Olcolhottsc

;r,...2 equipped vith rtldio tolc2hons cnd flpc:11:Irs that u)nito-i.. ch.nnn:.115 16
.••

z:crid 51.

Th . Thwv.r.;u11 opozoted liplound to the Soo:.11(0..o..c i3 on watch. vl0.1

travolr.1d throvh conzato,1 traffic nYof“). I tood vz-Itch throul

troit 1ivr, Ln%e St.„Clniv, tho Myer; ma throIA the St.

Rivi:!7: to Ole :3(1e. 1T.f.: fured his vntch at Port Eurol nat remtivA

:..atch in ul.,vor 1,31ce Etc 6loc,.:vburked at the Soo on nny 10 in tha 1c1to.

nftemooa.

. On no aftcvnoo-41 o:f.! 24.v it, 1:cliscr.bonrcled the Stazar Waltwi: A.

nt tho Soo And CdOr it downlioulld. 113 t1ood watch th-4-011 thq St.

yyl 3 fliwx vnl vppor Lbko rcud watch ju:;tve..)3:th of Pot

iluroa cc 0325 aid lxv.lined on v:Itch until It.v.al cr,c=cd at 14'.:5 pheu. the

Rivor oacrsLoEr:!.o.. On ti n Sterlin3 he vet up his equirnt in

t.ho rmi: of the pUot; N)ut3a and con(%!cted 111.s ol)votion9 as 11;1 di(1 on LL

Thov:,?non.

Afftor eirx0)nrklm f:vc:4thSnxlin3 41t :ruUnlo En txavelca to

on inly 13 nnl 14, 11 obLII-A:vcf.1

uA:), kt7.'f:nd in by Chic:r.

A:;11.



Vr.,.w.,1:ftcAn:lo, 11,:, sc,:k!,1 ::nJ hl..1 1c., coo!>orv, r.,,,11.r,

Aa oockllor)copf.,., vcli; GM). oble. to Y.,11cr.! frov=cy 1.:),..1.1,1N;.4n Ocvlon

of Cict tr;:ox:.,1x.nio:1($ of viveolto vesolril -kAlc Talnl, Cog.: Cud,

;c.,o Co.: Cu ....0, NO Ctc,,I.S.:11.1 ;11r.)0. 51mtJonr.; VN nt Sornin, Oatoric. lmd wn

); c.:1,.17.1 soo. mo rory olrv,r.:tioA 011 bo'c.h voyoE;o$ vi:1:, tht.: thoc..

:w'o Cnilt.lic,n c110-:41 st[M0n.5 vaponl;edly 1:C:il.W.f0(1. ccmrIvcf, 1.ci:Juinton. Ya

I

rcv;I:('io4 eovlot,:-R.Q. mIdint,,8 fro: C(ind:1.11 .01o1: tywcv:11.tt:6vs et; hilill

ml 0 ).:c/c,

• Eci 7:apo;:ix:1 tint opnW:ors oa Loth vo3sc_llo cor.Iploimd thot thf:tna

i L choie flUitio.1.1q vould b):eadeu;t on.chon.ael 16 md ittcaTLyt: mc,.Gner.

':11,..•:a ill prouc.J.1.

It ifl ov.1.00Ale thrt-. ilcitIcre found, /kr; Crrot. Schubt: 11:.17:c! crT%nticcily

, th;A: the CL,nneirJA b1l01:( :3tat1.oaf; "clobbor%! 012 Ar;Ir!.rIcca 5T.:atiol-ti;

:lso tri:w.;,Attine, on c1c:nw:1 1(. Th,..1.3 &contry in .10.3 1o3 oa Ilv 12.vi;

)716 1:iotered 'WM (ornin) frequemy er.wl*,tIon M: 35-40 1:.c. Xt noted

.11t tlut Stcar Caori;a rq,oilIbl.ennor could not 1,o 111rd.

F.45.ze7es..9. oscil1ooco2 1/111:pliv41.1:11o, yeacon. Va ond Vn 1im.,3 bc(711

12. ycm;:tvc:.ly vc,:ltantN3 in Chcl0 1.c. to 40 1(... roq;00 gnr in cr:cof.w of tha..
6 kc'frcquf.rocyecv..tvZ:ioD, prenc;:itly 1. _,.,:itt5.red of Cfnaclia W“TA troJA:3-

1.1 in 0.1. 15(.;.-174 Meis bald.L

Thf, ).GC , oa le1:30,n3 of ilt.143crt4 vtrAY:tlinc. fil-05,nv, u.,tiElod

clu!.:11atics.- Th,. C.illinn cillhowito bw,,, si6ce,!- -ori..od to no
I

r'nnt.cov):actIva klIon bno bcr.:a Ul:f.a. Cn1L-Jilxia Tolt.c,,74 coAat..t.on

,.).f.: ti.; 1...,:;port S.:!; (0.;:e;-:;1 in :if; 1.-kwo):d. The pc :rt; p.7,:con 7,:c;l:

V.-, C. Uff-f..ATY.0 01 w;:!/rm
".;

(I. 1- 7:W 15 rc,T flY;-:',ETD
15
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,

:.;:l

i.c1 bya cur.ent 0::::. in t-.1)(:) cumada. cl: 0.1-ii Mr, lf. c.cin:10
nad hir; orn1 to:-.t1-o:.y confir thrt !lc Ilem:(1 no ..gn %/Aura:). rntod "Icv,"
td tht bon Cnndiv,,.1 zInd forei3n VriV().M) voluco.,3 i!J Itinl(lcr thnu

rAVM). ncwo:tholc, ha did not oboctrva ov.y v115,1) op'cvatov hnvillz 01..1.11-
culty S.n 1:civ.;.n3 M r.ollonge3. 115.f3 Ti.lcol). loc; not(5 "Md not obf;evvo

I
)pori)toa n:ljustinz M voluco control ou spM;c):4." Hr..! noted, too, tho.t
%4ntea wlviAly ctoe lin.:.lphonc.1 r,t. Co liotco to vvir3ou or x.atlicr r./..;3n3 .
Aot co.,..v." Morover, ho ntacd thatb did not obe):vodif.;7o1:-

... _&neon in lo',/do.cf;z1 on Mi chnftJoin,(3::cot W13 'nc1 VM." ;:..
Reincl: dillcowrod ttInt U.S. Cop.r,t Cul St:::(-Als, pm.tirianvly Cit

. .rOlo I.nild in tit ntvoit Rivor, nve no.l nUnul.3 bolow tim pr 0e5cbc:1 5 Ix..,
pco:t, tItio Lay 1;3 (..1i Q. to n cog -.7.0%1 noLzy.1: "Coaidornblo dIMi:o71c:e 5.1.t

; Coc3t Cuz.Ird olnrL-rAtor'rl spcnkn of v:c.,z3oa3os." TMs findin3 c.on:ollo-
6t7; cm c:eviler mpc);:tod olKcrevo.tk,n that tho mnner zln0. unifoylty 62 tfo:
,...podzin3 voice of• tlil comv,alcntoy cloarly ilf:ts v10 inte1113ni15,ty;
.6ad Mcwisc, ulleti1cs .6 V-IF;r,n0. is roadeo1c. Uhatovcv act ccqlso tha Coat
Guvxd .:.,hould I.I.:ak(1 l'IWod coct:1,o11,::. 74.ntl Ov2.-11 4- 5 7.4o Eraquc:ncy eavla-
tl.on cocontuota inly oontrit in voll oi: V141(Pi1) trnop-,1:3sloa.

At Pol:t Wilchinzton, IWO, n singlo opcvnt: $.c; required to r:fpnItor
Lown A7.1 spoor3 nnd throo nA. c.113nwIl 16, 2.6, mi 28. Roist.ix enilcd

I.oty.1)3 nal ot!.1:)y 6cItio‘ot 01141 otov it opcto.., Ed

.7..!ouce:1 ;1,1c1 vo1l). o.r.: tYnffIc. Ilc vt,w tliQ. odoto-Al "rai.,-; co.-,,1 1.0 tbAv
-volm13 eQntrole on MI 3.%':ccAwro "otwl tim:14" . .)w.v„ Iv:, ,:15,d noZ:
nny 'c.-,%2nt 1:(.1 1:v 1:1.1::t ,-:;v:':::o (.': "5,,,I. t:-.: -.! Fneli, (..)5: ;,.7, -., of:

,
,1 No misspd massages wcre observed.

1?.oy E, Jc,. W.

Y.Tt 011:!vlond jc4;: Lc;f:o:i:a lin r, 5.!1 a 1(..;C,5
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lil.., Kolly apippl (::..:'- Ciff,1 on fly 10,.:1::ord tho

I) 
./ GAM1,ton, ,J10::n rn31:, Gpt. vJeci:0 N., ,, :-1_w.1, t:.“:5.fia ;:::JJ.:

pojeoticni of 0.1 D31toal(J Vflgri4), On tho,.Daltoa ho Y:14de. 111.;) obaco:vatrE3
la no vauv of tilt:: ,.;11c:Allousci... flio upboutO i:oy30. cr,cled ::it tho Soo evly
,

,:;:-.t tlIc u,..).m..7.n oS. Iy 12. On M:y 13i Itc boi:achl thri C,mon J. Crillay, n
U. S. Sto!.?.1 va,?mol ond onc: of 0,:; ncxo.'t oft Ow Crit Lkea. *.a el.c.1.1)nrIcoit: Cary, Indio.an. On 1.14 15, he v1itc...0. avid oboerve.e. con(lit.ions nt Doit

rnvinc.-Mhi3zm ):11 vIll_ch ol.ntes W(E1) and VKV(VM) stc.io..1.:1, vhich ho ,
r!cv.innt,,,.d cin 7)3. 111,3 10Z not-..; 1.n

Ilich. Lcilts -vocc:ivc.la not lari:vo bc,adcd.Only txtulner5. .-,,-. Dcli 1.).,,) no troubla
wit:h roccivl,n shipzi.

00y on cirlt.1 occlon did thc Dniton vv.loto): conplc!ill of: tho 1..r.o.311
)f a Onl-Iditla lo to tlir) trmwlfmr,on K.:.511y only a

eifforc=v. Y911y :;tntod ho 1....:1QHnle. to heal: v1:I t),.;:al=iosI.oar;

iY1 th Dn.lton c.:(c.cpt,-. in thri!c kau.t .aco.3. 141J; log 1:(...Etoc;::3 C6 tray133t31..o-,1.!;
r.11„.

On vIcsod 17.!;ir.;%;c1 1.nvolvrl. a batwosn t1if.1 U. 5, Conf3t
vnd Oct boat). Thn diGtmco.o2 ti' mtcott WW;

20 1-::t1loo. Kolly- cttutnd thlr.; 0.so to tlio Wc1;tc.ottli,1

devi.ctl.on boin abot1.1.: 2.5 Ix, pyofluo4n8 v,itl:y little nuM.o
(0 Iloted tlIct Tfetc.i7Yt:t contealy NAd ecvlation thon 5 14c. it
4c:u.1:1 occf:e.d,

ik•t;ocon,1 ccAl ocevzvod VIVA tha D21tovits captoin

o c7 6 froni ‹Tc11, 0.137:31 15 In oL%?or to Lf2.i1v a efyitvorslon bcfxcen

61p3 oft chzJ1 6, r-.;:0.1.y contintf.d to hcm.- cnll on chcnIA1

"ihn I.;11170. czjt EollY
o cr20. oE
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•

Jo ;:.111 ::;t:?.111 pLvfloj ct.;w:pao/11:;i1

;0 el ol

11011',2:) C.11 ri0%0,1 u0 tx1
pm u,,:1-1:7;uT,wp A-:),JnboAj *1 .c.;.1: 3o oxiiI..q:to..zu'f °In 11?til euplo

i)u flc4 iN4 %.TA pu,1 0A (13 cw. W.)UniN.* Z3 ,CO

ieT)D?:g $1;;11::To Q1 tv.tpvGv t;u:zt! oo;; 1ToJlz,;(1

(NA)tA.11:3T r:::u-D:(03x3-.1uso pr)aoavo vttoT.4:2 0:7.0m .v.::?Tv•umiiD

ao uT st 03 %.,:luq:1113 3 $10-ux*,ovaod
. ,

prgr't: v.:-:1 S;:i-)2ims'6'A I/ :to lifl.op pA111 t,,,q I.c.0 /wluo.a cillioA Ow ;fo

• aomoz)oa v ‘ntlim' .10 mouu-,m Suf.) :toy 3.z.:ill u!..)copsiip.T.00ba mly,

uo uurnlv*Titnoo .0.7,100 

1 Imil oour.v.oyull4 1..)oloo 01 aoplo tvvivo-rpvapoopil go
•

•

vMTO.oXt *r./ A-,.)1xt.!OtiA tvcoTlurvi bTiqui 113oo 01:11

vau 'ouollulo oaq;,; vivipmD SI.,7;vn1):)pu plootia C:%i;

.poad c.J.:1.4fly lnotma '00A 31:10 31, 0A--nao:)
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July 3, 1949

14111401UNDUIsi FOR .700141 IHRLICHMAX

Regarding the WPM television station license renewal
La New York City, I attach an outline of our understanding
of the 111101.40 and the current status.

Aso you may kayo. Wks and the 11111-1-1 and NV L,I3r cases
have caused eniteidorable controversy and considerable
slam among the broadcast groups. It is a question we
may become involved in through legislation which has been
Introduced in the Congress regarding appropriate criteria
and procedures for license reisennal.

Peter Flanigan ham asked me be point out La addition the
highly sensitive nature of any expression of interest by
the Whits House in this case *ince it falls under the quasi-
jwilcial responsibilities of the Commission.

Attachments
Mr. Butterfield

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehea,d,:ed

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant



WPIA-TV (Channel 11), owned by the New York Daily Newsh has
been in operation since 1948, and is valued at behest's $40 and
$50 million. Its license was dne for periodic reseinal on June Let.

In the Indefinite put (apparently six or seven months ago) a
former employee. Nancy McCarthy, wrote & TV colleague alleging
that WM bad broadcast two-and-three-day-old film clips, and
representod Ibsen as bdng current. Apposontly, this letter fogad
Its way to the Complaints and Compliance rivision of the Broadcast
Berea* el the FCC. It is now claimed the letter was ignored in
granting the license renewal.

atseaseckf irfAski:

May 14 - Forum Communications, Inc., (Lawreace C. Grossman,
a fortr.er NBC vice president - dirootor), reported
to be a -community action group. " petitioned the FCC
to delay the rentonal of the W FIX licestee watt May Z9th,
in order to allow time for Forum to prepare properly
and submit a competing application.

May Z1 - FCC denied the .Forum petition for delay, but advised
that It could submit a "timely application.

May ZZ - I) Forum submitted a 300-page application; and
Z) George S. tinith. Chief of the Broadcast Bureau. of FCC,

renewed the W PLX license &Wog with 175 uncontested
others, allegedly two hours Were the Forum submission.

Jane 3 - The story broke In the New York Times, sod FCC
investigators inquired Into the McCartby allegations.
be insisted 1) crowd 00411111011 shot in Budapest were
broadcast as representing popular roaction to the
Caech occupation by Soviet troops; 2) two-and-three-
day-old footage of disturbances at Sas Francisco :Amite
College were reproduced as current; and 3) scene* of
rioting Gellrallia students were dubbed into Paris events
for offeetiveness. She also charged that after she
protested personally to WIVE president. Fred Thrower
she was fired the Rad day.



Anse - Citing inithstantial and material questions of fact,
as well as "substantial public interest. ' the
Broadcast Bureau of ICC rescinded the license
reampal for IV PLX, anaeunced the application would
"remain pending, '' and pliteed it in the "'deferred
action statum.

cAgtmlotlegittat:sliAms.

I) Forum insists they had been ass-fared by the iltasewal
Breath of FCC that the WPIX license v.ould not he
renewed before the last weak of May.

41) FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, who dissented in
the May Zlist denial of delay, is reported to have asserted;

a) The McCarthy allegation* were publicised in Variety
$La months 'artier sad

kr) iSrnith WWI aware of the Letter in the Complaints Branch.

3) Smith claims;

a) The Variety story was referred to FCC gioner&I, counsel,
VA* told him -to forget it. and

b) lie did not learn of the McCarthy letter tuttil after his
decision to renew WIVE' s license.

4) The New Republic citing a "highly confidential inter-office
anomorsegens. ' Waists that lir& h asked the Commission
for permission to renew the imix license the next day
(i.e. , May 22nd); he was releoed this *ad instructed to proceed
With "normal processing. it is alleged he assured the
Commiselon he would hold up renewal eatil May 26th, but this
proceeded to grant it *a May 22ad.

5) WPIX is quoted as saying, e have been and will continue
to seeperate fully with the FCC....
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Dr. C. T. Whitehead

FROM IOP/PA William N. Lyons

SUBJECT: The V1-11 Flap

DATE: 3 July 1969

wlax-TIT (Channel 11), owned by the New Daily hews, has been in operation
since 1948, and is valued as between $40 and $50 million. Its license was
due for periodic renewal on June 1st.

In the indefinite past (apparently six or seven months ago), a former employee,
Nancy McCarthy, wrote a TV colleague alleging that ATIX had broadcast two-and-
three-day-old film clips, and represented them as being current. Apparently,
this letter found its way to the Complaints and Compliance Division of the
Broadcast Bureau of the FCC. It is now claimed the letter was ignored in
granting the license renewal.

140.-L41laigi4 sequence seiipio4e1-4;01w4mmmmemmin

(oh

14 May - Forum Communications, Inc., (Lawrence C. Grossman, a former NBC vice
president - director), reported to be a "community action group,"
petitioned the FCC to delay the renewal of the WPI( license until
May 29th, in order to allow time for Forum to prepare properly and
submit a competing application.

21 May - FCC denied the Forum petition for delay, but advised that it could
submit a "timely application."

22 May - 1) Forum submitted a 300-page application; and
2) George S. Smith, Chief of the Broadcast Bureau of FCC, renewed

the NP11 license along with 175 uncontested others, allegedly
two hours before the Forum submission.

AZtper-l ho story broke in the New York Timesj  Jr FCC investigators
inquired into the McCarthy allegations. S nsisted 1) crowd scenes shot in
Budapest were broadcast as representing popular reaction to the Czech occupation
by Soviet troops; 2) two-and-three-day-old footage of distrubances at San
Francisco State College were reproduced as current; and 3) scenes of rioting
German students were dubbed into Paris events for effectiveness.

she protested personally to

8010-M

%PIK president, Fred Throw
"rairMipm.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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1E, June - Citing "substantial and material questions of fact," as well as
"substantial public interest," The Broadcast Bureau of FCC
rescinded the license renewal for lea, announced the application
would "remain pending," and placed it in the "deferred action
status."

Claims and counter-claims:

1) Forum insists they had been assured by the henewal Branch of FCC that
the W1-1X license would not be renewed before the last week of May.

2) FCC Comuissioner Nicholas Johnson, who dissented in the May. 21st denial
of delay, is reported to have asserted:

a) The LcCarthy allegations were publicized in Variety six 0 months
earlier, and

b) Smith was aware of the letter in the Complaints Branch.

3) Smith claims:

a) The Variety story was referred to FCC general counsel, who
told him "to forget it." and

b) he did not learn of the McCarthy letter until after his decision
to renew WPIX's license.

4) The New Republic, citing "a highly confidential inter-office memorandum,"
insists that Smith asked the Comaission for permission to renew the
ViPI( license the next day, (i.e., May 22nd); he was refused this and
instructed to proceed with "normal processing." It is alleged he
assured the Commission he would hold up renewal until May 26th, but
then proceeded to grant it on May 22nd.

5) WIIX is quoted as saying, trIre have been and will continue to cooperate
fully with the FCC ..."
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Presidents Request for a Report on Whether or Not
"For-Lull." Gets a Television License in New York City.

For '.,\Tc: cos::.ary Acion
• •

-

1-Ze..;:dy

• __ For Your Conl.r..m.)rliz.,.

Please submit a follow-Vp report to the President as requested
in the attached memorandum.

Please submit a report to this office of when it is expected that
you will have the information for the P'residedntis fleport.

PLEASE Ar.;,'"7111CH Cov:'" .t

El' you 1-..c.v6 c.ny cucr,i:iol-o; or ycfu cnc a
eLlatay
izdophoz-,c,d E',c)cro'zary

1. CCIIE, L.
For
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June 30, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. EHRLICHMAN

Over the weekend the President reviewed your JUVIC 26th
memorandum concerning television station WPIX in New
York City. He appreciated your passing on the facts of
the matter and asked that you follow up by keeping abreast
of the issue and reporting to him. He is especially interested
in knowing whether or not "Yorum", the ultra-liberal outfit,
gets the license.

cc: Mr. Flanigan

4

ALE X ANDY: BUTTERFIELD
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July 1, 1969

TO: Jon Rose

FROM: Torn Whitehead

This is the area I referred to in which legal pr
oblems

abound that you might want to get involved in. 
Don Baker

from Justice will be working on it with me, but
 primarily

from the aspect of the feasibility of viable co
mpetition.

The legal problems I have in mind relate to 
finding a device

whereby ownership and risk are retained in th
e private

sector while no right to continue operation 
is implied after

the end of a trial period.

cc: Mr. Whitehead V

CTWhitehead:ed
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july 1, 1969

t.mmt---.,BANDuz,.4 ion 14.R. FLANIGAli

Attatixed is a rac.z.....ors.nduzn on the dorriestIc con:Irnantcations

eatcliite tezue z....za a prcipocedrr.err..-rzn.:cura for r-.);.2 to end

to C Lairrnan i;yde. Liydo tneir.o is acre:Is:try to Ft-A aim

off the ho.otc.Ii p-st-Restinz Coc-tntiszica actIon ttr craft

ardor.

have the nteconary people, We-alit/2d and have two people

detailed to rrae to v.,ork on this istuo. I thiak we ran come up

v,ith a very crvei:ole an kmpressivo couzterpropucal.

11.1-de la avt-ztre In a neneral ua.y of my reielrvatione,r.nd I would

proposo to use a yztriAtirt of ths ttLcbd mcr(..orta.szdcrn. us a.

taNi.o3 aper or t4e grottp to u.elt ctArtael with. It is aot cloar

v..hethor vi.t will tvolve a joint po$ition tklat the Cc.mr.:AGsion

tan incorperAte as an order, or n;hether our ow-put dU ta.ka

the form 0 -C a formal lettr to the ICC;  .;:we wiLl jt have to
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 1, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

The Federal Communications Commi
ssion has drafted a proposed

Order outlining interim policies regard
ing the establishment and

operation of communications satellite sy
stems for domestic

services. Briefly, this Order would:

- Authorize a single multi-purpose sy
stem to incor-

porate standard voice services, televis
ion

distribution, and certain specialized data
 services.

- Establish an Advisory Committee to th
e Commission,

consisting of the major competitors for c
ommon-

carrier and specialized satellite system
s, for the

purpose of developing a plan for the tec
hnical and

operational design of the pilot system.

- Designate Comsat as Planning Coordi
nator for the

development of this plan.

• Defer all decisions on potential owne
rship of pilot

or operational systems, or segments the
reof,

until the techtlic-al design and operational
 plans

are submitted to and approved by the C
ommission.

I believe we should oppose the Commission'
s approach to this

issue, and seek an interim policy position 
on domestic satellites

which is more definitive and which promotes
 greater innovation

and flexibility on the part of the private .sect
or. There are two

basic reasons for doing so at this time. First, there are a number

of basic objections to the Commission prop
osal when it is examined

in the context of U. S. communications ge
nerally. Second, this is

probably the only major decision for some t
ime that gives us the

leverage necessary to promote a re-examin
atibn of the need for

extensive common carrier regulation of all U
. S. communications

by the FCC and to stimulate a more vigorous an
d innovative

competition in the communications industry.
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Background

The United States presently enjoys the most sophisticated,
effective network of communications facilities and services
of any nation, both common carrier and private. Because of
our highly developed terrestrial systems, the role of
communication satellites (or any new technology) in providing
U. S. domestic services is both less striking and less easily
discerned than is the case in other countries where satellites
offer clear economic benefits.

Nevertheless,, there is ample evidence that satellite technology
could find many economic applications in the U. S. Specific
proposals and cost analyses show cost or service advantages for
some specialized services such as distribution of TV programs
to local broadcast stations, communication with and between ocean
vessels and high-speed aircraft and meteorological data collection
and exchange. Satellites may also enjoy a slight cost advantage
for long distance carriage of "bulk" message and data traffic,
though this is less certain at this time. Due to these generally
favorable prospects, several major corporations (AT&T, Comsat,
ABC, GE) as well as public-interest groups (Ford Foundation)
have indicated a willingness to undertake the risk of establishing
domestic satellite systems for various specialized or multi-
purpose services.

Despite this interest and promise, incorporation of communication
sateilites into the highly-developed U. S. communications industry
faces two serious impediments. First, wherever satellites appear
competitive with existing terrestrial technologies, they pose a major
uncertainty for regulated common carriers and threaten to weaken
both existing and future rate bases. Second, FCC and Congressional
policies maize artificial distinctions between satellite and terrestrial
technologies with respect to both ownership rights and public-interest
objeCtives, and this raises both administrative and economic barriers
to potential investors and users.

Evaluation of  the FCC Approach

The FCC approach to this policy problem has the following problems:
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(1) It would effectively lock the U. S. for the fore-

- seeable future into a multi-purpose operation

typical of common-carrier systems and would

therefore impede the development and application

of satellite technology for the specialized services

for which it appears most promising in domestic

U. S. communications.

(2) While the FCC cites the need to learn more about

satellite technology and economics in domestic

communications applications, the proposed Order

precludes learning anything very significant by fore-

closing the very kinds of systems we know least about

and yet appear to offer the most potential.

(3) It precludes the industry from active exploration of

the interplay of economics, technology, and .operations

which would stimulate active development of the

potential for new uses and new services, by insisting

on finding a way to accommodate the new technology

to existing uses and operations and by forcing design

of the system before the industry knows how ownership

rights are.to be established.

(4) It promises a "least common denominator" compromise

solution by, in effect, requiring consensus among a

consortium of mutually hostile interests, thereby

extending to the domestic scene the demonstrated faults

this approach has produced internationally.

(5) Finally, it places the burden of risk almost completely

in the public sector rather alan the private. where it is

appropriate, by insulating existing col-nmon carriers

from "unfair competition" and by assuring adequate rate

of return for the satellite system.

Action

We should inform the FCC that the Administration considers this

an important policy issue and expects to have something to say on

the matter in a short period of time. We should immediately
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establish a working group with representation from DTM
, CEA,

Justice, and Commerce (with the FCC as an observe
r or member

at their option) to attempt to work out an alternative
 approach.

Our objectives would be to:

- foreclose (at least temporarily) the automatic

extension of common-carrier regulatory policies

to satellite communications until more experience

is gained in domestic applications.

- minimize the regulatory impediments to techno
logical

and market innovation.

- use this approach as a wedge to encourage a more

vigorous and innovative competition among com
munica-

tions organizations.

It is important to recognize that this is probably our 
last fore-

seeable opportunity to use a specific decision as a
 device for

challenging the need for regulation as arbitrary 
and extensive as

evolved by the FCC. This particular case is appealing because

it goes to the basic principles of regulation and t
o the heart of

the industry structure fostered by the FCC, yet it i
s not such a

large economic issue that, existing interests are sev
erely

threatened. Finally, there is a very good chance our approach

would receive acceptance: the FCC is in a very a
wkward (and

weak) position; we can .2ffgr a significant change f
rom the status

quo that is not patently adverse to ATT, Comsat,, and
 other major

interests; and there is so much uncertainty in the F
CC and the

industry that a strong Administration proposal woul
d in all

likelihood dominate public discussion. Finally, even if we are

not able to sell a significantly improved approach, we can
 go on

record in favor of clearly desirable end objectives.

Clay T. Whitehead

Staff Assistant
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

June 18, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: Recent Decision of the Supreme Court

Last week the Supreme Court handed down its decision in the
RED LION Broadcasting Company case upholding the constitution-
ality of the "fairness doctrine". Mr. Justice White in deliv-
ering the opinion of the Court made frequent reference to the
need and importance of radio frequency spectrum management.
The decision upholding the "fairness doctrine" is based on
the scarcity of frequencies and the government's role in
allocating them.

The case is significant to broadcasters because of the
"fairness doctrine" and to telecommunications interests in
general because of the endorsement given to the need for radio
frequency management by the government. The OTM, as you know,
devotes much of its resources to the spectrum management task
and will be guided by the Court decision where appropriate.

Attached are: (a) a copy of my memo to the Director, OEP on
this subject (b) a brief of the RED LION case, and (c) a
copy of the complete text of the Opinion.
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Memorandum for the Director, OEP

Subject: Recent Decision of Supreme Court

I. On JIMC 9th the Supreme Court handed down a decision
In the RED LION Broadcasting case that upheld the
constitutionality of the "fairness doctrine", This "doctrine"
requires that broadcast stations provide "equal time" for
controversial public issues, assuming, of course, that one

aspect of the controversy has already been presented by the
station licensee. It also requires that "equal time" be

allotted to all qualified candidates for public office. This

is a landmark decision as regards broadcasting in particular

and telecommunications in general.

2. The case is most significant as regards radio frequency

spectrum management -- a primary responsibility of this

office, so far as government operations are concerned.

Mr. Justice White, in delivering the opinion of the Court,

stated that "In view of the prevalence of scarcity of broad-

cast frequencies, the Government's role in allocating those

frequencies, and the legitimate claims of those unable without
governmental assistance to gain access to those frequencies

for expression of their Views, we hold the regulations and

rulings at issue here are both authorized by statute and
constitutional. "

3. In the course of reviewing the background, and in the

presentation of the reasoning used by the Court in arriving at

its opinion, Mr. Justice White made frequent reference to

the complexities and importance of -frequency management.
Practices and principles for frequency management have been

developed over many years and are the ones utilized by the

FCC and the OTM in assigning out their regular spectrum

management tasks. This is the first time that the Supreme

Court has made such extensive and knoNledgeable reference

to spectrum management, thereby adding an endorsement to

the work we have been doing and are continuing to do -- with

Inadequate personnel and budgeting support.
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4. Attachment A hereto is a brief of the case referenced
above and Attachment B is the complete text of the opinion.

Attachments A and B

cc: Mr. C. Kcmcia11
General Counsel

cc: Subj. File
Rd. t,ile
UT _a (2)
. Ivi

LRRAISH:bko

(IL— -_. L-4., 5-„,, 0
.,'"AP0.....,t.."-',., --S, . N.'

'J, D. 'bi-Coriri'e 11



.1Ei) LION BROADCASTING CO., INC. ET AL, Petitioners

V.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION AND UNITED STA TES

OF AMERICA

(On writ of certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit)

FACTS 

. In November 1964, radio station WGCB - AM-FM, in Red Lion,
Pennsylvania carried a program by Rev. Billy James Hargis attackil-H,
Fred Cook for Cook's book criticizing Barry Goldwater's candidacy
for Presidency. Cook asked the radio station for an opportunity to
reply to Hargis. The station took the position that the -"fairness doctriT
did not require them to make free time for reply to subjects of person,
attack if paid sponsorship for the reply was possible. A correspondei.
then ensued between the FCC and the station after a complaint by Coo:,.
The station insisted that before a free reply could be made available,
Cook should state he could not obtain sponsorship of the program.
FCC responded that the burden was on the station to find sponsorship
and that Cook did not have to show that he was financially unable to pay
fox. or sponsor time to reply to be entitled to it.

The station requested the FCC to reconsider its ruling and also
to rule on the constitutionality of the "fairness doctrine!' The FCC
reaffirmed its ruling and said the public interest required that the
public be given an opportunity to hear the other side, even if this mean
that the reply must be at the station's own expense. A formal order
to that effect was entered by the Federal Communications Commission.

' Attachment A
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The FCC has for many years imposed on radio and television
broadcasters the requirement that discussion of public issues be
presented on broadcast stations, and that each side of those issues
be given fair coverage. This is known as the "fairness doctrine".
It is an obligation defined in a long series of FCC rulings and is
distinct from the statutory requirement of Section 315 of the 'Communi-
catiohs Act that equal time be allotted all qualified candidates for
public affairs.

ISSUES

Does the "fairness doctrine" violate the First Amendment and
Is it unconstitutionally vague?

OPINION

The history of the emergence of the "fairness doctrine" shows
that the FCC did not exceed its authority, and that in adopting the
new regulations the FCC was implementing Congressional policy.

Before 1927, the allocation of frequencies was left entirely to
the private sector and the result was chaos. The Federal Radio
Commission was established to allocate frequencies among competing
applicants in a manner responsive to the public -"convenience,
interest, or necessity". Very shortly thereafter the, Commission
expressed the view that the "public interest requires ample play for
the free and fair.competition of opposing views". This evolved into
the "fairness doctrine" that was later strengthened by statutory action
amending the Communications Act of 1934 that equal time be accorded
each political candidate except certain appearances in views programs.

The legislative history reveals a Senate report that noted "broad-
cast frequencies are limited and, therefore, they have been necessarily
considered a public trust. Every licensee — is mandated to operate
in the public interest

The broadcasters challenge the fairness doctrine on First
Amendment grounds, alleging that it abridges their freedom of speech
and press, and that they may use their frequencies in whatever way
they choose. However, general problems raised by the technology of
broadcasting (as compared to the printed media) justify differences in
the application of First Amendment standards. The reach of radio
signals is incomparably greater than the human voice and the problem
of interferences is massive. The reality of this interference necessitated
the division of the radio spectrum into portions reserved for public
broadcasting and for other important uses of radio, (such as amateur,
aircraft, police, defense, and navigation). It would be "strange" if the
Government was prevented from making communications possible by
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managing the spectrum to prevent overcrowding because of the
First Amendment. "No one has a First Amendment right to a
license or to monopolize a radio frequency".

"Because of the scarcity of radio frequencies, the Government
is permitted to put restraints on licenses ----". But the FCC does
not have the right to interfere with free speech - the people as a
whole retain their interest in this and it is their right, "not the
right of the broadcasters, which is pursuant". Those fortunate enough
to have access to the elimited spectrum have no monopoly right or
"unfettered" power to communicate only their own views on public
issues.

The argument that there is no longer need for control of frequency
usage is not justified. "Scarcity is not entirely a thing of the past..
Advances in technology, such as microwave transmissions, have led
to more efficient utilization of the spectrum, but uses for that
spectrum have also grown apace. Portions of the spectrum must be
reserved for vital uses unconnected with human communication --
"Land Mobile Services" such as police, ,ambulance ---- have been
occupying an increasingly crowed portion of the frequency spectrum.
  there are easily enough claimants to permit use of the whole
with an even smaller allocation to broadcast radio and television
uses than now exists. !'

"The rapidity with which technological advances succeed over
another to create more efficient use of the spectrum on the one hand,
and to create new uses for the space by ever growing numbers of
people on the other, make it unwise to speculate on the future allocation
of that space. It is enough to say that the resource is one of
considbrable and growing importance whose scarcity impelled its
regulation by an agency authorized by Congress. Notiling in this
record, or in our own researches, convinces us that the resource
is no longer one for which there 4re more immeidate and potential
uses than can be accommodated, and for which wise planning is
essential, "

DECISION

"In view of the prevalence of scarcity of broadcast frequencies,
the Government's role in allocating those frequencies, and the legitimate
claims of those unable without governmental assistance to gain access
to those frequencies for expression of their views," the regulations
and rulings at issue are both authorized by statute and constitutional.

The "Red Lion" case is reversed..
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

Nos. 2 ANI) 717.—OuroBER TEicm, 1968.

fled Lion Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
etc., et al., Petitioners,

V.
Federal Communications

Commission et al.

C.)

On Writ of Certio-
rani to the United'
States Court of'
Appeals for the
District of Colum-
bia Circuit.

On Writ of Certio-1- n ited States et, al., Petitioners,
7 1 7 V.
II adio Television News Directors

Associatio», et al.

Pune 9, 1960.]

rari .to the United
States Court of.
Appeals for the'
Seventh Circuit.

Mn. JUSTICE WHITE delivered the opinion of the Court.
The Federal Communications Commission has for

many years imposed on radio and television broadcasters
the requirement that discussion of public issues be
presented on broadcast stations, and that each side Of
those issues must be given fair coverage. This is known
as the fairness doctrine, which originated very early in
the history of broadcasting and has maintained its pres-
ent outlines for some time. It is an obligation whose
content has been defined i» a long series of FCC rulings
in particular cases, and which is distinct from the statu-
tory requirement of § 315 of the Communications Act'

1 Comumnications Act of 1034, Tit. 1-11, e. 652, -1S Stat. 10S1, as
amended, 47 U. S. C. §301 et seq. Section 315 now reads:
"315. Candidates for public office; facilities; rules.
"(a) If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally quali-

fied candidate. for any public office to use a broadcasting station, he
shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that
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2 1WAD MON BROADCASTING CO. v. FCC.

that equal time be allotted all qualified candidates for
public office. Two aspects of the fairness doctrine, relat-
ing to personal attacks in the context of controversial
public issues and to political editorializing, were codified
more precisely in the form of FCC regulations in 1067.
The two cases before US DONN% 'which were decided sep-
arately below, challenge the constitutional and statutory
bases of the doctrine and component rules. Red Lion
involves the application of the fairness doctrine to a
particular broadcast, and R TAMA arises as an action to
review the FCC's 1067 promulgation of the personal
attack and political editorializing regulations, which were
laid down after the Red Lion litigation had begun.

office in the use of such broadcasting station: Provided That such
licenee shall have no power of censorship over the material broadcast
under the provisions of this section. No obligation is imposed upon
any licethsee to allow the use of its station by any such candidate.
Appearance by 0 legally qualified candidate on any—

(1) 1)011:1 fide newenst,
"(2) bona fide news interview,
"(3) bona fide .1WWS (10ellInentary (if the appearance of the
V is 111(11 1111 to the presentation of the SiihjeCt or subjects

covered by the neWS (10e11111enta1'y), or
"(4) on-the-spot coverage of .bona fide news events (including hut

not limited to political conventions, and activities incidental th('reto),
"shall nut be deemed to be use of a brozukasting station within the
meaning of this subsection. Nothing in the foregoing sentence shall
be construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the presen-
tation of newscast S, news interVieWS, news dOrtlInentarieS, and on-
the-spot coverage of news events, from the obligation imposed upon
them under this chapter to operate in .the public interest ond to
afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting V.IeWS
on issues of public importance.

"(1)) The charges made for the use of 'any broadcasting station
for any of the purposes set forth in this section shall not exceed the.
charges made .for comparable use of such station for other pnrposes.

(e) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rides awl regu-
lations to earry out the provislons of this section."

7
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RED LION BROADCASTING CO. v. FCC. 3

I.

A.
The Red Lion Broadcasting Company is licensed to

operate a Pennsylvania radio station, WGCB. On No-
vember 27, 1004, WGC'll carried a 15-minute broadcast
by Reverend Billy James Hargis as part of a "Christian
Crusade" series. A book by Fred J. Cook entitled "Gold-
water---Ext remist on the Right" was discussed by llargis,
who said that Cook had been fired by a newspaper for
fabricating false charges against city officials; that Cook
had then Nvorked for a Communist-affiliated publication;
that he had defended Alger IIiss and attacked J. Edgar
Hoover and the Central Intelligence Agency; and that
he had now written a "book to smear and destroy Barry
Goldwater." When Cook heard of the broadcast he

Aeeorihng to the reeOrd, nargiS tiSerted 111;i1 broadcast
iiicluded the following statement:
"Now, this paperback book by Fred ,J. Cook is entitled, ‘.GOI.D-
WATElt--EXTIlEAIIST ON THE ll1G11T.' Who is Cook?
Cook was fired from the New York World Telegran. after he made
a false charge publicly on television against an un-named official of
the New York City government.. New York publislwrs and NEWS-
WEEK Magazine for December 7, 1959, showed that Fred Cook
811(1 his pal, Eugene Gleason, had niade up the whole story and this
confession was made to New York District Attorney, Frank llogan.
After losing his job, Cook went to work for the left-wing publication,
THE NATION, one of the most scurrilous publications of the left
which has championed many communist causes over niany years.
its editor, Carry AlcWilliams, has been affiliated with many com-
munist enterprises, scores of which have been cited as subversive by
the Attorney General of the L. S. or by other government
agencies . . . . Now, among other things Fred Cook wrote for
TIIE NATION, was an article absolving Alger Hiss of any wrong-
doing . . there was a 208 page attack on the FM and .1. Edgar
!louver; another attack by Air. Cook was on the Central liiielligcnce

now this is the num wlio wrote the book to smear-
:1nd destroy Harry Goldwater called 'Harry Goldwater----Extremist
Of The flight!'"
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concluded that he had been personally attacked and de-
manded free reply time, which the station refused. After.
an exchange of letters among Cook, Red Lion, and the
FCC, the FCC declared that the Hargis broadcast con-
stituted a personal attack on Cook; that Red Lion had
failed to meet its obligation under the fairness doctrine
as expressed. in Times-Mirror Broadcast iny Co., 24 P
Radio Beg. 404 (1062), to send a tape, transcript, or
summary of the broadcast to Cook and offer him reply
time; and that the station must provide reply time.
whether or not Cook would pay for it. On review in
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, 3 the-
FCC's position was upheld as constitutional and other-
wise proper. 381 F. 2d 008 (1067).

The Court of Appeals initially dismissed the petition for want
of a reviewable order7 later reversing it en bane 111-1011 argument
I y the Government that the FCC rule used here, which permits
it to issue "a declaratory ruling terminating a controversy or IVITIOV--
ing uncertainty," 47 CFR_ § 1.2, was in fact justified by the Admin-
istrative Procedure Act. That Act permits an adjudicating agency,
'in its sound discretion, with like effect as in the case of other orders,
to issue ft declaratory order to terminate a contrOVerSy 01' re1110Ve un-
certainty." § 5, GO Sint, 2:39, 5 U.S. C. § 1004 (d). In this case, the
FCC could have determined the question of Red Lion's liability to a

-,,-ancl-desist order or license revocation, 47 1 . S. C. § 312, for fail-
ure to comply with the license's condition that the station be operated
"in the public interest," or for failure to obey a. requirement of
operation in the public interest, implicit in the ability of the FCC
to revoke licenses for conditions justifying the denial of an initial
license., 47 U. S. C. § 312 (a) (2), and the statutory requirement that
the public interest be served in granting and renewing licenses, 47
U. S. C. §§ 307 (a), (d). .Since the FCC could have adjudicated
these questions it could, under the Administrative Procedure Act-,
have issued a declaratory order in the course of its adjudication
which would have been subject. to judicial review. Although the.
FCC did not comply with all of the formalities for an adjudicative
proceeding in this case, the petitioner itself adopted as its own the
Government's position that this was a. reviewable order, .waiving any
objection it might have had to the procedure of the adjudication.
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Not long after the Red Lion litigation was begun, the
FCC issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making, 31 Fed.
Reg. 5710, with an eye to making the personal attack
aspect of the fairness doctrine more precise and more.
readily enforceable, and also to specify its rules relating
to political editorials. After considering written com-
ments supporting and opposing the rules, the FCC
adopted them substantially as proposed, 32 Fed. Reg.
10303, Twice amended, 32 Fed. Reg. 11531, 33 Fed. Beg.
5362, the rules were held unconstitutional in the RT,VD,-1
litigation by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
on review of the rule-making proceeding as abridging the
freedoms of speech and press. 400 F. 2d 1002 (1968).
As they now stand amended, the regulations read as

follows:
"Personal attacks; political editorials.
"(a) When, during the presentation of views on

a controversial issue of public importance, an attack
is made upon the honesty, character, integrity or
like personal qualities of an identified person or
group, the licensee shall, within a reasonable time
and in no event later than one week after the attack,

• transmit to the person or group attacked (1) noti-
fication of the date, time and identification of the
broadcast; (2) a script or tape (or an accurate
summary if a script or tape is not ava)lable) of the
attack; and (3) an offer of a reasonable opportunity
to respond over the licensee's facilities.
"(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion shall not be applical do (i) to attacks on foreign
groups or foreign public figures; (ii) to personal
attacks which are made by legally qualified candi-
dates, their authorized spokesmen, or those asso-
ciated with them in the campaign, on other such
candidates, their authorized spokesmen, or persons.
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associated with the candidates in the campaign; and
(iii) to bona. fide newscasts, bona fide news inter-
views, and on-the-spot coverage of a. bona fide news
event (including commentary or analysis contained
in the foregoing programs, but the provisions of
paragraph (a) shall be applicable to editorials of the
licensee).
"NOTE: The fairness doctrine is applicable to sit-

uations coming within (iii), above, and, in a specific
factual situation, may be applicable in the general
area of political broadcasts (ii), above. See Section
315(a) of the Act, 47 U. S. C. 315 (a); Public Notice:
Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine in the Han-
dling of Controversial issues of Public Importance.
29 Fed. Reg. 10415. The categories listed in (iii)
are the same as those specified in Section 315 (a)
of the Act.
"(c) Where a licensee, in all editorial, (i) endorses

or (ii) opposes a legally qualified candidate or candi-
dates, the licensee shall, within 24 hours after the
editorial, transmit to respectively (i) the other quali-
fied candidate or. candidates for the same office or
(ii) the candidate opposed in the editorial (1) noti-
fication of the date and the time of the editorial;
(2) a script or tape of the editorial; and (3) an
offer of a, reasonable opportunity for a candidate or
a spokesman of the candidate to respond over the
licensee's facilities: Provided, however, That where
such editorials are broadcast within 72 hours prior
to the day of the election, the licensee shall comply
with the provisions of this subsection sufficiently
far in advance of the broadcast to enable the candi-
date or candidates to have a. reasonable opportunity
to prepare a response and to present it in a timely
fashion." 47 CFli §§ 73.123, 73.300, 73.598, 73.679>

identical).
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Believing that the specific application of the fairness
doctrine in Red Lion, and the promulgation of the regu-
lations in RT.VD.1, are both authorized by Congress and
enhance rather than abridge the freedoms of speech and
press protected by the First Amendment, we hold them
valid and constitutional, reversing the judgment below
in RT.VD.1 and affirming the judgment below in Red
Lion.

The history of the emergence of the fairness doctrine
and of the related legislation shows that the Commis-
sion's action in the Red Lion case did not exceed its
authority, and that in adopting the new regulations the •
Commission was implementing congressional policy rather
than embarking on a. frolic of its own.

A.
Before 1027, the allocation of frequencies was left, en-

tirely to the private .sector, and the result was chaos.'

4 Because of this chaos, a series of National Radio Conferences was
held between 1922 and 192:5, at which it was resolved that, regulation
-of the radio spectrum by the Federal Covernment NV:1S CSiq'll tia I and
that regulatory power should be utilized to ensure that allocation of
this limited resouree would be made only to those wlio would serve
the public interest,. The 1923 Conference expressed the opinion
that the Radio Act of 1912,. c. 2S7, 37 Stat. 302, conferred upon
the Secretary of Commerce the power to regulate frequencies mut
hours of operation, but when Secretary Hoover sought to implement
this claimed power by penalizing the Zenith Radio Corporation for
operating on an unauthorized frequency, the 1912 Act was held not
to permit enforcement. United States v. Zenith Radio Corporation,
12 F. 2d 61-1 (D. C. N. D. M. 1026). Compare Hoover v. Intercity.
Radio Co., 286 F. 100:3 (C. A. D. C. Cir. 1923) (Secretary had no.
power to deny lice»ses, but was empowered to assign frequencies).
An opinion issued by the Attorney Gencral ut lIoover's.request con-
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It quickly became apparent that, broadcast. frequencies
constituted a scarce resource whose use could be regu-
lated and rationalized only by the Government. With-
out government control, the medium would be of little
use because of the cacophony of competing voices, none
of which could be clearly and predictably. heard. Con-
sequently, the Federal Radio Commission was established
to allocate frequencies among competing applicants in a
Illa1111er responsive to the public "convenience, interest,
or necessity."

Very shortly thereafter the Coinmission expressed its
view that the "public interest requires ample play for the
free and fair competition of opposing views, and the ("am-
mission believes that the principle. applies . . to all

firmed the impotence of the SecretNry under the 1912 Act. 35 Op.
Atty. Oen. 126 (1926). Hoover thereafter appealed to the radio
industry to regulate itself, but his appeal went largely unheeded.
See g.nerally L. Schmeckebier, The Federal Radio Commission 1-14
0932).

C011greS!:qii:in White, a sponsor of the bill enacted as the Radio
Aci of 1927, commented upon the need for new leglation:

We have reached the definite conclusion that the right of all our
people to enjoy this means of communication can be preserved
only by the repudiation of the, idea underlying the 1912 law that
anyone who will may transmit and by the assertion in its stead of
the doctrine that the right of the public to service is superior to
the right of any individnal  The recen1 radio conference met
this issue squarely. It recognized that in the present. state of
scientific development there must be a Ihnitation upon the number
of broadcasting stations and it. reeommende(1 that licenses 5110111(1 1.w
issued only to tho,„ ;station, ‘vhot„, 0111011 oil would render a benefit
to the public, are necessary in 'the public inlerest, or would cool rilmte
to the development of the all.. This principle was approved by every
witness before your commit lee. We have written it into the bill.
11 enacted into law, the broadcasting privilege will not be a right
of selfishness. 11- will rest 'upon an assurance of pnblic interest
10 be served." 67 Cong. Rev. 5479,

6 11a-di°  Art of 1927, c. 169, § 4,44 Stat. 1162,1163. See generally,
Davis, The Radio Act of 1927,13 Va. L. Rev. 611 (1927).

_
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discussions of issues of importance to the public." Great
Lakes Broadcasting Co., 3 F. R. C. Ann. Rep, 32, 33 (1929),
rev'd on other grounds, 37 F. 2d 903, cert. dismissed, 281
U. S. 7013 (1930). This doctrine was applied through
denial of license renewals or construction permits, both
by the Trinity Methodist Church, South v. FRC,
62 F. 2d 850 (C. A. D. C. ('ir. 1932), cert. denied, 288 U. S.
509 (1033), and its successor FCC, Young People's Asso-
ciation for the Propagation of the Gospel, 6 F. C. C. 178
(1938). After all extended period during which the
licensee was obliged not only to cover and to cover fairly
the views of others, but also to refrain from expressing
his own personal views, Mayflower Broadcasting Corp.,
8 F. C. C. 333 (1941), the latter limitation On the licensee
was abandoned and the doctrine developed into its
present form. •
There is a twofold duty laid down by the FCC's deci-

sions and described by the 1949 Report OD Editorializi»g
by Broadcast. Licensees, 13 F. C. C. 1246 (1949). The
broadcaster must give adequate coverage to public issues,
United Broadcasting Co., 10 F. C. C. 515 (1945), and
coverage must be fair in that it accurately reflects th.e
opposing VieWS. New Broadcasting Co., 6 P & F Radio
Reg. 258 (1950). This must be done at the broadcaster's
OWII expense if sponsorship is unavailable. Cullman
Broadcasting Co., 25 P & F Radio Reg, 895 (1963)..
Moreover, the duty must be met by programming ob-
tained at the licensee's own initiative if available froin
no other source. John J. Dempsey, 6 P & F Radio Reg.
615 (1950); see Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., 19'
P & F Radio Reg. 602 (1959); The Evening .Vews Assn.,
6 P & F Radio Reg. 283 (1950). The Federal Radio,
Commission had imposed these two basic duties on broad-
casters since the outset, Great Lakes Broadcasting Co.,
3 F. R. C. Ann. Rep. 32 (1929), rev'd on other grounds,.
37 F. 2d 993, cert. denied, 281 1.T. S. 706 (1930); Chicago
Federation. of Labor V. FRC, 3 F. R. C. Ann. Rep. 36.

c••
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(1029), aff'd 41 F. 2d 422 (C. A. D. C. Cir. 1930); KFKB
Broadcasting Assn. v. PRC, 47 F. 2d 670 (C. A. D. C. Cir.
1931), and in particular respects the personal attack rules
and regulations at issue here have spelled them out in
greater detail..
When a. perscmal attack has been made on a figure

involved in a public issue, both the doctrine of cases
such as Red Lion. and Times-Mirror Broadcasting Co.,
24 P & F Radio leg. 404 (1.062), and also the 1967 regu-
lations at issue in 1? TNDA. require that the individual
attacked himself be offered an opportunity to respond.
Likewise, where one candidate is endorsed in a. political
editorial, the other candidates must themselves be offered
reply time to use personally or through a spokesman.
These obligations differ from the general fairness require-
ment that issues be presented, and presented with cover-
age of competing views, i» that the broadcaster does not
have the option of presenting the . attacked party's side
himself or choosing a. third party to represent that side.
But insofar as there is an obligation of the broadcaster to
see that both sides are presented, and insofar as that is an
affirmative obligation, the personal attack doctrine and
regulations do not differ from preceding fairness doctrine.
The simple fact that the attacked men or unendorsed
candidates may respond themselves or through agents is
not a critical distinction, and indeed, it is not unreason-
able for the FCC to conclude that the objective of ade-
quate presentation of all sides may best, be served by
allowing those most closely affected to make the response,
rather than leaving the response in the hands of the
station which has at their candidacies, endorsed
their opponents, or carried a. personal attack upon them.

13.

The statu tory auth( wily of the FCC to promulgate
these regulations derives from the mandate to the "Com-
mission from th»e to time, as public convenience, in-
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terest, or necessity requires" to promulgate "such rules.
and regulations and prescribe such restrictions and Con-
ditions . . . as may be necessary to carry out the provi-
sions .of this chapter . . . ." 47 U. S. C. § 303 and
§ 303 (r).7 The Commission is specifically directed to
consider the demands of the public interest in the course.
of granting licenses, 47 U. S. C. §§ 307 (a), 309 (a);
renewing them, 47 U. S. C. § 307; and modifying
them. Ibid. Moreover, the FCC has included among
the conditions of the Red Lion license itself the require-
ment that operation of the station be carried out in the.
public interest, 47 U. S. C. § 309 (h). This mandate to
the FCC to assure that broadcasters operate in the
public interest is a broad one, a power "not niggardly
but expansive," National. Broadcasting Co. V. United
States, 319 U. S. 190, 219 (1943), whose validity we have
long upheld. FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309
U. S. 134, 138 (1040); FCC v. 1W1! Communications,Inc.,.
346 U. S. 86, 90 (1953); FRC v. Nelson Bros. Bond &
Mortgage Co., 289 U. S. 266, 285 (1933). It is broad
enough to encompass these regulations.

As early as 1930, Senator Dill expressed 11w view that the Federal
Radio Commission had the power to make regulations requiring a
licensee to afford an opportunity for presentation of the other side•
on "public questions." Hearings before the Senate Committee on
Interstate Commerce on S. 6, 71st Cong., 2d Sess., at 1616 (1930):
"Senator Dim, Then you arc suggesting that the provision of the •

statute that now requires a station to give equal opportunity to
candidates for office shall be applied to all public questions?
"Commissioner llonixsoN. Of course, I think in the legal concept

the law requires it, now. I do not see that there is any need to•
legislate about it. It will evolve one of these days. Somebody vill
go into court and say, 'I am entitled to this opportunity, and he •
will get it.
"Senator Dm,. Ilas the Commission considered the question of

making regulations requiring the stations to do that?
"Commissioner llomNsox. Oh, no.
'Senator DILL. It, would be within tile power of the conunission,„

I think, to make regulations on that subject."
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The fairness doctrine finds specific recognition in statu-
tory form, is in part modeled on explicit statutory
provisions. relating to political candidates, and is
approvingly reflected in legislative history.
In 1959 the Congress amended the statutory require-

ment of § 315 that equal time be accorded each political
candidate to except. certain appearances on news pro-
grams, but added that this constituted no exception
"from. the obligotion unposed upon them under this Act
to operate in the public interest and to afford reasonable
opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views On
issues of public importance." Act of September 14, 1959,
§ 1, 73 Stat. 557, amending 47 17. S. C. § 315 (a) (em-
phasis addled). This language makes it very plain that
Congress, in 1959, announced that the phrase "public
interest," which had been in the Act since 1927, imposed
a. duty on broadoasters to discuss both sides of contro-
versial public issues. In other words, the amendment
vindicated the FCC's general view that the fairness doc-
trine inhered in the public interest standard. Subse-
quent legislation enacted into law and declaring the in-
tent of an earlier statute is entitled to great weight in
statutory construction.' And here this principle is given
special force by the equally venerable principle that the
construction of a statute by those charged with its execu-
tion should be followed unless there !WC compelling indi-
cations that it is wrong,' especially when Congress has

Federal Housing Administration v. Darlington, Inc., 355 U. S.
S4, 90 (1955); Glidden Co. v. Zdanok, 370 U. S. 530, 5-11 (1962)
(separate opinion of 1\ In. .Jt '1I( 11ARLAN, jOiliNi by Nfit. JusTRI:
BRENNAN and 111a..1U:=TI(E STEWART). ThIS principle is a venerable.
one. Alexander v. Alexandria, 5 Cranch 1 (1509); United States V.
Freeman, 3 How. 556 (1845); Steel-dale V. The Insurance Companies,
20 Wall. 323 (1573).

ftZenuil v. Ru8k, 351 U. S. 1, 1.1-12 (1965); t:ilaii V. Tallman. 350
U. S. 1, 16-18 (1965); Commissioner V. Sternberger's Estate.
345 U. S. 187, 199 (955); Hastings tc. D. R. Co. v. Whitney. 132

C
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refused to alter the administrative construction." Here,
the Congress has not just kept its silence by refusing to
overturn the administrative construction," but has rati-
fied it with positive legislation. Thirty years of consist-
ent administrative construction left undisturbed by Con-
gress until 1059, when that construction was expressly
accepted, reinforce the natural conclusion that the
interest language of the Act authorized the Commission

IT. S. 357, 300 (1889); United States V. Burlington A7 M. River
R. Co., 98 U. S. 334, 341 (1878); United States v. Alexander, 12
Wall. 177, 179-181 (1871); Surgett v. Lapice, 8 How. 48, GS (18.50).
" Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 11-12 (1005); Uni(ed States v. Bergh,

352 17. S. 40, 40-47 (1056): Alstate Construction Co, v. Durkin,
3-15 U. S. 13, 16-17 (1953); Costanzo v. Tillinghast, 287 U. S. 341,
345 (1932).
"An attempt to limit sharply the FCC's power to interfere with

progranuning practices failed to emerge froin Committee in 1.943.
S. 814, 87th Cong., 1st. Sess., 4 (1943). See Hearings on S. 814
before the Senate Connnitlee on Interstate Commerce, 78th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1943). Also, attempts specifically to enact the doctrine.
failed in the Radio Act of 1927, 07 Cong. Um 12505 (1920) (agree-. 
lugto amendment proposed by Senator Dill eliminating coverage.
of "question affecting the public"), and a similar proposal in the.
Communications Act of 1034 was accepted by the Senate, 78 Cong.
Rec. 8854 (1939); see S. Rep. No. 78l, 7$d Cong., 2d Sess., S (1034),
but was not included in the bill reported by the. Douse Committee,
see H. E. Rep. No. 1850., 73d Cong., 2d Sess. (1934). The attempt,
which came nearest, success was a bill, H. B. 771,0, 72d Cong., 1st
Sess. (1932), passed by Congress but pocket vetoed by the Pres-
ident in 1933, which would have extended "equal opportunities"'
whenever a public question was to be voted on nt an Pketion or by
a government, agency. H. 11. Rep. No. 2100, 72d Cong., 2d Sess., 0.
(1933). In any event, unsuccessful attempts at legislation are not,
the best of guides to legislative intent: Fogarty V. United States,.
340 U. S. 8,.13-14 (1950); United States V. United Mine Workers.
330 U. S. 258, 281-282 (1947). A. review of some of the legislative.
history over the years, drawing a somewhat different conclusion, is
found in Stair of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, Legislative History of the Fairness Doctrine, 90th Cong.,
2d Sess. (Comm. Print. 1908). This inconclusive history was, or
course, superseded by the specific statutory language added in 1959..

_
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to require licensees to use their stations for discussion of
public issues, and that the FCC is free to implement this
requirement by reasonable rules and regulations which
fall short of abridgment of the freedom of speech and
press, and of the censorship proscribed by § 326 of the
Act.'2
The objectives of § 315 themselves could readily be

circumvented but for the complementary fairness doctrine
ratified by § 315. The section applies only to campaign
appearances by candidates, and not by family, friends,
campaign managers, or other supporters. Without the
fairness doctrine, then, a licensee could ban all campaign
appearances by candidates themselves from the. air 13 and
proceed to deliver over his station entirely to the sup-
porters of one slate of candidates, to the exclusion of
all others. In this way the broadcaster could have a far
greater impact on the favored candidacy than be could
by simply allowing a spot appearance by the candidate

. himself. It is the fairness doctrine as an aspect. of the
obligation to operate in the public interest, rather than
§ 315, which prohibits the broadcaster from. taking such
a step.
The legislative history reinforces this view of the.

effect of the 1959 amendment. Even before the lan-
guage relevant here was added, the Senate report on
amending § 315 noted that "broadcast ftequencies are
limited and, therefore, they have been necessarily con-
sidered a. public trust. Every licensee who is fortunate
in obtaining a license is mandated to operate in the public

" "§ 326. Censordlip.
• "Nothing in this chapter shall be understood or construed to give the.
Commission the power of censorship over the radio communications
or signals transmitted by any radio station, and no regulation or
condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the Commission which
shall interfere with the right of free speech by means of radio.
communication."

3 3 John P. Crommelin, 19 P & F Radio Reg. 1392 (1960).
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interest and has assumed the obligation of presenting.
important public questions fairly and without bias."
S. Rep. No. 562, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 8-9 (1959). See
also; specifically adverting to Federal Communications
Commission doctrine, id., at 13.
Rather than leave this approval solely in the legislative

history, Senator Proxmire suggested an amendment to
make it part of the Act. 105 Cong. Rec. 14457. This
amendment, which Senator Pastore, a manager of the
bill and Chairman of the Senate Committee considered
"rather surplusage," 105 Cong. Rec. 14462, constituted a.
positive statement of doctrine " and was altered to the
present merely approving language in the conference.
committee. In explaining the language to the Senate
after the committee changes, Senator Pastore said: "We.
insisted that the provision remain ill the bill, to be a
continuing reminder and admonition to the Federal
Communications Commission and to the broadcasters.
alike, that we were not abandoning the philosophy that
gave birth to section 315, in giving the people the right
to have a full and complete disclosure of conflicting views
on news of interest to the people of the country." 105
Cong. Rec. 17830. Senator Scott, another Senate mana-
ger, added that "It is intended to encompass all legitimate.
areas of public importance which are controversial," not
just politics. 105 Cong. Rec. 17831.
It is true that the personal attack aspect of the fairness

doctrine was not actually adjudicated until after 1959,

" The Proxmire amendment read: "[Mut nothing in this sentence'
shall be construed as changing the basic intent of Congress with
respect to the provisions of this act, which recognizes that television
aml radio frequencies are in the public domain, that the license to.
operate in such frequencies requires operation in the public intprest,
00 that in newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, on-the-
spot coverage of news events, and panel discussions, all sides of public
controversies shall be given ri.F: equal an opportunity to be heard as is
practically possible." 105 Cong. Rec. 14457.
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device where personal attacks or political editorials are
broadcast by a radio or television station.
In light of the fact that the "public interest" in

broadcasting clearly encompasses the presentation of
vigorous debate of controversial issues of importance and
concern to the public; the fact that the FCC has rested
Upon that language from its very inception a doctrine
that these issues must be discussed, and fairly; and the
fact that Congress has acknowledged that the analogous
provisions of § 315 are not preclusive in this area, and
knowingly preserved the FCC's complementary efforts,
we think the fairness doctrine and its component personal
attack and political editorializing regulations are a legit-.
imate exercise of congressionally delegated authority.
The Communications Act is not notable for the precision
of its substantive standards and in this respect the
explicit provisions of § 315, and the doctrine and rules
at issue here which are closely modeled upon that section,
are far more explicit than the generalized "public interest"
standard in which the Commission ordinarily finds its
sole guidance, and which we have held a broad but
adequate standard before. FCC V. RCA Communica-
tions, Inc., 346 U. S. 86, 90 (1953); National Broadcasting
Co. v. United States, 319 U. S. 190, 216-217 (1943) ;
FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 IT. S. 134, 138
(1940); FRC v. Nelson Bros. Bond & Mortgage Co.,
289 U. S. 266, 285 (1933). We cannot say that the
FCC's declaratory ruling in Red Lion, or the regulations
at issue in RTNDA, are beyond the scope of the con-
gressionally conferred power to assure that stations are.
operated by those whose possession of a license serves
"the public interest."

The broadcasters challenge the fairness doctrine and
its specific manifestations in the personal attack and
political editorial rules on conventional First Amendment
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grounds, alleging that. the rules abridge their freedom
of speech and press. Their contention is that the First
Amendment protects their desire to use their allotted
frequencies continuously to broadcast whatever they
choose, and to exclude whomever they choose from ever
using that frequency. No man may be prevented from
saying or publishing what be thinks, or from refusing
in his speech or other utterances to give equal weight
to the views of his opponents. This right, they say,
applies equally to broadcasters.

A.
Although broadcasting is clearly a medium affected by

a First Amendment interest, United States V. Paramount
Pictures, Inc., 334 U. S. 131, 166 (1948), differences in
the characteristics of new media justify differences in the
First Amendment standards applied to them." Joseph
Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 U. S. 495, 503 (1952). For
example, the ability of new technology to produce sounds
more raucous than those of the human voice justifies
restrictions on the sound level, and on the hours and

• places of use, of sound trucks so long as the restrictions

15 The general problems raised by a technology which supplants
atomized, relatively informal communication with mass media as a
prime source of national cohesion and news were discussed at
considerable length by Zechariah Chafee in Government and Mass
Communications (1947). Debate on the particular implications of
this view for the broadcasting industry has continued unabated.
A compendium of views appears in Freedom and Responsibility in
Broadcasting (Coons ed.) (1961). See also Kalven, Broadcasting,
Public Policy, and the First Amendment., 10 J. of Law and Econ.
15 (1967) ; Ernst, The First Freedom 125-180 (1946) ; Robinson,
Radio Networks and the Federal Government, especially at 75-87
(1943). The considerations which the newest technology brings
to bear on the particular problem of this litigation are concisely
explored by .Louis Jaffe in The Fairness Doctrine, Equal Time, Reply
to Personal Attacks, and the Local Service Obligation ; Implications
of Technological Change (U. S. Government Printing Office 1968).
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are reasonable and applied without discrimination.
Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U. S. 77 (1949).

Just as the Government may limit the use of sound'
amplifying equipment potentially so noisy that it drowns.
out • civilized private speech, so may the Government
limit the use of broadcast equipment. The right of free
speech of a broadcaster, the user of a sound truck, or
any other individual does not embrace a right to snuff.
out the free speech of others. Associated Press v. United
States, 326 U. S. 1, 20 (1945).
When two people converse face to face, both should

not speak at once if either is to be clearly understood.
But the range of the human voice is so limited that there
could be meaningful communications if half the people
in the United States were talking and the other half*
listening. Just as clearly, half the people might publish
and the other half read. But the reach of radio signals is
incomparably greater than the range of the human voice
and the problem of interference is a massive reality.
The lack of know-how and equipment may keep many
from the air, but only a tiny fraction of those with re-
sources and intelligence can hope to communicate by
radio at the same time if intelligible communication is
to be had, even if the entire radio spectrum is utilized in
the present state of commercially acceptable technology..

It was this fact, and the chaos which ensued from
permitting anyone to use any frequency at whatever.
power level he wished, which made necessary the enact-
ment of the Radio Act of 1927 and the Communications
Act of 1934," as the Court has noted at length before.
National Broadcasting Co. V. United States, 319 U. S..

" The range of controls which have in fact been imposed over•
the last 40 years, without giving rise to successful constitutional
challenge in this Court., is discussed in Emery, Broadcasting and
Government: Responsibilities and Regulations (1901) ; Note, Regu-
lation of Program Content by the FCC, 77 Harv. L. Rev. 701 (1904).
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190-, 210-214 (1943). It was this reality which at the
very least necessitated first the division of the radio
spectrum into portions reserved . respectively for public
broadcasting and for other important radio uses such as
amateur operation, aircraft, police, defense, and .naviga-
tion, and then the subdivision of each portion, and assign-
ment of specific frequencies to individual users or groups
of users. Beyond this, however, because the frequencies
reserved for public broadcasting were limited in number,
it was essential for the Goverment to tell some applicants
that they could not broadcast at all because there was
room for only a few.
Where there are substantially more individuals who

want to broadcast than there are frequencies to allocate,
it is idle to posit an unabridgeable First Amendment right
to broadcast comparable to the right of every individual
to speak, write, or publish. If 1.00 persons want broad-
cast licenses but. there are only 10 frequencies to allocate,
all of them may have the same "right" to a license;
but if there is to be any effective communication by
radio, only a few can be licensed and the rest must be
•barred from the airways. It would be strange if the
First Amendment, aimed at protecting and furthering
communications, prevented the Government from making
radio communication possible by requiring licenses to
broadcast. and by limiting the number of licenses so as
not to overcrowd the spectrum.
This has been the consistent view of the Court. Con-

gress unquestionably has the power to grant and deny
licenses and to delete existing stations. Fedi!ral Radio
Commission v. Nelson. Bros. Bond d• Mortgaye Co., 289
U. S. 266 (1933). No one has a First Amendment right
to a license or to monopolize a radio frequency; to deny
a station license because "the public interest" requires
it "is not a denial of free speech." National Broadumt-
ing (Jo. • v. U. S., 310 U. S. 100, 227 (1943).

7
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By the same token, as far as the First Amendment
is concerned those who are licensed stand no better
than those to whom licenses are refused. A license
permits broadcasting, but the licensee has no consti-
tutional right .to be the one who holds the license or
to monopolize a radio frequency to the exclusion of
his fellow citizens. There is nothing in the First
Amendment which prevents the Government from re-
quiring a licensee to share his frequency with others and
to conduct himself as a proxy or fiduciary with obliga-
tions to present those views and voices which are repre-
sentative of his community and which would otherwise,
by necessity, be barred from the airwaves.
This is not to say that the First Amendment is irrele-

vant to public broadcasting. On the contrary, it has a
major role to play as the Congress itself recognized in
§ 326, which forbids FCC interference with "the right
of free speech by means of radio communications."
Because of the scarcity of radio frequencies, the Gov-
ernment is permitted to put restraints on licensees
in favor of others whose views should be expressed
OIL this unique medium. But the people as a whole
retain their interest in free speech by radio and their
collective right to have the medium function con-
sistently with the ends and purposes of the First
Amendment. It is the right of the viewers and listeners,
not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount.
See FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 U. S. 470,
475 (1940); FCC v. Allentown Broadcasting .Corp., 349
U. S. 358, 361-362 (1955); Z. Chafee. Government and
Mass Communications 546 (1947). It is the purpose of
the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited market-
place of ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail,
rather than to countenance monopolization of that
market, whether it be by the Government itself or a
private licensee. Associated Press V. United States, 326,
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U. S. 1, 20 (1945); New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376.
U. S. 254, 270 (1964); Abrams V. United States, 250 U. S.
616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting). "lS]peeell
concerning public affairs is more than self-expression ; it
is the essence .of self-government." Garrison v. Loui-
siana., 379 U. S. 64, 74-75 (1964). See Brennan, The
Supreme Court and the Meiklejohn Interpretation of the
First Amendment, 79 Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1965). It is the
right of the public to receive suitable access to social,
political, esthetic, moral, and other ideas and experiences
which is crucial here. That right may not constitu-
tionally be abridged either by Congress or by the FCC.

13. '
Rather than confer frequency monopolies on a rela-

tively small number of .licensees, in a Nation of 200,-
000,000, the Government could surely have decreed that
each frequency should be shared among all or some of
those who wish to use it, each being assigned a portion
of the broadcast day or the broadcast week. The ruling
and regulations at issue here do not go quite so far. They
assert that under specified circumstances, a licensee must
offer to make available a reasonable amount of broadcast
time to those who have a view different from that which
has already been expressed on his station. The ex-
pression of a political endorsement, or of a personal
attack while dealing with a controversial public issue,
simply triggers this time-sharing. As we have said, the
First Amendment confers no right on licensees to prevent
others from broadcasting on "their" frequencies and no
right to an unconditional monopoly of a scarce resource
which the Government has denied others the right to use.
In terms of constitutional principle, and as enforced

sharing of a scarce resource, the personal attack and
political editorial rules are indistinguishable from the
equal-time provision of § 315, a specific enactment of

7
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Congress requiring stations to set aside reply time under.
specified circumstances and to which the fairness doctrine
and these constituent regulations are important comple-
ments. That provision, which has been part of the
law .since 1927, Radio Act of 1927, c. 169, § 18,44 Stat.
1162, 1170, has been held valid by this Court as an
obligation of the licensee relieving him of any power-
in any way to prevent or censor the broadcast, and thus
insulating him from liability for defamation. The con-
stitutionality of the statute under the First Amendment
was unquestioned." Farmers Educ. & Coop. Union v.
WDA Y, 360 U. S. 525 (1959).
Nor can we say that it is inconsistent, with the

First Amendment goal of producing an informed public
capable of conducting its own affairs to require a broad-
caster to permit answers to personal attacks occurring.
in the course of discussing controversial issues, or to
require that the political opponents of those endorsed
by the station be given a chance to communicate with
the public." Otherwise, station owners and a few net-

17 This has not prevented vigorous argument from developing on
the constitutionality of the ancillary FCC doctrines. Compare.
Barrow, The Equal Opportunities and Fairness Doctrine in Broad-
casting: Pillars in the Forum of Democracy, 37 U. Cin. L. Rev. 447
(1968), with Robinson, The FCC and the First Amendment : Obser-
vations on 40 Years of Radio and Television Regulation, 52 Minn. L.
Rev. 67 (1967), and Sullivan, Editorials and Controversy: The.
Broadcaster's Dilemma, 32 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 719 (1964).
" The expression of views opposing those which broadcasters

permit to be aired in the first place need not be confided solely
to the broadcasters themselves as proxies. "Nor is it enough
that he should hear the arguments of his adversaries from his own
teachers, presented as they state them, and accompanied by what
they offer as refutations. That is not the way to do justice to the.
arguments, or bring them into real contact with his own mind, lie
must be able to hear them from persons who actually believe them;
who defend them in earnest., and do •their very utmost for them."
J. S. Mill, On Liberty 32 (It. McCallum ed. 1947).
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works would have unfettered power to make time avail-
able only to the highest bidders, to communicate only
then' own views on public issues, people and candidates,
and to permit on the air only those with whom they
agreed. There is no sanctuary in the First Amendment
for unlimited private censorship operating in a medium
not open to all. "Freedom of the press from govern-
mental interference under the First Amendment does not
sanction repression of that freedom by private interests."
Associated Press v. U. S., 326 U. S. 1, 20 (1944).

C.
It is strenuously argued, however, that if political

editorials or personal attacks will trigger an obligation
in broadcasters to afford the opportunity for expression
to speakers who need not pay for time and whose views
are unpalatable to the licensees, then broadcasters will be
irresistibly forced to self-censorship and their coverage of
controversial public issues will be eliminated or at least
rendered wholly ineffective. Such .a result would indeed
be a serious matter,, for should licensees actually eliminate

'their coverage of controversial issues, the purposes of the
doctrine would be stifled.
At this point, however, as the Federal Communica-

tions Commission has indicated. that possibility is at best
speculative. The communications industry, and in par-
ticular the networks, have taken pains to present con-
troversial issues in the past, and even now they do not
assert that they intend to abandon their efforts in this
regard.'" It would be better if the FCC's encouragement

i" The President of the Columbia Broadcasting System has recently
declared that despite the Government, "we axe determined to continue-
covering controversial issues as a pi iblic. service, and exercisi.ng• Our
OW11 independent news judgment and enterprise. 1, for one, refuse
to allow that judgment and enterprise to be affected by official
intimidation." Stanton, keynote Address, Sigma Delta Chi National
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were never necessary to induce the broadcasters to meet
their responsibility. And if experience with the admin-
istration of these doctrines indicates that they have the
net effect of reducing rather than enhancing the volume
and quality of coverage, there will be time enough to
reconsider the constitutional implications. The fairness
doctrine in the past has had no such overall effect.
That this will occur now seems unlikely, however,

since if present licensees should suddenly prove timo-
rous, the Commission is not powerless to insist that
they give adequate and fair attention to public issues..
It does not violate the First Amendment to treat
licensees given the privilege of using scarce radio fre-
quencies as proxies for the entire community, obligated
to give suitable time and attention to matters of great
public concern. To condition the granting or renewal
of licenses on a willingness to present representative
community views on controversial issues is consiste»t
with the ends and purposes of those constitutional pro-
visions. forbidding the abridgment of freedom of speech
and freedom of the press. Congress need not stand
idly by and permit those with licenses to ignore the
problems which beset the people or to exclude from the
airways anything but their own views of fundamental
questions. The statute, long administrative practice,
and cases are to this effect.

Licenses to broadcast do not confer ownership of desig-
nated frequencies, but only the temporary privilege of
using them. 47 U. S. C. § 301. Unless renewed, they
expire within three years. 47 U. S. C. § 307 (d). The
statute mandates the issuance of licenses if the "public
convenience, interest or necessity will be served
thereby." 47 U. S. C. § 307 (a). In applying this

Convention, Atlanta, Georgia, November 21, 1968. Problems of »ews
coverage from the broadcaster's viewpoint are surveyed in Wood,,
Electronic Journalism (1907).
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standard the Commission for 40 years has been choosing
licensees based in part on their program proposals. In
F. R. C. v. Nelson Bros. Bond and Mortgage Co., 289
U. S. 266, 279 (1933), the Court noted that in "view
of the limited number of available broadcasting fre-
quencies, the Congress has authorized allocation and
licenses." In determining how best to allocate fre-
quencies, the Federal Radio Commission considered the
needs of competing communities and the programs
offered by competing stations to meet those needs; more-
over, if needs or programs shifted, the Commission could
alter it allocations to reflect those shifts. Id., at 285.
In the same vein, in F. C. C. v. Pottsville Broadcasting
Co., 309 U. S. 134, 137-138 (1940), the Court noted that
the statutory standard was a supple instrument to effect
congressional desires "to maintain . . • a grip on the
dynamic aspects of radio transmission" and to allay fears
that "in the absence of governmental control the public.
interest might be subordinated to monopolistic domina-
tion in the broadcasting field." Three years later the
Court considered the validity of the Commission's chain
.broadcasting regulations, which among other things for-
bade stations from devoting too much time to network
programs in order that there be suitable opportunity for

-local programs serving local needs. The Court upheld
the regulations, unequivocally recognizing that the Com-
mission was more than a traffic policeman concerned with
the technical aspects of broadcasting and that it neither
exceeded its powers under the statute nor transgressed
the First Amendment in interesting itself in general pro-
gram format and the kinds of programs broadcast by
licensees. National Broadcasting Co. v. United States,
319 U. S. 190 (1943).

D.

The litigants embellish their first. amendment argu-
ments with the contention that the regulations are so
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vague that their duties are impossible to discern. Of.
this point it is enough to say that, judging the validity
of the regulations on their face as they are presented
here, we cannot conclude that the FCC has been left a.
free hand to vindicate its own idiosyncratic conception
of the public interest or of the requirements of free.
speech. Past adjudications by the FCC give added
precision to the regulations; there was nothing vague
about the FCC's specific ruling in Red Lion that Fred
Cook should be provided an opportunity to reply. The
regulations at issue in RTNDA could be employed in
precisely the same way as the fairness doctrine was in
Red Lion. Moreover, the FCC itself has recognized that
the applicability of its regulations to situations beyond
the scope of past cases may be questionable, 32 Fed.
Reg. 10303, 10304 and n. 6, and will not impose sanctions
in such cases without warning. We need not approve
every aspect of the fairness doctrine to decide these cases,
and we will not now: pass upon the constitutionality
of these regulations by envisioning the most extreme
applications conceivable, United States v. Sullivan, 332
U. S. 689, 694 (1948), but will deal with those problems
if and when they arise.
We need not and do not now ratify every past and

future decision by the FCC with regard to'programming.
There is no question here of the Commission's refusal
to permit the broadcaster to carry a particular program
or to publish his own views; of a discriminatory refusal
to require the licensee to broadcast certain views which
have been denied Recess to the airways; of government
censorship of a particular program contrary to § 326; or
of the official government view dominating public broad-
casting. Such questions would raise more serious first
amendment issues. But we do hold that the Congress
and the Commission do not violate the First Amendment
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when they require a radio or television station to give
reply time to answer personal attacks and political
editorials.

jl •
It is argued that even if at one time the. lack of

available frequencies for all who wished to use them
Justified the Government's choice of those who would
best serve the public interest by acting as proxy for
those who would present differing views, or by giving
the latter access directly to broadcast facilities, this
condition no longer prevails so that continuing control
is not justified. To this there are several answers.

Scarcity is not entirely a thing of the past. Advances
in technology, such as microwave transmission, have led
to more efficient utilization of the frequency spectrum,
but uses for that spectrum have also grown apace.2"
Portions of the spectrum must be reserved for vital uses
unconnected with human communication, such as radio-
navigational aids used by aircraft and vessels. Conflicts
have even emerged between such vital functions as de-
fense preparedness and experimentation in methods of
averting midair collisions through radio warning devices.'"
"Land mobile services" such as police, ambulance, fire
department, public utility, and other communications
systems have been occupying an increasingly crowded

2" Current. discussions of the frequency allocation problem appear
in Telecommunication Science Panel, Commerce Technical Advisory
Board, U. S. Ikpartment of Commerce, Electromagnetic Spectrum
Utilization—The. Silent Crisis (106(i); Joint Technical Advisory
Comm., Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers & Elec-
tronic Industries Assn., 11 duo Spectrum Utilization (106-0; Note,
The Crisis in Electromagnetic Frequency Spectrum Allocation, 53
Iowa T. Rev. 437 (1007). A recently released study is the Final
Report of the President's Task Force on Communications Policy
(196S).

21 liendix Aviation Corp. v. FCC, 272 F. 2d 533 (C. A. D. C. Cir.
1950), cert. denied, 361 U. S. 065 (1960).
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portion of the frequency spectrum 22 and there are, apart
from licensed amateur radio operators' equipment,
5,000,000 transmitters operated on the "citizens' band"
which is also increasingly congested.' Among the
various uses for radio frequency space, including marine,
aviation, amateur, military, and common carrier users,
there are easily enough claimants to permit use of the
whole with an even smaller allocation to broadcast radio
and television uses than now exists.
Comparative hearings between competing applicants

for broadcast spectrum space are by no means a thing
of the past. The radio spectrum has become so con-
gested that at times it has been necessary to suspend
new applications." The very high frequency television
spectrum is, in the country's major markets, almost
entirely occupied, although space reserved for ultra high
frequency television transmission, which is a relatively
recent development as a commercially viable alternative,.
has not yet been completely filled.'
The rapidity with which technological advances suc-

ceed one another to create more efficient use of spectrum
space on the one 'hand, and to create new uses for that
space by ever growing numbers of people on the other,
make it unwise to speculate on the future allocation of
that space. It is enough to say that the resource is one
of considerable and growing importance whose scarcity

22 196S FCC Annual Report 65-69.
23 New limitations on these users, who can also lay claim to First

Amendment protection, were su6tained against First Amendment,
attack with the comment, "Here is truly a situation where if every-
body could say anything, many could saying imai hi Lafayette
Radio Electronic Corp. V. United States, 345 F. 2d 275,251 (1965)..
Accord, California Citizens Band Assn. v. United States, 375 F. 2d.
43 (C. A. 9th Cir. 1967), cert. denied, 389 U. S. 844 (1967).

24 Kessler v. FCC, 326 F. 2d 673 (C. A. D. C. Cir. 1963).
"5 In a table prepared by the FCC on the basis. of statistics

current as of August 31, 1968, VHF and UHF channels allocated to.
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impelled its regulation by an agency authorized by Con-
gress. Nothing in this record, or in our own researches,
convinces us that. the resource is no longer one for which
there are more immediate and potential uses than can
be accommodated, and for which wise planning is essen-
tial. This does not mean, of course, that every possible

and those available in the top 100 market areas for television are
set forth:

COMMERCIAL
Channels

On the Air,
.('hannels Authorized, or A.1,ailable

Market Areas Allocated Applied for Channels
VHF UHF V11F . UHF VHF 111F

Top 10 40 45 40 44 0
Top 50 157 163 157 136 0 27
Top 100 964 997 264 213 0 Si

NONCOMMERCIAL
Channels

On the Air,
Channels Authorized, or Available

Market Areas Reserved Applied for Channel.s
VHF UHF VHF UHF V1IF UHF

'Top 10 7 • 17 7 16 0 1
Top 50 21 79 20 47 1 32
Top 100 35 138 34 69 1 69

-1968 FCC Annual Report 132-135.

RTNDA argues that these regulations should be held invalid
for failure of the FCC to make specific findings in the rule-making
proceeding relating to these factual questions. Presumably the.
fairness doctrine and the personal attack decisions themselves, such
as Red Lion, should fall for the same reason. But this argument
ignores the fact that these regulations are no more than the detailed
specification of certain consequences of long-standing rules, the need
for which was recognized by the Congress on the factual predicate of
scarcity made plain in 1927, recognized by this Court in the 19-13
National Broadcasting Co. case, and reaffirmed by the Congress as
recently as 1959. "If the number of radio and television stations
were not limited by available frequencies, the committee would
have no hesitation in removing completely the present provision
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wavelength must be occupied at every hour by some vital"
use in order to sustain the congressional judgment. The.
substantial capital investment required for many uses,
in addition to the potentiality for confusion and inter-
ference inherent in any scheme for continuous kaleido-
scopic reallocation of all available space may make
this unfeasible. The allocation need not be made at such
a breakneck pace that the objectives of the allocation are-
themselves imperiled."
Even where there are gaps in spectrum utilization, the.

fact remains that existing broadcasters have often at-
tained their present position because of their initial gov-
ernment selection in competition with others before new
technological advances opened new opportunities for fur-
ther uses. Long experience in broadcasting, confirmed'
habits of listeners and viewers, network affiliation, and
other advantages in program procurement give existing
broadcasters a substantial advantage over new entrants,
even where new entry is technologically possible. These
advantages are the fruit of a preferred position conferred
by the Government., Some present possibility for new
entry by competing stations is not enough, in itself, to.
regarding equal time and urge the right of each broadcaster to
follow his Own conscience . . However, broadcast frequencies are
limited and, therefore, they have been necessarily considered a
public trust." S. Ilep. No. 562, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 8-9 (1959).
in light of this history, the opportunity which the broadcasters
have had to address the FCC and show that somehow the situation
had radically changed, undercutting the validity of the congressional
judgment., and their failure to adduce any convincing evidence of
that in the record here, we cannot consider the absence of more
detailed findings below to be determinative.

27 The "airwaves [need not." be filled at the earliest possible
moment in all circumstances, without due regard for these important
factors." Community Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 274 F. 2d 753, 763
(C. A. D. C. Cir. 1960). Accord, enforcing ihe fairness doctrine,
Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC,.
359 F. 2d 994, 1009 (C. A. D. C. Cir. 1966).
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render unconstitutional the Government's effort to assure
that a broadcaster's programming ranges widely enough
to serve the public interest.
In view of the prevalence of scarcity of broadcast

frequencies, the Government's role in allocating those
frequencies, and the legitimate claims of those unable
without. governmental assistance to gain access to those
frequencies for expression of their views, we hold the
regulations and ruling at issue here are both authorized'
by statute and constitutional.?"Fhe judgment of the
Court of Appeals in Red Lion is reversed and that in
RTNDA affirmed and the causes remanded for proceed-
ings consistent with this opinion.

It is so ordered.

Not having heard oral argument in these cases, Mit.
JUSTICE DOUGLAS took no part in the Court's decision..

28 We. need not deal with the argument that even if there is no
longer a technological scarcity of frequencies limiting the number
of broadcasters, there nevertheless is an economic scarcity in the.
sense that the Commission could or does limit en.try to the broad-
casting market on economic grounds and license no more stations
than the market will support. Hence, it is said, the fairness doc-
trine or its equivalent is essential to satisfy the claims of those
excluded and of the public generally. A related argument, which
we also put aside, is that quite apart from scarcity of frequencies,
technological or economic., Congress does not abridge freedom of.
speech or press by legislation directly or indirectly multiplying the
voices and views presented to the public through time sharing,
fairness doctrines, or other devices which limit or dissipate the power
of those who sit, astride the channels of communication with the
general public. Cf. Citizens Publishing Co. V. United Stat, 393.
U. S. — (1969).
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THE WHITE HOUSE

URGENTLY REQUEST YOUR HELP IN FAVOR A.M. AMENDMENT, FILE BP1804
2

PENDING F.C.C. THURSDAY. HAVE BEEN ADVISED JIM WATSON, GOVERNOR

LOUIE B. NUNN'S STAFF, DISCUSSED THIS WITH YOU MONDAY, MAY 5TH

CHARLES D WHEELER SEVENTH DISTRICT REPUBLICAN CHAIRMAN.
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May 6, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

Section 201 (a) of the Communications Satellite Act
seems to give the President substantial authority that

may be useful in our domestic satellite activities. In

particular, it provides that the President shall

coordinate the activities of Government agencies with

responsibilities in the field of telecommunications to

achieve compliance with the Act, and still exercise his

authority to help obtain bettor use of the spectrum and

the technical compatibility of the system with existing

communications, both in the United States and abroad.

We should check to find out how these provisions may

help us in intervening in the domestic satellite inquiry

before the FCC and proposing or directing the kind of

experiment we have discussed.

Also need to get a reading on how the Communications

Satellite Act may limit what we can do, how it has been

interpreted, and the desirability of a Presidentially

stated interpretation with respect to domestic satellites

or a Presidentially suggested amendment to the Act.

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

CTWhitehead:ed



May 5, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN HYDE
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Could you please advise the extent to which individual stations
under the channels reserved for educational television are
permitted to sell time for programming or for commercial
announcements so long as the station remains on a nonprofit
basis; or, if the legislation under which these stations are
established requires that they refrain from selling commercial
time altogether. If the former is the case, would you please
Indicate any FCC rules or precedents that apply to effectively
restrict or restrain sale of commercial time on these stations.

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Hofgren
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Rose
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

SI.E..zao4

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
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2501 BRADLEY PLACE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6 0 61B, 312 52E3- 2311 WARD L. QUAAL, PRESIDENT

April 30, 1969

The Honorable Bryce Harlow
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bryce:

As you know our broadcasting industry is threatened by some incredible
moves made recently by the Federal Communications Commission.

There have been some decisions, Bryce, that put us in a state of
total disbelief and there are proposals that are even more ridiculous.
Some of the programs that are in mind at the Federal Communications
Commission would destroy what has become the greatest radio and tele-
vision industry on the face of the globe. The loser of course would
be the people.

With this in mind I have joined my associates in the industry in
recommending the introduction of legislation in the Congress. I
have appealed to our distinguished Senior Senator and to the able
Bill Springer to assist me in this regard. Concurrently, 31 other
members of the House have already introduced similar proposed
legislation.

Bryce, enclosed herewith are photocopies of my recent letters to
Senator Dirksen and Congressman Springer, embracing the proposal
for new legislation.

Bryce, I will be grateful for any consideration you give that material
which I have submitted to the Congress.

Warmest personal regards and much gratitude.

Very sincerely,

Ward L. Quaal

WL(damh

OPERATING COMPANIES

CHICAGO:WGN Radio,WGN Television,WGN Continental Productions Company •IDULUTH: KOAL Radio, KDAL Television- DENVER:

KWGN Television • MICHIGAN: WGN Televents,Inc.• CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, NEW YORK: WGN Continental Sales Company
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April 16, 1969
(Die. 4-14-69)

The Honorable William L. Springer
House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Bill:

By now you have seen my letter to your friend, Mike. I hope my comments are

satisfactory.

I quite agree with you, Bill, on the absolute necessity of all of us truly

asserting ourselves at this critical point in the history of broadcasting.

If matters now before us do not shake our people from their lethargy, then

nothing ever will.

As I said in my letter to this gentleman, we expect the WHDH decision to be

reversed but it would be folly on our part if we did not realize the possi-

bility that the Commission's incredible posture may obtain in the final

analysis.

Now, in addition thereto, Bill, we have the horrible spectre of other

applicants, most if not all ot whom are totally unqualified, either having

filed or planning to file on top of license renewal applications of a number

of fine public service minded broadcasting companies, both radio and television.

With this in mind, my colleagues at the National Association of Broadcasters,

working with others in the industry, have reviewed possible amendments to the

Communications Act of 1934 as Amended. Bill, we would like to submit herewith

that which is merely a draft of a proposed amendment that would establish

orderly procedures for the consideration of applicants for renewal of broadcast

licenses.

In our discussion in your office during the course of the NAB Convention,
I stressed the fact that we just had to have this type of development with the

Congress if we are to preserve the finest broadcasting service, both radio and

television, yet developed by man.

CTPEPATiNG COMPANIES

• ::AL;0 VvGN ried,o.VvGN Televisoon.VVGN Continental 
Productions Company •OULUTH: KDAL Radio, KOAL Television• 

DENVER.

\:\• Talev.S,On• MCi-OGAN. WON Telovents.Inc. • CHILADC),i.CiS A
NGELES. NEW YORK: VVI.13N Ecintinontal Sales ComprAny
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The Honorable William L. Springer -- 2 
April 16, 1969

Bill, under our proposal, Section 309(a) shall be 
amended by adding the

following after the final sentence thereof:

"Notwithstanding any other provision of the Act, the 
Commission,

in acting upon any application for renewal of li
cense filed under

Section 308, may not consider the application of any 
other person

for the facilities for which renewal is sought. If the Commission

finds that the public interest, convenience and n
ecessity would

be served thereby, it shall grant the renewal applica
tion. If the

Commission determines after hearing that a grant of th
e application

of a renewal applicant would not be in the public interest, con-

venience and necessity, it may deny such application, and appli-

cations for construction permits by other parties may 
then be

accepted, pursuant to Section 308, for the broadcast se
rvice

previously licensed to the renewal applicant whose renewal
 was

denied."

Bill, I regard you not only as the most respected m
ember of the House

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, but one of
 the true "giants"

of the Congress and I refer to both sides of the Hill. We need your help

and guidance today more than ever before. We need your sound legislative

judgment if we are to preclude disaster in broadcasting in t
he United States.

In making that comment, I talk about "disaster" from the 
standpoint of both

the present licensees and the general public which has bec
ome accustomed

to receiving vastly superior broadcast service to that in 
existence anywhere

else on the face of the globe.

4
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tall, I h.tvo etuAlted broa4ca5t oper4ticas throughout the Mritioh
lu Franca, in Simla, in Japan, finaq &Dag and all of South Amorlen mud there
ie othing remotoly clogs to that which vi offer the people of Azarice o3Jor
Ms treat ontorpriao evaten of broagicauting. The cloneat type of sorvico.
bon ra4to and telovielea. la chat cf Japors and thawa t4G. conauv3or awn pay
a tax an hic tol4v1oloa receivar (no loar,ar a tta on ra4io recalvora) to
reciva both cout=clal avAll aducattenal prollramlint trefic. Certolaly we
ctranot 4tAr,e fkay vialo a 2rcup of oppertuntota, tfLo glover eguittiltttod
ono lora of effort, cuch lava porto7. to pea' aud to tAvance Uao C4USO of
brotOcastiw,, anra In to virtu.Ally docimtta ono of tho uation'e great
imdustriov tad trely eatmificoat fort.z of public service.

Eall, WM CONO to Washinste74 On 0 row boura' notice any clue pau waz,t
to 0.0 mu ilotat thto or ralated itatt*re. nerclAor, I 0.1.1 help taAAILE0
tho fierce* cf Wmadcsatio2 to vork with you to goo to it Out le2 have gra
cwortarity uder no tont of frisk anterpript to grearve aud it:pro's.* woo
thot atItc13viahavo today, to Axvricon broo4co4tiug.

Warmeot wtotaz and theak you. Bill. for any coasidorostien 7ett Ova tOtao
comloats.

1071,a/no

Very einctroly,

Ward L. OSUMI



April 13, 19409
(Olt. 4-14-49)

The Reuerehle Everett MtLialey Dirksen
The Senate Office Antldieg
Washington. D. C. 20510

My dear Everett:

Recently I have had a lengthy moieties followed by phone calls and as exchange

of correepondence with our mutual good friend, Sill Springer, am we Address

ourselves to some of the problems facing the breadeaetleg industry in these

critical days.

As you know, Everett. the "Roston Traveler" case (Station 44011-Televisies)

shocked the industry in that the Federal Comuwalcations Coomissioa by its

notion, withdrew as /*vestment of easy, mummy millions of dollars and gave the

license to a group of individuals. *one of whom is professional in broadcasting

experiesco.

Wile the Wiall decision will not steed in my opinion, we in broadcasting must

assume that it will amd we must realise that in oddities to the activity to

date of se-called "outsiders" lilies on top of renewal applicatiese of existing

licensees, these will he more such activity. ledeed. oee Commleeloser, hicholas

Johnson, is devoting every available hour is gatherings before civic groups.

women's clubs an eve* ming raelle aad televieloo and indeed in the nation's

capital. to **courage the public to take advantage of what he retards a "beech

nark" decision in Sesta*.

tverett, as a result of ay discussions with Sill Springer and with my colleagues

of the Walesa' Asseciatioa of Sroodcaaters and, indeed, persons throughout the

entire industry, I 414 writing today to suggest respectfully your cousideratiou

of a proposed *solidus/a to the Communicatioes Act of 1914, as Amended. the

purpose to be to establish orderly proce4ures for the consideration of appli-

cations for renewal of broadcast licenses.



The Moogroble averatt %Otology Dittoes -- 2 April 15, 1969

everett. Settles )09(41) *hall he ameaded by addiag the Mellowing after the
final sentence therelpfs

"Sotwitbstasding may other previsioa of the Act. the Comeissios.

is actiss epos may application for resewel of llamas filed wader

Section 304, say bet ceseider the application of any other porous

for the facilities for which renewal is eoeikt. If the Commission

fled* that the psblic late/rest. convenlesoe end see/malty would

he served theleby, It shall greet the renewal application. If the

Coasted** determtsea after hearts* that a grant of the appliestios

of a reaewal applicant would set be is the pihlic interest, cos-

voidance mad uoceogity, it say daisy each applieatios. sad appli-

cations ter cosetructiom permits by other parties soy them he

accepted. pursuant to Settles 309, for the broadcast service

previeealy liceesad to this renewal applicent wbess renewal woe

dotted."

,

Everett. I have hese la contact with Joh* Cosies es this setter sad, as I
stated to bia. I will be happy to ogee to Vsehlagtee os evert a few hours' settee,
sod at your cosveniesce, to disguise this in sere detail. Am you .a.w I *tildes
mitres* myself to proposed legislatiee as far as you are concersed become* of
the greet husdese of year office, hut hove is as lastest* where the very future
of broadcastiag is involved mad we hews to go to the 'top' whits such a serial's
natter wealfests Itself.

lverett, I will he very grateful for your consideration' of thee* eessente.



•

4‘..044uP4 41,4,641 44101C.161 Otirtaok. Apriiii., ticeV

10100,037 joist* so IL VA000114t wiohoo to you mid LevoIla *ad thesks a
mi fra*sid.

WL1)/is

Wavy *Ucayali,

Ward L. Quail
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Justice Department Supports Expansion of CATV
By CHRISTOPHER LYDON

Special to The New York Times
WASHINGTON, April 9 —

The Justice Department urged
today that cable television be
allowed to flourish as a com-
petitive medium against nws-)apers and television.
In the far-reaching debate

over the place of community
antenna television systems in
American communications, the
department's antitrust division
took a strong stand with the
cable advocates against the
better-established media.

In a letter to the Federal
Communications Commission,
which is considering new rules
for cable TV, Richard W. Mc-
Laren, chief of the antitrust
division, described the system
as " . most •romisin:
of •i,)i-mo•vaa•tialix-JardiTa.r.3:

tir T.T; iitrtt(VIIMMTV ;
=!iiit.1.11iii•lii•IPla • • •

ompan es s ould be
encouraged to produce pro-
grams, Mr. McLaren said, and
should be allowed to sell ad-
vertising to pay for independ-
ent productions.
He also urged that television

stations and newspapers be
barred from controlling cable
systems in their own markets.
The debate over cable tele-

vision reflects its rapid de-
velopment.
Community antennas were

originally built to help outly-
ing communities get better re-
ception.
The coaxial cable. that brings

signals into the home can carry

up to 20 channels, far more
than can be received off the
air on normal very high fre-
quency stations. Thus cable is
being recommended as a means
of diversifying programs for
big-city audiences even where
reception is not difficult.
About 2,100 cable systems

serve three million homes, for
the most part in small commu-
nities. Sections of New York,
however, are now being wired
for cable television, and in
many other big cities, cable
companies are competing for
franchises.

A Competitive Threat
Commercial broadcasters,

sensing a competitive threat,have urged the F. C. C. to bar
advertising from the programs
at cable companies produce.

At the same time, the estab-
lished media in many cities
have sought to buy their own
cable systems as a hedge
against competition.
The Justice De • artment

urge 4r— it

'mar et  - • a 
tirni ine • !I - •

7fobab le

e epartment suggested
that the F.C.C.'s earlier regula-
tion of cable TV had not been
based simply on the public in-
terest but on "a concern that
CATV constitutes an economic
threat to the local television
stations, particularly to the
marginal U.H.E. stations."
The battle between the two

tel .the depart-
be resolved

on rinlrars• • oblio in-
teres • - over-all
commu • . • _rather
than a e economic dificulties
(actual or imagined) of those
with vested interests in estab-
lished communications tech-

Under current F.C.C. regula-
tions, cable companies are re-
stricted from importing into
big cities competitive programs
that are being broadcast out
of town.

The Justice Department urged
the F.C.C. to relax these restric-
tions, but it did not specify
details.
Cable operators feel that

ultimate economic success de-
pends on their freedom to dis-
tribute in any given city all
the signals they can gather off
the air from distant transmit-
ters. They have acknowledged,
however, that some arrange-
ment must be made to pay dis-
tant broadcasters for the pro-
grams they distribute.
The department said that

wherever TV stations and news-
papers owned cable systems in
their home cities, the combina-
tions should be broken up. It
said, however, that newspaper
and television companies might
be allowed to own cable corn-

panics in other markets. It
added that independent radio
companies need not be barred
from buying cable systems,
even In their own markets.
Most cable companies charge

consumers an installation fee
and a monthly subscription fee,
about $5 a month.
The Justice Department said

that cable systems should be
allowed to seek further revenue
from advertising, not only to
support original programing but
also to develop advertising
markets for select, rather than
mass, audiences.
Through such specialized

audiences, the department.
said, CATV could provide "a
new advertising outlet for
smaller local firms which may ,
not be able to afford the rates:
of existing TV stations."
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in 1948, he became head of itsfluid mechanics section at whatis now NASA's Lewis ResearchCenter.
In 1958 he joined the fledglingNASA as chief of manned spaceflight in Washington. He was re-sponsible for the development ofthe Mercury and Gemini pro-grams and head of a specialcommittee even then planningahead to the Apollo moon land-ing.
He subsequently became depu-ty associate administrator formanned space flight under asso-ciate administrator GeorgeMueller.
In February 1964, the mild-mannered Low transferred toHouston's new Manned Space-craft Center as its deputy direc-tor and general manager underDr. Robert Gilruth. While there,he supervised both the Geminiand Apollo as well as future pro-grams.
In April 1967, he became man-ager of the Apollo Spacecraftprogram then heading into theattempt at a lunar landing.
It was he who originated the

plan for Apollo B, the first flight
to the moon, and supervised allsubsequent Apollo missions up
through the first lunar landing,
Apollo II, in July 1969.

NASA Deputy Is Proposed
As Head Man of Agency

By JOHN LANNAN
Star Staff Writer

Deputy Administrator GeorgeM. Low of the National Aeronau-tics and Space Administrationappears to have the inside trackfor appointment as head of thespace agency.
Rep. James G. Fulton, R-Pa.,ranking minority member of theHouse Science and AstronauticsCommittee, confirmed last nightthat he has proposed Low for thespot being vacated by Dr.Thomas 0. Paine on Sept. 15.Fulton made the recommenda-tion in a telegram to PresidentNixon July 31. It was done withthe concurrence of Rep. GeorgeMiller, D-Calif., chairman of theHouse Science and AstronauticsCommittee, Rep. Olin E.Teague, D-Tex., second rankingmajority member of the com-mittee and other congressionalleaders.
Fulton sponsored Low for thepost he assumed last Novemberand also sponsored Paine whenhe moved up from the same slotunder former NASA Administra-tor James Webb.
Low, 44, is a native of Vienna,Austria. He was naturalized in1945 after coming to this countryat the time of the Anschluss. Heserved in the Army from 1944 to1946.

—UPI
GEORGE M. LOW

He is a graduate of Resnsse-laer Polytechnic Institute. He ismarried to the former Mary R.McNamara, of Troy, N.Y., andthey have five children.
Low is a career civil servant,

perhaps one of the most decorat-ed civilians hi government serv-ice as a result of his part in thespace program.
After joining the old NationalAdvisory Council on Aeronautics



President Names
An Aide, Grubb,
To NASA Post
President Nixon yesterday

named H. Dale Grubb as an
assistant administrator for leg-
islative affairs at the National
Aeronautics and Space
Agency. Grubb, who becomes
NASA's chief lobbyist, has
been on the White House con-
gressional relations staff.
He is a former Secret Serv-

ice agent who was once in the
detail assigned to guarding
Mr. Nixon as vice president.
Eef ore coming back to the
White House, he worked for a
large aerospace contractor,
the Avco Corp.


